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PREFACE -trl_-

In recent years, the external debts incurred directly or

indirectly by sovereign states have attained a renewed

importance in the ongoing debates concerning various aspects

of the global economy. The sheer magnitude of the debts

involved, the apparent inability of many debtors to service

these debts in a stable fashion, the vulnerability of the

financial institut.ions which are the creditors, and the

general intractability of Ehe overall debt problem with no

clear rsolutionst in sight, all serve to keep the external

debt question in the sPotlight.

This thesis is an examination of the experiences of

three countries in handling their external debt burdens' The

countries are the United States, South,Korea and Argentina'

The reasons for choosing these three cases for elaboration

are detailed in the first chapter, but briefly, they are

interesting because they represent three quite different

sets of circumstances. Arnerica is, atypically, an advanced

industrial country which is running up large deficits on

trade and governmenL spending which are both being financed,

mainly, by external sources. Furthermore' America has had

the luxury of not having to tailor its domestic economic

policies to Lhe wishes of foreign creditors, something which

almost a1l other countries are having to do to a greater or

lesser degree. South Korea is a newly-industrializing

country with a large debt. burden, but one which has had no

trouble in meeting its obligations so far. The strategies it

has pursued have paid off, but it rnay possibly be storing up

problems for the future. Argentina is also industrializing



and has a large debt, but has already faced

in keeping Èhis debt serviced. Indeed, to

the difficulties faced in handling these

appear to be inÈractable.
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serious problems

many observers,

problerns would

The thesis is divided into two parts. The first part

consists of two chapters, which outline the background of

the current problems with debt (Chapter 0ne) and examine the

positions of the commercial banks, central banks and

international financial agencies involved (ChapÈer Two). The

second part consists of three chapters' each examining one

of the three cases. The emphasis in each of the cases is on

those factors which are central to the dynamics of each

countryts external debt. This means thaÈ, in the case of the

United States (ChapÈer Three), there is a concentration on

the twin deficits of budget and trade. In the case of South

Korea (Chapter Four), the emphasis is on the process of

export-1ed industrialization and the push on to foreign

markets . In the case of Argentina ( Chapter Five ) , the

concern is with the whole gamut of complicaLions which arise

from the inability to meet international financial

obligations and, to some extent, the loss of control of the

direction of domestic economic policy.

In addition Èo making jtrdgements about each of the

cases under study, the conclusion also draws out some of the

themes which run through the body of the thesis. Judgements

about the effectiveness of debt management strategies are

reached and an attempt to formulaÈe prognoses is made.
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A central objective of the thesis is to demonstrate Èhe

inadequacies of current theoretical approaches to the whole

question of external debt, approaches which are considered

as part of the first chapter. Many of these were developed

in times past when patterns in the global economy were more

predicÈab1e and less volatile. At a tine when exactly the

opposite is Lrue, these theories seem less and less va1id.
The problems of postulating new t.heoretical tools are

compounded by the lack of clear understanding among

development theorists of the actual state of play in g1obal

f inancial market,s.
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PART 1

THE FRAMEIJORK

CHAPTER ONE

BACKGROUND



Theoretical PersDectives

At the besE of times, the field of international

political economy is rife with theoretical conflict, much of

which is ultimately born of ideological differences rather

than any real contrasts of empirical evidence. As Robert Cox

puts it: tTheory is always for someone and for some purpose.

All theories have a perspective There is ...no such

thing as theory in itself, divorced from a standpoint in

time and spac" t l . Despite this serious drawback, it is

traditional to seek Eheoretical explanations of how the

globat political economy functions. As wiÈh most grand

theories, the interpretation is of the total picture. The

dynamics of individual phenomena, such as external debt, is

sought to be explained within Ehe larger seEting.

Any survey of the existing theoretical literature

requires some degree of organization into broad categories,

to deal with the sheer proliferation of material. This is

the approach used here. A classification utilized by Roger
a

Tooze' is particularly useful and is adopted here, though

Gilpin (Ig75)3, Petras (1978)4, Baldwin (1978)5 and Cox

(Ig7g)6 have produced analyses which explain and critique

the theories in greater detail. To avoid needless repetition

of what these authors have stated, there will only be a

basic attempt Èo indicate the thrust of the literature

within each approach.

Tooze approaches his classification in terms of a series
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of commonly accepted perspectives , namely I Liberal t 
,

tMercantilistr, tSÈructuralistr, tl^lorld Systemst and

tMarxist-Radical t .

Liberal:

Given its predominance as the mainstream philosophy of

Anglo-Saxon society, it is not surprising that this became

the defining Perspective of the postwar international

economic order, which was largely worked out between the

United States and Great Britain. Its basic assumptions

include the notions that, essent.ia1ly, economic relations

are harmonious; that a prime value be placed upon efficiency

above all other social values; that a concepE of Ehe world

economy be based on equilibrium processes; and that there be

a goal of global welfare and a focus on the state, which

provides secure political frameworks for markets.

Much of the conflict between international economics

and poliÈical science tends to occur against the

conventional liberal setting. What are perceived as the

weaknesses of international economics have been criticised

by those who examine the politics of international economic

relations, an approach which has attempted to marry world

politics and international econo*i.".7 However ' critical

assurrptions brought from each of the thlo fields has meant

that the mesh has not been as good as one might have

expected. Different approaches within this perspective have

run into different problems. For instance' the analysis of
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economic interactions between national economies means thaÈ

there is a limitation on the basis of state-centricity' 0n

the other hand, models which are based on transnational

relations and interdependence have different Problems with

their assumptions about the role of mu1 tinational

corporations and transnational processes ' Apart from

severely underestimating the importance and power of the

state, especially in such things as regulation and trade

protection , thi s approach also overestimates the degree of

ideological. neutrality of economic processes and

institutions. (Coopêr, 19688; Morse, I9769 ; Keohane and Nye,

I977Io ; Michalak, t92911¡.

Mercantilism/Neo-Mercantilism :

flhile the heyday of mercanÈilism was in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries, it. has been partially revived in

contemporary debate as a response to what is perceived as

the declining ability of the liberal perspective to provide

both explanation and a basis for policy. A key assumPtion is

that economic relaÈions are inherently conflictual and

dominated by national self-interest and extensive

governmental involvement. Economi-cs is held to be determined

by politics and only makes sense in the context of the state

(Gilpin, tglsIZ; Block , I977I3 ; Krasner, l97BI4 ; Viner,

roaals;.

Since government policy-makers are often

from their constituents '

faced with

they finddemands for protection
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the neo-mercantilist approach very aEtractive' Yet' the

approach is made less useful by its narrowness on two

fronts. Firstly, the t statist I view of international

political economy is incapable of registering major changes

presently occurring in the world economy ' Secondly ' the

conception of political econy based on a particular

definirion of rhe srare (sylvan, teair6¡ is quire limi-ted.

Structuralism:

StructuralismisaperSpectivethatseeksEoanaLyzethe

development of the world political economy as a whole' and

inSodoingseekstoavoidtheethnocenticityof

mercantilism and liberalism. Mainly, it is concerned with

the nations at the center of the global economy have created

and maintai-ned structures and patterns of exchange which

continue to systematically benefit center nations at the

expense of those at the periphery. (Petras' I97BI7 ; Galtun8,

197tlB, 198119; Prebisch, 196420; Targ, 19lO2I)' This

structuralist Perspective is the basis for demands for a

'New International Economic Orderr ' As it is based on a

series of abstractions that relate directly to specific

historical processes' it is quite a good explanatory tool at

thelevelofgeneralities'Yet,itcannothandleinstances

of specific historical domination'

I,lorld Systems:

This approach also analyzes Ehe development of the world
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poliEical economy as a whole, but takes as its major unit of

analysis the world system of capitalism iÈse1f rather than

nations within the system, as does structuralism. However,

as in the structuralist perspective, the literature does not

form a single coherent theory. Its basis is found in the

critique of the tdevelopmentalistr view of liberal political

economy (Gunder Frank, I97g22; Baran, 195723; Cardoso,

l977'O). More recently this view has been articulated by

Immanuel l^ja11erst"in25 und other major 'dependency' school

writers. Tn general terms, it is argued that specific events

wiEhin the world system can only be explained in terms of

the demands of the sysÈem as a who1e, with all actions being

related to the system. While there are many problems with

this approach, the key objections to it center around the

superficiality of such a far-reaching holistic vi-ew of the

wor1d, and its focus on exchange relations to the detriment

of production relations in the structure of the world

economy.

Marxist/Radical:

Again there is great difficulty in locating the

literature from these perspectives within a single

theoreEical body of work, let alone trying to summaríze this

here. Apart from the world systems work, all other

perspective do not have the same intellectual basis in

historical materialism that the Marxist/radical perspective

has. (lvlandel, tgøg26). The f ocus is not on the state, as

such, but on the production process and its dynamics and
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27
structures. Indeed some writers' such as Gunder Frank and

oo
B.runZö, straddle both the world system and radical

perspectives. The common factor would appear to be a

relational interpreÈation of development and

underdevelopment. Classical Marxist concepts and theories,

such as imperialism and the internationalization of capital,

have undergone change as new varieties of Èheory have been

developed out of them: most importantly by Arghiri

Enmanu"129, Sami. Atin30 and Ernest Mand"131 '

Theoretical understanding of external debt issues tends

to reflect these perspectives. For example, mainstream

thinking on debt f ollows the liberal line. Hence, the I'Jorld

Bank/fUf' perspective is largely shaped by this viewpoint.

External debt is assumed to be a necessary adjuncÈ to

economic growth; al1 debt processes are assumed to be guided

by economic reality (rather than political reality);

dornestic economic efficiency is deemed to be a sufficient

condition for the servicing of the debt; ultimately there is

a notion that a viable equilibrium beÈween debt service and

export earnings can be achieved. So plans to handle debt

which are based on this perspective are usually noted for

stressing the importance of economic and export growth as

the vehicle for succesful debt servicing and ultimate debt

reduction, an export-1ed growth strategy.

IT

shape s

is of

could be argued that the mercantilj-st perspective

the thinking of the commercial banks. The assumption

inherently conflictual economic relations between
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banks and debtors. This may have been responsible for the

outcome seen in the past several years where relations

between banks and debtors are generally adversarial'

resultinSinapolicyandnegotiationdeadlock.0ftensuch

deadlock can range over a number of issues but the banks are

usually of the opinion that governments of debtor nations

have to be forced to take I hard I decisions in their own

long-term interest. That this could be a counter-productive

strategy does not seem to enter into the equation very

of ten.

The converse of this is an amalgam of the

structuralism/world systems perspectives which is' broadly

speaking, subscribed Eo by debtor governments' In such a

view the terms of exchange that already exist in the g1oba1

economy would mitigate against any fair deal on external

debt. As such, the debtors will always be at the mercy of

the lenders, irrespective of any other factors which may

favour them, such as the formation of debtor cartels. Hence,

these governments see the issue of debt being tied in with

broader issues such as cal1s for a New InternaÈional

Economic 0rder.

Marxist/Radical perspectives give rise to their own line

of thinking on exÈernal debt questions. None of the major

players subscribe to this school, other than for reasons of

domestic or international Propaganda. Yet, it is a popular

viewpoint among critics of g1obal capitalism who are engaged

in looking at these problems. The notion of outright debt
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repudiation is founded in the beliefs of this school which

would maintaj-n that, given the exploitative nature of the

lender-debtor relationship, such a strategy is quite

justified. In an ideal setting, such repudiation of existing

debt would be accompanied by a wiEhdrawal from the global

economy and emphasis on a national sysEem of economic

planning and implementation of those plans ' Inwardly

oriented development policies would also be a consequence of

such a strategY.

As stated in the introduction, a central objecÈive of

the thesis is to demonstrate Ehe inadequacies of current

theoretical approaches Eo the whole question of external

debt. Many of these were developed in times past when

patterns in Èhe g1oba1 economy were more predictable and

less volatile. At a time when exactly the opPosite is true'

these theories seem less and less va1id. The problems of

postulating new theoret,ical tools are compounded by the lack

of clear understanding among development theorists of the

actual state of play in globar financial markets. This

failure of theory is one of the key reasons behind the lack

of treal worldr policymaking impact by most theoreticians

and the low esLeem in which they are held by most

practitioners in global finance. Certainly it is to be hoped

that the development- of theory will lead to a dramatic

reversal of this situation but the current indications for

this happening are not optimistic.
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An attempt to draw conclusions of the sort discussed in

the preface, requires examination of the current problems of

debt and the circumstances that brought them about. The

formulation is dependent on the overall functioning of

global financial markets and institutions, and the factors

which affect them.

Fundamentally, the essential prerequisite for the

financial system to continue to function effectivelY, is

that confidence in its viability is maintained. Lack of such

confidence threatens the basis of all transactions within

the system and undermines interactions with production and

trade. Llhy has there been a developing crisis of confidence

in the post-Bretton \^loods financial arrangements? Why has

this scepticism developed to the point where it threatens

the long-term stabilit.y of money markets and financial

institutions? Is iÈ possible to identify the specific means

by which this particular crisis arose and to find an implied

commonality with previous crises ? Seeking to ansl¡/er these

questions is a relatively difficult task, but the essential

elements of the answers can be identified easily and stated

simply.

It is usual to locate the beginnings of the Third I^lorld

Debt Crisis in the aftermath of the first oil shock of I973.

The enormous surpluses being generated by certain 0PBC

members coincided with the need for the oil-importing

developing countries to borrow funds to cover problems like

current account deficits, trade credits, squeezes in cash
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flow and, of course, oil-import bill t.32 Predictably, lhu

demand for t recycled t putrodollars was matched by their

supply through the private international banks' Tt is now

clear that t.his action helped stave off a major global

economic crisis. The enhanced liquidity provided by the 0PEC

surplus helped keep the processes of production in

developing and developed nations, and trade among and

between them, from collaPsing at a raEher critical time in

Third World nation".33the developmental process for many

In theory, private banks were making commercial loans Èo

governments and corporations in developing countries, and in

the process, were performing three basic functi-ons. Firstly,

they r¡¡ere finding an ouÈ1et for OPEC surplus at a Èirne when

\.JesÈern economies were contracting and traditional consumers

of loan funds h¡ere reducing demand. secondly, such funds as

they did advance to many Third l¡¡orld governments helped to

pay for oil imports and enabled these nations to stay afloat

economically during the global recessionary periods during

which demand for their exports h¡as reduced. Thirdly, these

loans h¡ere useful in making up the increasing shortfall

between Official Development Assistance (ODA) attd the needs

of developing nations for trade credits and developmental

fund".34 Admittedly, Èhe profit potential of these loans

would have been a prime consideration at the outset' but it

must be stressed that, âÈ certain times, competition to lend

reduced profit margins, and Ehe drive to lend ü/as sustained

by an imperati-ve to maintain market share of nevl 1oan".35 At

this time, central bank intervention I{as minimal and often
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favoured the lending policies of the private banks. In some

cases, such as West Germany, there u/as even some degree of

encouragement offered by the central bank in order to keep

up levels of lending to Third \rlorld and EasÈern Bloc

borro"".".36

In any event, it was necessary for the global economy to

be maintained in the face of serious difficulties caused by

such unusual phenomena as escalating energy costs and

I stagflation' .37 Flows of credit which were relatively

unhindered were a key factor in any attempt to return to a

sÈeady state and, given the implications of a severe failure

of the world econoflI, the banks were only too willing to

cooperate.

The effects of Ehe changes that arose as a result of the

economic shifts of Èhe mid to late-1970s h¡ere disÈributed

unevenly beÈween nations. In general, developed countries

suffered some trauma i-n adjusting to the new higher prices

of energy, though some, such as Britain and Norway, did

quite well out of the price escalation. However, the general

slowdown in economic activity did leave its mark on the

industrial sectors in particular. The recession brought with

it the expected increases in unernployment, but surprisingly

not the corollary reductions in inflationary pressures. In

the developing world, on the other hand, the effect v/as very

mixed.38 Certain oil exporters prospered while others, who

u/ere burdened with larger, poorer populations, did not fare

very we11. Almost uniformly, oil-importing developing
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countries did much vrorse than they would have done with

lower energy prices.

At what was obviously a very difficult time for the

global economy, the roles played by the international

financial system were extremely useful. Undeniably, the

economic crises of the 1970s would have been far worse if

not for the redemption, albeit limited, offered by the

system. In the process, the organization of international

credit has been undermined. Is it reasonable to expect that,

since Peter rescued Paul in the 1970s, Paul will noI{¡ oblige

by pulling Peter out of a hole in the 1980"?39

In common Èerms, one would presume that the

relationships of power that exist in the realm of global

finance, mirror to some extent, the distribution of capital

and the implicit capacity to influence the course of events

that ownership of such capital delivers, with dominance

being exercised by the richest. In this interpretation, one

would expect that, for example, OPEC members r¿ho were

investing surpluses in the Western f inancial markets would

have some leverage over the operations of the system.

Similarly, creditor institutions would be expected to have a

large degree of control over debtors' in view of the hold on

purse strings which they exer.i"".40 This is to some extent

an accurate picture, but at certain times and in certain

cases, power relations seem to work the other \{ay round,

wiEh debtors exercising power over creditors and

deposit-holders being able to dictate to depositot".4l
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l/hy Borrow?

The perspective of the borrowers (Third l'Ior1d and

Eastern Bloc national governments ' their semi-auEonomous

agencies and private corporations which had government

guarantees of some form on their securities) ttas essenEially

a simple one. Most were undergoing problems brought about by

the changing price of oi1. 0i1 importers had to find extra

foreign exchange to keep pace with the increases in their

oi1 bi11s. Many oil exporters had to come up with ambitious

plans for accelarating development in order to disburse some

of the benefits of higher oi1 prices among the population at

large. (The latter was nore difficult than one rnight

imagine, for the sudden unleashing of large sums of money

into an economy can bring difficulty wiEh excessive

inflation and help create shortages of even essential

good".)42 To maintain ambitious programs of development, it

r{as often necessary to supplemenÈ oil revenues with

borrowings r+hich were underwritten by expected future income

not only from oi1, but also from the products of economic

growth and industria'.ization.

During the mid to late 1970s the real cost of oil, and

indeed most other forms of non-renewable energy ' was

escalating, largely because of increasing scarcity of these

resources and the lack of available economic alternatives.

Much of the policy planning in oi1 exPorting nations \./as

based on this assumption. The nature of the OPEC cartel and
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its ability to defy, for a while at least, the established

laws of Èhe marketplace by setting iÈs own pricing regime at

wi11, meant Ehat OPEC members and fellow travellers alike

were able to spend lavishly on whatever objectives took

their f ancy. l.lhen their revenues were Eaxed to the limit ' it

waS a simple matter to arrange to borrow from international

commercial banks, who were only too happy to lend against

oil in the ground, which appeared to be as sure a security

as gold in the bankvaulE.43 Indeed, competition for this

business was so great, that OPEC finance ministers often had

more trouble avoiding having loans pressed upon them, than

acEually negotiating to get th.t.44

0ther valid reasons for using overseas financing instead

of waiting for eventual revenues existed. In a world that

vras experiencing both unusually high inflaÈion rates and

escalating energy prices, it made sense to hang on to energy

resources as they appreciated more in value the longer they

stayed in the ground. At the sane time inflation meant that

any borrowings would be repaid in depreciated future
.45currencres. The magnitude of inflaÈion was such that once

its effects had been discounted, the real interest rates

being paid by borror./ers r,/ere sometimes negative. Also, the

value of the United States dollar against most currencies

largely renained quite moderate, if not on occasion weak, so

that there l^/as no real need to be concerned about the

potential gearing effect of currency exchange. Confidence in

the dollar remaining low in value, if not going even lower,

h¡as such that very few, if âDY, governments and corporations
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made serious efforts to hedge their currency risks on the

futures markets.

The decisions taken by many Third I'Jor1d debEors to

proceed with large scale borrowing during the last decade

were quite justifiable ones in terms of the siEuation as it

existed then, however disastrous they may seem in hindsight.

It musE be remembered thaÈ Ehis \¡/as a time of great

uncertainty f or the l,Iestern industrial economies ' given

their heavy dependence on' often imported, fossil fuels

which were widely believed to be running out at such a rate

thaÈ exhaustion would occur within a decade or two at the

most. Most Third I^ior1d governments which had sovereignty

over energy deposits of various kinds were in a sense

justified at the time in feeling that they had the upper

hand in their dealings with Ehe advanced capitalist nations,

which until then had enjoyed an unshakeable hold on the

functioning of the global ".onoty.46 The success of OPEC in

the cartel business was seen as a precursor for all sorts of

other commodities and a road to nassive injections of

capital on a level undreant of before this time.

Why Lend?

that followed 0i1 Shock I, i. e. theThe recession

quadrupling of oil two short-run effectsprices in

demand for

which were

on the international banking

a dramatic

I973, had

community.

domestic

Firstly,

loan funds

i t creaÈed

in most ofdrop in

nationsEhe trrlestern the prime markets for such
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f unds. Such a decrease in able and willing borror,\Iers h¡as not

very healthy for the profitability of the banks concerne d.47

The second effect was the relative flood of deposits coming

into the banks from such sources as Èhe OPEC surplus and

even domestic investors, individual and institutional, who

preferred to leave their money on deposit rather than risk

direct investment in an uncertain business climate. Short of

refusing to accept nell deposits and divesÈing thernselves of

exi-sting ones, the banks could not avoid having to meet

interest payments. In any case, rêfusing deposits was noÈ a

viable opEion because of the loss of prestige and damage to

standing and statr.rs.4B The only other real alternative was

Eo find borrovrers for Èhe money that was coming in.

Given the parlous state of the domestic financial

markets in the United States and Western Europe, Ehe banks

had to look further afield to find channels for their loans:

to Third tiorld and Eastern Bloc nations which were seeking

to expand their economies and, in the case of the former,

private domestic corporations within these countries which

!/ere also seeking to expand their production and markets.

Admittedly , ât the outset , these wer e seen as borror,\¡ers who

posed higher risks and as such were charged premium interest

rates. However, as more and more of the commercial banks

noved into this market, competition to maintain and if

possible increase market share had the effect of driving

down interest rate".49 At one stage Third l{or1d borrowers

\./ere able to get funds at rates which were only fractional

percentage points above the standard interbank rates. The
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importance of markeE share lay in the long term objectives

of the banks concerned. It h¡as felt that expansion into the

Third tlorld was the best prospect for future growth and

profits. An essential aspect of tapping this market was to

be in early, if not among the first, and establish good

relationships with the new borrov/ers. The negative effect of

this on profiÈability had to be countered with expansion of

the loan base, so that gradually the internaÈiona1 banks

came to be less selective and discriminating in'their choice

of clients. The ulEimate unspoken hope vras that eventually

the markeE in Third World finance would become a sÈable,

sound and essenÈia11y highly profitable onu.50

S ome

their ov/n

once all

would argue that the banks were the victims of

greed for market share and profits; others that

the factors had fal1en into place, and given their

of

of

the

the

other

dealt

avowed purpose for existence, the banks took the best

bad alternatives facing them. Given the limitations

time, one must ask whether there could have been any

possible avenues for action.5l ttis question will be

with in a subsequent chapter.

What went wronq and how did it happen?

If events had gone according to expectations there would

not have been a Debt Crisis, or at least not one of the

present magnitude " Unfortunately, for the banks and their

customers, the first half of the 1980s has brought unforseen

changes r+hich have acted to undermine the logic of the
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1970s. Oi1, for example, is presently undergoing a world

g1ut, as a result of the continuing industrial slump in much

of the developed wor1d, more deposits of oi1 proving to be

economically recoverable as the price rose and reâsonably

efficient Eechniques of energy conservation having been

<o
developed.tt In spite of the heroic attempts of the 0PEC

group of nations to hold their current official pricing

1eve1s, (which in themselves have been somewhat reduced from

their a1l-t.ime highs ) , by such means as cutting production

quotas and using financial reserves to cover the shorÈfall

in revenue, the spot market continueS to indicaEe a

declining I real I price for oi1. The effect of Ehis gluE 
'

which is expected in some quarters to continue for well over

another decade, has in general been quite devastating for

the oi1 produ.".".53 Total revenue has declined for those

producers who have abided by the quotas' thus slowing down

their plans for development. 0thers, more desperate' have

violated the agreed cutbacks in production to maintain, ât

least in part, a higher level of revenue inflow, but are

largely successful only in putting further downward pressure

on the price of oil" The situation is so bad that the

viability of OPEC as a coherent and effective force is

itself now in doubt.. For the banks, all this means that they

can no longer rely on using OPEC funds as a buffer-

performance of industries

which r^¡ere funded by

the time r oo PaPer at

viable competitors in

Another

in the Third

negative factor is the

World borrower nations

loans

leasÈ,

from international banks. At

these should have been
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international markets, when manufacture and export

eventually got under way - In addition to much lower wage

rates,theenterprisesconcernedwereinvestinginnewer

plant and equipment which brought advantages in cost and

efficienc y.54 Unfortunately, two things got in the way of

their success, namely the slump in demand caused by the

general globa1 downturn and the rise of protectionism in the

advanced capitalist countries which had been expected to be

the main markets.

The effect of such misfortune \.\¡as to create uncertainty

about the viability of rnuch of the outstanding debt to Third

l^lor1d borrowers and their ability Èo service and ultimately

rePayit,otrtermsthatwouldbeacceptabletotheir

creditors. There is some debate about the amount of debt

outstanding in the less developed and socialist bloc

nations. Estimates range from us$800 to 1100 billion

dor1"r".55 The lack of a precise figure is caused by

difficulties in obtaining accurate data from borror{¡ers and

even lenders, differences in accounting systems giving

different totals, incomplete inforrnation on some Èypes of

borrowing and so on. If necessary, it is possible to use the

figure settled on by one of the international financial

insritutions, e.g. the USg850 billion of the IMF,56 but the

most important aspect to grasp is the magnitude of the

amount involved. By most standards this is a phenomenal sum

of money and would of itself provide adequate cause for

concern. l,rlhen one adds to this the currently popular

conception that this noney was lent ouE irresponsibly by the
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banks to Third I^Jor1d nations which vrere incapable of paying

it back, it is easy Eo feel some degree of moral

indignation. However ' a more considered view would argue

that this total amount of money ovted by all those countries

is substantially less than the esÈimated Èota1 outstanding

debt of the uniÈed states governmenÈ in 1984, which was

USgf00O billion ( I trillion ).57 i{hen such a comparison is

made, the dimensions of the problem no longer seem to be as

incomprehensible as Ehey might appear to be at first'

The outstanding amounts of money are owed to a large

number of creditors, among them I^Iestern governments ' l'Jestern

commercial banks both international and domestic in their

operations, international financial institutions' private

investors (corporate and otherwise) and the various global

financial and bond markets. \|¡ith hindsight' most of it is

not adequately secured, with the most conmon form of

securitybeingSomeformofguaranteebythehomegovernment

of the borrov/er. Al1 too often these are one and the same'

the borro!/er being the government, a serni-governmental

authority or a 'quango' which had government backing'58 The

main reason for this state of affairs to have arisen r¡/as a

misconception of the nature and applicability of tsovereign

riskr. This term is commonly used to denote the implications

of lending to a sovereign stat".59 There has always been a

tendency to assume that such lending is appropriate for a

variety of reasons. National governnents usually tend to

have continued existence in the longer term' even if their

composition might change. with some important exceptions'
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they have in the past tended to honour their obligations to

creditor=.60 In theor y at 1east, governments have been

considered to be a special class of borrower, incapable of

going bankrupt.The problern arises because of the fact that

the international banking system has never before lent so

much to states that are experiencing such difficulty in

servicing let alone repaying these loans.At the very leasE,

this impression of Ehe innate soundness of the state has

meant that there is a willingness on the part of many

bankers to lend to governments without any real security or

collateral being involuud .61

How the Debt Crisis built up !

l^lhile the Debt crisis has achieved relative global

prominence only in the past few years, it must be stressed

that the possibility of its onset h¡as a topic of concern in

banking circles soon after the major expansion in

international 1e.rdirrg.62 During the course of Ig7 5, only

I2-IB months after Eurocurrency fi-nancing v/as expanded

several fold so that demand for short to medium-term loans

from OECD countries seeking to finance sudden deteriorations

in their balance of payments positions as a result of the

oil price increase could be met by the OPBC surplus,

questions raised in these circles were finding their way

into the media. Complications caused by the increasing

number of Third l,Iorld borrowers venturing into the

Euromarket added fuel to these v/orries' so that towards the
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end o f 1 975 , in Ehe UniEed States at least , the banks

involved, particularly the large money-centre institutions

which did business on a multi-national basis, had become

targets for both media and Congressional cri tics. 63 The

attack cent,red on what were perceived to be 'rhuge,

questionable"64 loans which were nor{ jeopardized by the

global economic downturn. To be sure there was concern abouÈ

the lending that had occurred to developing countries, but

also fears were exPressed about loans outstanding in other

areas such as in the real estate sector' municj-palities and

the oil Èanker indusCry.65 There h/as a perceived emerging

crisis of debt, though it had not yet become a Debt Crisis,

1et alone the Global or inEernational DebÈ Crisis.

Soon it r¡¡as nore tfashionabler to critj-cj-ze banks for

making international loans, in preference to Ehe other

areas. This distinction was not based so much on analysis or

foresight, âs on the fact that all except international

borrowers had strong domestic constituencies and lobbies and

thus could not be attacked with impuniay.66 So, the first

period of concern abouÈ Third lrlorld Debt r./as an upsurge

caused at least in part by such factors as a feeling that

domestic capital musÈ not be lent abroad at a time of

economic hardship, but rather should be held at home for

job-producing investment " Such a view does not take into

account hardships being experienced in other ParÈs of the

g1obe.

Unfortunately, for themselves and ultimately for the
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banks concerned, the critics of international lending did

not recognize the true significance of the increasing stake

in international 1oans. I4lhile some limited concern h¡as

expressed about Ehe ability of developing countries to

service their debt burdens, defenders of the banks and their

lending policies were able to make what ' under Èhe

circumstances , amounted to a convincing argumen t.67 In

brief, this ran as follows: in the past, US banks had

extremely modest loss records on international loans because

they were careful to ensure high quality in their

portfolios. The vasÈ bulk of overseas credits represented

ultimately the obligations of governments or large '

well-established banks which could almost always refinance

or stretch out payments to cope with unforseen liquidity

problems that prevented the borro\.¡ers from meeting

maturities promptly. Even the relatively small number of

loans to foreign corporations were concentrated wiEh

companies of international standing, with high returns on

their investment and involved in growth areas such as

airlines, mining and petroleum. The concenÈration of

international 1oans, i.e. the very high percentage of loans

held by a few large banks and the predominance of a dozen or

so countries among the bigger borrol,\¡ers at that time ' v/as

held to be a strength rather than a weakne"".68 In this

interpretation, ouÈstanding credits to t high risk I

countries, such as India, Pakistan, Bangladesh and much of

Black Africa, hlere relatively modest and composed of mainly

short-term trade financing. Given the immediate negative

effects on the domestic economies of defaulters on such
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finance, the expectation was that default was unlikely. 0n

the other hand those dozen or so nations with heavy debt

burdens to US banks, largely in the form of term and

non-trade obligations, had rich natural resources ( e. g.

Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, Algeria, Iran, Indonesia) or

long-sEanding ties to the United States government which had

substantial economic and political influence over them ( e. g.

South Korea, the Philippines, Taiwan, Israel) .69

This argument was quite convincing in the light of the

Ehen prevailing paradigms. It should be remembered that this

was a Èime of rising concern about the future scarci-ty of

natural resources, particularly energy and strategic

minerals. 0rganLzations like the Club of Rome were busily

spreading the message of impending doom for global consumers

of such resourcu..70 Given that., in general, most

commodiEies and raw materials were starting to show an

escalating trend in prices, which ultimately resulted in the

commodity price boom of the 1aÈe 1970s, it seemed as if this

view was valid. By extension, suppliers of these goods would

be in quite goqd positions vis-a-vis their loans from

Western banks. So, criticism of these ouÈstanding

international loans was somewhat muted for a few year".71

The second 0i1 Shock of 7979 begaE fresh fears about the

fate of international lending. The substantial boosts in the

fuel bills of many developing countries showed signs of

ouLstripping their ability to pay them, êspecially as

certain commodities started to show signs of suffering from
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a v/eakening in demand. The causes of this were essentially

three-fold. Firstly, hi-gher prices for raw materials meant a

slow-down in economic acEivity because these increaSed costs

were reflected in the higher pricing of finished goods,

which in turn depressed consumer demand. This 1ed in

cyclical fashion to reduced demand for raw materials which

in turn put downward ptessure on their Pricing. Secondly' as

the price charged by traditional suppliers for their

commodities roSe, more and more producers were able Èo come

on line in economically viable circumstanceS ' thus

increasing competition. Thirdly, in certain cases where

recycling was an option e. g. aluminiun, the cost of

recycling became increasingly attractive in comparison to

the cost of production f rom scratch.T' 
", 

the early 1980s,

these factors q¡ere to work in concert to drive commodity

prices into a tailspin from which they have not yeE

recovered.

In the meantime, in spite of the general level of

complacency about unsecured lending to developing nations'

there vrere a few cases which continued to cause concern. The

government of Zaire, more often than not representing the

personal interests of President Mobutu and his family, had

begun to borrow heavily in the early 1970s, against Èhe

promise of the potential offered by, among other things,

deposits of diamonds, copper and cobaIt.73 D"spite the

golden opportunity offered by these resources for Lhe

development of Zaire to the benefit of the population at

1arge, the unfortunate reality was the exact opposite, with
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corruption and maladminisÈraÈion becoming the avenues by

which the loan monies were frittered away. The original

schedules for payment of interest and principal were no

longer being adhered to by mid I975. 0ver the next three

years, a series of agreements were made between the Mobutu

regime, its creditors and the International Monetary Fund,

agreements which h¡ere supposed Eo lead to an improvement in

Zaire I s economic and financial management and consequently

its performance as a debtor. Each of these in turn fe11

victim to the air of corrupÈion and bad managerial decisions

of the governmenÈ. ultimately, in 1978, the IMF virtually

assumed control of the central bank of Zair",74 and embarked

on a massive reorganization of the financial systems of the

country, over the objections of Mobutu and his cronies.

Around the time that zaire firsÈ got inÈo trouble,

another example of lending that h¡as ouÈ of control surfaced.

Indonesia, like many other countries in the emerging Third

l.Jorld, had vested a nonoPoly over the domestic oil industry

i-n a staLe-oÌüned company, Pertanin^.75 fnis \{as run' with an

unusual degree of entrepreneurial latitude, by General Ibnu

Sutowo, who was responsible only to President Suharto

hirnself. During 197I-I973, Pertamina borrowed heavily from

various banks in differenL countries, not only for the

purpose of developing its oilfields, but also to diversify

into areas in which it had no real expertise' such as hotels

and charter airctaft.T6 I^Ihen the Indonesian central bank

became ah¡are of the scale of Pertaminars borrowings it tried

very hard to bring them under control, but r¡/as unsuccessf ul
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because the foreign banks were only too happy to abide by

Sutowors wishes and not rePorÈ formally the loans they were

making to the oil comPany. In February I975, Pertamina

failed to pay the interest on a relatively small loan owed

to a relatively small bank, which in iEself v/as of litt1e

consequence except for the fact that the bank concerned,

instead of doing the accepted Ehing and rescheduling the

payment, decided to insist on its lega1 prerogative to

declare a default. standard tcross-defaultt clauses in 10an

agreements would then oblige all of Pertaminats creditors to

call in their 1oans, which would guarantee a massive

collapse of the oil company and huge losses for the major

banks invoLu"d..77 This time, Pertamina had no option buÈ to

go to the central bank, in the hope that official

intervention would lead to a rePrieve, After long drawn-out

negotiation, the central bank managed to obtain a rescue

package to keep Pertamina afloat, but at the cost of having

to expend most of its reserves to make good on due payments

as a quid pro q,ro.78 While this adversely affected

Indonesia t s credit rating, it did mean that a complete

collapse of credit to the country was averted. Subsequent

investigations revealed that hundreds of millions of dollars

had been siphoned off into the private accounts of Sutowo

and other Pertamina officia1".79

In boÈh the cases of Zaire and Pertamina,

involved was

of sây, Chase

For instance,

the risk

minor in

Manhat tan

Citicorp,

exposure of

comparison to

or CiticorP

most of the banks

the present exPosure

in Latin America.
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althoughthechiefprivatelenderinZaireatthetimethe

crisis first erupted, was only owed 40 million dollar='80 In

both cases ' it \¡Ias Possible to 1ay the blame f or what

occurred on a combination of corruption, maladministration

and/or bad judgement on the part of the borrower. The banks

could correctly claim, in a 1ega1 if not moral sense, that

the incidents had not been necessarily the result of their

lendingpolicies.Theoretically,itcouldbearguedthat

there was no real cause for wider conCern abouÈ a Potential

crisis of debt among the broader spectrum of developing

nations.

At this time, there were other indications of impending

difficulÈies within the banking industry iÈself. The

collapse of the Herstatt (Frankfurt) and Franklin (New York)

banks and the near collapse of, among others' the National

Llestminister (London), served to illustrate that the postwar

l^lestern commercial banking system v/as nore vulnerabl e than

had been imagined previously. Again, plausible reasons which

did not reflect badly on the lending policies of the banks

aÈ large, could be advanced to explain these failures. The

collapse of Bankhaus Herstatt in I974 could be blamed on

wild speculation on foreign exchange markets by the

managers, who concealed their losses by tampering with

computerized account".81 i,Ihen the Franklin Bank collapsed in

the same year, it had been under the control of the now

notorious embezz]-er Michele Sindona, for over three years.

Sindona had embarked on a series of rash ventures, the

rosses frorn which he concealed by falsifying record".B2 So
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both of these could be written off to fraudulent or

larcenous behavior by the respective managements' which was

of concern in iÈse1f, but did not mean that there v/as

something wrong with the banking systern itself. The

experience of Nathlest \i¡as a salutory lesson in the danger of

overextending resources in one particular sector of the

economy (in this case properEy development) buE the fact

that it had been saved was an indication that the safety net

provided by the Bank of England v/as a very effective

safeguard whj-ch was quiEe capable of taking care of awkward

situations whenever they .rot..83

0n the whole, this kind of logic, which admittedly

seemed plausible or even sound, Prevailed. Even those who

had misgivings abouE the long-term fuLure of credit extended

to the Third l,lorld could not convincingly argue a contrary

viewpoint. For all intents and purposes the banks $/ere

reassuringly in control of the situation and the possibility

of widespread default and the resulting collapse of the

banking system seemed rernote and unreal. Most of the debtors

who did get into trouble would have the option of

rescheduling their loans to make payments more convenient

and the banks would have no trouble t rolling them over I . In

essence, there r{¡as no real need to u¡orry, or at least there

wasntt until things started unravelling and the assumptions

on which much of the complacency had been based were tested

and found to be v/anting. By the time most banks had woken up

to its possible reality, the Third l^iorld Debt Crisis hlas

already upon then"
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The first clear and unambiguous indication of the Third

l¡rlorldDebtCrisishavingarrivedwiE'havengeance\./aSthe

experience of Mexico in lg82' For the Preceding six or seven

years' t'he country had rapidly accumulated a massive foreign

debt, esLimated to be about US$85 billiot'84 largely on the

basis of the collateral value of oil in the ground' The

LopezPortilloadminiStration'savo\^'edgoalofusingt'heoil

wealthtodevelopMexicohadfallenafoulofthetemptaEion

to be seen to be rapidly raising the standard of living (a

trap into which the Polish government was also to falf)' The

relative lack of domestic production of consumer goods \{as

compensated for by a flood of i'mports and even the plant and

equiprnent for such eventual domestic industry had to be

imported.Theonsetofthecurrentglobalglutofoilserved

to aggravate already worsening current account deficits '

Initialattemptstocontainthedamageonthetradefrontby

borrowingyetmorefromoverseashelpeddelayÈhecrunch'

butalsocompoundedtheproblembyaddingspirallingforeign

debt Èo the imbalance in trade' By August 1gB2' the only

option available to the Mexican government was to suspend

payments on its outstanding foreign debt and seek

negotiations with its creditors in order to determine

mutually acceptable arrangements for rescheduling its debt

and coping with the payments that were due immediately ' The

Mexican case was the forerunner of â localized set of

panics, sometimes known as the Latin American Debt Crisis'

aSwellasÈhefirstseriousintimationofthewiderThird

\^lor1d orr..85 The negotiations on coping with lulexico I s
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problems dragged on over several months. In September,

President Lopez Porti11o, on the advice of his central bank

governor Carlos Tel1o, made serious attempts to set uP a

tdebtorts cartelf in conjunction with Argentina, Brazi-L and

Venezuela, but was thwarted when these n tions declined Èo

declare moratoriums on their debts. B6 Ultimately, it was

left to Lopez Portillors successor, De I Madrid, to agree

to abide by Ehe Èerms of a US$5 billion rescue package,

which was put together by ì4exico's leading creditors and

underwri-tten by a syndicate of some 600 banks worldwidu.BT

After Mexico, a series of other Third World nations had

to resort to some form of rescheduling or renegotiation of

their debt as conditions continued to become more and more

adverse. Most of the major debtor nations in Latin America

(e.g. Brazi-L, Argentina), had to reschedule several times as

different portions of their outslanding debt came up for

review at different times. Sometimes a rescheduling

agreement iEself had to be renegotiated when the country

concerned was unable to meet the terms it had agreed to" The

IMF, along with other internati-onal financial institutions,

increasingly became involved in the process of debt

management.

0ne of the central problems with trying to keep things

afloat was Lhat the commercial banks which had been so free

with their largesse previously, took sudden fright at their

customerts difficulties and severely restricLed the flows of

funds they were willing to commiE in future, thus
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exacerbating the very problems they soughÈ to avoid.BS The

intermediary role played by the IMF vlas twofold. Firstly' it

took on its traditional role of being a financial tsheriffr,

demanding Ehat the debtor nations enforce such things as

financial and fiscal discipline, controls on government

spending, curbs on domestic consumption and the 1ike, held

to be vital Eo t.he recovery of any country undergoing

problems with debt.B9 The Fundrs policymakers hlere only too

ar.¡are that many of the t hard t decisions were bound to be

poliEically unpopular and that it would be tempting for the

governments concerned to avoid taking them' So, ânY IMF

assístance in seeking respite from the debt burdens being

experienced by any given government was ofÈen dependent on

that government demonstrating its political will to push

ahead with unpopular measures which were nevertheless deemed

Èo be necessary. such conditionality was usually expressed

in the form of various economic targets that had to be

achieved or in terms of improvements in different economic

indicators. This avoided the unpleasantness of stating the

bald truth in the f orm of say, "l¡ie agree to give you the

credit facility you require, if you cut back on your

expenditure on food imports this year, even Èhough this

means food prices will skyrocket and some of your people

will starv€tt, or words to that effect!

In return for rrestraintr, as evinced by such things as

in imports, an increase in exports and a

domestic consumption, the IMF would not only

own relatively limited resources ' but in its

a reduction

reduction in

dip into its
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secondary role, would use its influence to cajole the

commercial banks into lending more than they had intended

to, in order to help prop up the domestic economies of

debtors who exibited economic rgood behaviourt. The present

situation is such that most banks will not continue to lend

to debÈor nations

IMF.with the

Such perceived foreign interference in the making of

economic policy poses dilemmas and difficulEies for

governments which have stronger than the average commitment

to nationalism and the exercise of the r¡ill of their

peop1".90 Fot instance, the democratically elected

government of Raul Alfonsin in Argentina has spent most of

its term in office fencing with the IMF and foreign

creditors in an atEempt to get agreements that hlere less

onerous from Argentinars point of view. The first document

that was initialled did not provide for any major

concessions, but was adhered to by the Alfonsin government.

In spite of the failure of the rÀustral Planr, and the

subsequent renegotiation of conditions with creditors,

Argentina has effectively upheld the intervention of Ehe IMF

and foreign creditors in its economic policynaking process.

However, it is open to question whether it would continue to

do so in conditions which were somewhat more adver"u.91

which are not sticking by their agreements
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Effects of the Breakdown of Bretton Woods

ThearrangementsenteredintoatBretton\^/oodsi.n

mid-Lg44'I{eremeanttobringsomedegreeofstabilityto

the global financial and nonetary systems and largely

Succeededinachievingthisgoalforabouttwodecades

before running into serious trouble. ultimately, however,

these arrangements were undermined by a series of events and

a variety of factors ' The precise historical and

chronologicaldetailsofhowthisoccurredarebeyondthe

Scopeofthisdiscussion,butit'isinsÈructiveÈoexamine

some of the systemic sÈresses under which failure eventually

occurred.

AsearlyaS195B'concernwasbeingexpressedaboutthe

increasing United States balance of payments deficit which

rìras the result of basic contradictions in the world economy '

whichinturnwerecausedbytheinabilityoftheUnited

states to both pursue its global aims and live within the

international monetary order that it had been responsible

for "huping.92 
The start of European convertibility of

dollars for gold meant that the drain on US gold reserves

soon attained intolerable 1eve1s and the American

authorities u¡ere forced to take action to limit the damage

they perceived was being done to the united states and its

interests. The problems of managing convertibility were

complicated by the difficulties raised by speculative

pressures on currencies and the resPonse of governments and

cent.ral banks to such Pressures '
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In theory at least, the United SEates on the one hand

and its European allies on the other had a common interest

in maintaining some semblance of order and p.edictability in

the functioning of the g1oba1 economy. Unfortunately for

them, such mutual objectives did not preclude a lack of

congruence in many matters of detail in regard to monetary

management. For example, acEions Eaken by one government in

support of its currency could quite easily become

detrimental to the health of other currencies and provoke

intervention by other governments which in turn was

perceived to be somewhat hostile and so on.93 t^lhi1"

recognizing Èhe ultimate limiEs of their freedom of action

in monetary terms, US policymakers were able to cope with

some of these difficulties by adopting a series of active

and passive strategies such as ending converEibility and

encouraging (somewhat dir tyl)94^ floaEing exchange' rates.

Since the policies formulated by the United States hlere not

without cost Eo European governments and central banks,

these had to, some extent, be imposed on them.

The key to the collapse of the Bretton l^/oods monetary

order \¡as, ârBuab1y, the changing role of the United States

dol1ar in the period af ter the end of the Second I^Ior1d trrlar.

Reconstruction of Llestern Europe I s war-devastated economies

r,/as deerned to be vital f or a whole variety of reasons, among

them political ones like the desire to check the spread of

socialism and the strengthening of the Left in Europe, and

economic ones like the need to find viable export markeÈs
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fortherelativelylargevolumeofgoodsthatwerebeing

producedbyaUseconomythathadexpandedmassivelywith

the war and which required outlets for continue'd civilian

production in order to maintain the strength that had been

buj-ltupbythedemandsofwar.GiventheparlousStateof

European finance, the bulk of these imports from the us had

to be paid for in dollars Ehat were underwritten by American

aid programs, such as the Marshall Plan '94b This' in

conjunction with the prevailing basic strength of the US

economy ensured that America played a crucial role in Èhe

reconstruction of I'Iestern Europe and Japan, while the US

dollar became the major medium of exchange not only for

purchasing American goods, but also for purchasing products

from other countries as we11. Thus the American do1lar

emerged as the major currency in a world that was lor+ on

gold reserves, and had difficulty finding any other means of

financing the desired level of economic transactions. In

addition, the united states held at the time, the

overwhelming share of existing total gold currency reserves

73 percent in 1940 , 63 percent in 1945, and 6B percent in

1950.95 The effect of this gold shortage was to turn the

dollar into a reserve currency, so that in addition to

becoming a means of exchange for nost goods and services

around the wor1d, it also became an asset for settling

accounts among and between states.

conferred on the United

po1 itical and economic

The postvtar role

States a number of

advantages. The ready

of the do1lar

important

acceptance of the dollar as PaYment
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forgoodsandserviceshelpedfacilitaÈethepenetration.of

the rest of the world by American interests ' Political '

economic' commercial, corPorate' military and otherwise'

GiventhedollartsvalueasareservecurrencY'foreign

governmenEswere'atleastattheoutset,wi-llingtohold

balances in dollars rather than demand convertibility into

gold. The unexchanged dollars piling up in foreign central

banks gave the American policy makers the luxury of

operatinginÈernaEionallywithouttheconstraintoflimited

finances and without incurring the domestic and

international monetary costs of doing so' For instance' the

domestic inflationary effects of this gross expansion of the

supply of US dollars was minimal'96 The pervasiveness of the

dollar gradually came to be associated with the

pervasiveness of American influence and pov'er '

UnfortunatelyfortheUsauthorities,thishappyState

of affairs was not to last for ever ' As the economies of

l,Iestern Burope became stronger and to a degree less

dependentonAmericangoodwill,resiStancetothedictates

of US moneÈary policy began to harden' For a start' the

\,rorsening US balance of payments deficit was potentially

destabilizing, since devaluation of the dollar could take

placeatanytimersubstantiallydecreasingthevalueofthe

large dollar reserves being held by European central

b.nk".97 Secondly, âs l,lestern Europe became more prosperous '

it also became somewhat more united in the shape of the

European Economic community and less dependent on American

fleadershipr and direction. The movement for greater freedom
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of action, spearheaded by Gaullist France, rêsulted in a

push for the decoupling of Europe frorn American economic,

political and military goa1".98 The pursuit of the firsÈ was

somewhat more facilitated by the demand for and acceptance

of European convertibility. By exchanging t.heir dollars for

go1d, the central banks concerned were able to bring home to

the Americans the full economic effects of their foreign

policies which were often at variance wiEh the stated

preferences of their European allies, e. g. American policy

in Southeast Asia and the US approach Èo hlestern relations

with the Soviet Union and China.99

l,lhen f aced with this non-cooperative attitude, American

officials realized that the acceptance of convertibility

would bring with it severe problems of internal adjustment

for the American economy, leading to politically untenable

situations in regard to the 1evels of real economic growth

and unemployment. Their failure to deal with these problems

early on 1ed to a sequence of events which ultimately were

the cause of repeated dol1ar crises in the early 1970s which

included massive speculation against the do11ar.100 Having

conceded the European demand for convertibility and thus, in

theory, ensured that the dollar h¡as once again as good as

go1d, US policymakers \{ere distressed to find that Buropean

and Japanese central banks \4rere sti11 insistent on actually

going through the process and handing over t.heir dollars for

gold. In a sense, this vras unexpected. Surely, if dollars

could be exchanged for gold at anytime, why should anyone be

hesiÈant to continue to hold dollars? 0nce this Lrend Ìì¡as
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established and began to make itself felt as a drain on US

gold reserves, the failure of the system became apparent.

(The later attempL to create an addiEional international

reserve asset, in the form of Special Drawing Rights SDRs

was to run into trouble for similar reasons). As the drain

on American gold increased the US moved to protect its

reserves by suspending convertibility, delinking the do11ar

from gold and introducing floaÈing rates of exchange.l0l

The irony of the collapse of Bretton hloods is that

ultimately the US r./as caught within contradictions of its

own creation. The established rules were designed originally

to give the Americans, and to a lesser extent their a11ies,

control over the directions in which the global economy

would expand. However, as unforeseen complications began to

arise, step by step the United States either broke the rules

of its oh¡n choosing or else forced other countries to break

them. Each time the justification was the need to avert an

even greater crisis and prevent the downfall of the

international monetary system, yet each action made some

conÈribution to the system t s ultimate demi"u.102

The demise of Bretton l+loods and the consequent

encouragement of speculative behaviour exacerbated the

already existing tendency to inflation that is deeply rooted

in the strucLure of conternporary capitalism. Given that

national boundaries are relatively porous to the flows of

capital and goods, it is quite understandable that inflation

is transmitted with these flows and leads to the broader
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destab íLization of the world economy. Third l'ior1d debt ì¡/as

largely run up during the 1970s against such a backdrop of

speculation, inflation and general financial instability.

Unfortunately, in view of the lack of a r eturn to

tnormalityt, problems caused by it have been exacerbated and

the situation has becone critical. The different players who

are involved have been adapting Eo the demands of this

situation in various ways, economic, political or a1l too

often a mixture of the two. [^lho are these key players and

what have been their resPonses?

I^lestern Conmercial and Central Banks and the

International Financial Institutions.

These agencies play the pivotal role in managing the

debt of Third I'lorld countries within the frameruork of their

own interests. In terms of the immediate effects of default

or financial col1apse, the commercial banks have the most to

lose of the three, though central banks are hardly 1ikely to

make light of the failure of private financial concerns for

which they have the responsibility of supervision.

International institutions, on the other hand, are more

concerned with maintaining the viabiliÈy of the global

financial networks which are essential to the functioning of

the larger world economy. The driving factors behind the

responses of Èhe commercial banks are pretty much the same

as those whj-ch encouraged them to get involved in lending to

developing countries in the first place. The maintenance of

profiEability and/or market share, the desire to expand into
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new forms of lending in order to compete more effectively

and the urge to find and keep valued new customers and

disengage from those who are no longer considered to be good

risks are among these factors.

some comnercial banks are more heavily exposed in

unsecured int.ernational lending than are others. Similarly'

some have concentrated their lending to relatively few

borrowers in a smaller number of countries. Some have

domestic difficulEies which compound and exaggerate the

effects of their more awkward international loans.

Ultimately, all the private banks a1l over the world have a

vested interest in maintaining their established systems of

international credit and ensuring that the mechanisms

involved do not break down.103 This is something they have

in common with the central banks.

The central banks have the prime motivation of ensuring

the smooth functioning of their domestic financial systems,

thus helping their domestic economies to perform at

acceptable levels. Yet, in some i-nstances, they are more

broadly involved. Certain Western governnents tend to either

use their domestic monetary and financial policies as

deliberate means of achieving their foreign policy goals or'

more of ten, take decisions at horne rvhich have serious

repercussions elsewhere. \^/hen this occurs ' the central banks

often have the task of monitoring the effects of government

actions and helping to implement desired policies, while at

the same time acting as a conduit for interaction with those
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responsibleforfinancialdecision_rnakinginothernations

which are affected by the actions taken' This inevitably

means that the central banks of the larger industrial pollers

do become invorved in maintaining the health of the

internaÈionalsyStemofcredittransfersandtendtotake

defensive action whenever a threat seems imminent'104 In

thistheyareatonewiththemajorinternaEionalfinancial

institut.ions such as the International Monetary Fund (Il"fF)

and the hlorld Bank.

The IMF is the organization which is perhaps most

involved in atEempts to stab i-li-ze international lending and

Ehusminimizetheglobaleconomicconsequencesofthe

outstandingThirdWorldandEasternBlocdebt.Inthe

absence of an International Lender of Last Resort (ILLR) 
'

the IMF fulfils some of the functions that may reasonably be

expected of such a hypothetical institution by providing

limited short term funding to extricate debtors who are

having difficulty rnaking payments and by organizing larger

,rescuet packages when the need warrants it' From the point

of view of the creditors, The Fund serves a useful purpose

by providing a degree of supervision over the way in which

debtor nations frame and implemenÈ economic policies, thus

helping to safeguard the existing investments of the

creditors and hopefully opening uP the r{ay for further

financing at some future stag"'105

It is clear that the

banks and organizations

interests of commercial and central

like the IMF are significantlY
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intertwined. So the actions taken by one often enhance those

taken by the others. 0f course, this affects the rl/ays in

which they are perceived by debtors who may decide that

these three sorts of players are cohesive and united in

trying to propose and implement Policies that are

antagonistic, if not downright hostile, to the interests of

the debtors themselves.

Developed Capitalist Countries.

The advanced capitalist or Developed Countries (DCs)

have major concerns about the present problems wiEh Third

l^lor1d lending. In the light of the role played by banks

based in these countries, this is ,not surprising. The

exposure of these banks and the resulÈing threat to their

stability also poses risks for the banking sysEems wiLhin

these capitalist. nations and thus is under close scrutiny by

the governments of the DCs. The rationale is that, if the

banks were to get into difficulty, the governments

responsible for them would bail them out by some means or

other and prevent the possibility of co11ap"".106

Superficially, such action may seem fairly simple to

concej-ve and relatively straightforward to executer yet on a

deeper level several complications arise because of

conpeting demands on governments to act in different r{ays

when dealing with such crises. Action to trescuer banks may

run counter to the economic and fiscal policies that

governments have been pursurnr. t0T In any event some choices
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have to be made about where intervention should take p1ace,

not to mention the timing of the intervention and other

technical details. Also, donestic political difficulEies may

be raised for governments irrespective of whatever course of

acti-on theY determine Èo Pursue.

At Ieast the aforementioned are obvious v/ays in which DC

governments interact with the question of Third I'Jorld Debt '

Less obvious connections occur in terms of aid and trade.

The recipients of government to government aid flows are

more 1ikely to receive larger degrees of assistance' if they

are deeply in debt to banks from the donor nation and show

signs of difficulty in meeting paymena".l0B rhey are also

f0ore like1y to qualify for better terms of trade with the

donor and perhaps be able to exploit unusual avenues such as

barter or countertrade.

DC governments probably have the most serious impact on

Third t'Iorld Debt when they put into place domestic economic

policies, which may nominally have the soundest of

raLionales, but which adversely affect international debtors

and,f or creditors. For instance, the bidding up of domestic

interesÈ rates nay be appropriate within the framework of an

industrial economy trying to deal with inflation by the

rigid application of firm controls on the money supply, Iet

the fact that this automatically means higher interest rates

for foreign debtors is not necessarily a matter of

consequence in the determination of such poli.y.109
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Also, domesËic policies followed by DC governments in

relation to such matters as trade, manufacturing industry'

protectj-on, agriculture and a host of oEher areaS' can and

do affect the positions of debtor nations.110 Either a1one,

or in conjunction with deliberate foreign policy goa1s,

these can have a ma jor ef f ect on many Third l'Ior1d countries.

The 0rganization of PeEroleum Exporting Countrieçr (OPECI

and Successful Non-oi1 Industrializins Countries ( SNICs ) .

I.Jith some importanE exceptions, notably Mexico and

Nigeria, Èhe members of 0PEC do not have many direct

concerns with the criti-ca1 nature of outstanding debt in the

Thi-rd l^Iorld. In f act, the rnain concern of Ehe cartel is

trying to remain a cohesive force in Lhe face of the

pressures brought by the global oil glut and the

i-ncreasingly divergent aims of its member statut.lll Those

that are better off are more concerned with maintaining

floor prices for the different grades of oil even at the

cost of production cuts which lead to reductions in revenue.

Cash-strapped members, on the other hand, are more concerned

with increasing their revenues ' even if it means a

diminution of prices. As 0PEC has become more involved wit.h

its internal problerns, it has become less influential on the

g1oba1 scene. Major beneficiaries of 0PECs past successes'

such as Saudi Arabia, sEi1l have abundant cash reserves'

which for the main part, they were wise enough to funnel to

borrowers through l.Iestern banks. lÙhi1e this rnay have been

originally rnotivated by a lack of expertise in the area of
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international lending, the fact remains that these OPEC

depositors are covered by the guarantees of uhe

international financial syst"'n.112

The position of the SNICs is somewhat similar. They have

alnost uniformly adapted to the changing conditions of the

global economy, including the higher price of energy' and

consequently are well-placed E.o maximize their poÈential for

economic growth and prosperiar. I 13 Some, such as South

Korea, are significant, indeed major debÈors on the worldrs

financial market". l l4 However, so far, they have not

encountered any major problems with servicing debt and

maintaining credit ratings. Trends in g1oba1 interest rates

are of ímportance to economic planning in their governmenÈs

and strategic development in their industries, because

changes in charges can significantly alter future Prospects,

but there do not seem to be any indications of major trouble

ahead that could deteriorate into a crisis. They could be

said to be in a fairly positive position to cope with such

problems, if Ehey did eventuate.

Unsuccessful Non-oi1 Industri alizins. Countries (UNICs).

UNICs are perhaps in the most critical situation of all

in regard to their vulnerability to the negative effects of

their international indebtedness. This is true even in

comparison to the extremely poor, non-industrial countries

of the so-called Fourth tr^/or1d. The latter, while certainly

suffering from chronic poverty ' did not qualify on



commercial banking criteria as acceptable borrowers and

thus spared the pain of coping with the fallout from

failure of Lhe system of repaynent .1 15 Th"

non-industrial countries to receive significant loans

internationalbankswerethosethat\¡Iereextremelyrich

resources, such as Zaire' YeÈ' even these received

relatively small amounts of fund= ' 
1 16
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Two of the worldts three largest debtor nations fall

into the category of UNICs, namely Brazíl and Argentina' The

other Mexico, though an oil-exporter and a member of OPEC'

hasmoreincommonwithUNlCsEhanwiÈhoPEcandrightly

perhaps should be placed i; this section. common factors

includeanbitiousindustrializationprograms,underwritten

by foreign Ioans, that failed to achieve their intended

goals; massive problems of poverty and unernploynent which

showsignsofworseningratherthaneasing;lackofreliable

markeÈsforproductsofindustrialdevelopment;

hyperinflation and negative real growth rates and so on.117

Thethreernajordebtorsj-nLatinAmericaprovidevaluable

material for comparing and contrasting experiences of Third

\^lorldDebudynamicsrthoughArgentinahasbeenchosenasthe

caSestudy.Itisexpectedthatthiscasewillillustrate

clearly the variety of response tracks available to UNIC

governmentsincopingwiththedernandsofinternational

creditors.

In the following chaPters ' the

classification and the justification

rationale for the

for the grouPing
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togetherofcertainÈypesofplayerS'willbecomeapparent.

SuperficiallydisparategroupswillbedemonstraÈedtohave

comnon interests, while others which are thought to PurSue

theSameobjectiveswillbeshowntohavedifferentaimsand

goal s .
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ttMay you live in interesting times ltl

Confucian Curse.

The 1980s are proving Eo be very interesting times for

the najor Western commercial banks, for the central banks

responsible for Eheir supervision and for internaEional

instiEutions such as the IMF.

Risk EvaluaÈion and Manag,ement

Banking as a business is based on the ability of Ehose

engaged in it to evaluate risk successfully. This is Ehe key

element. in deciding profiÈability and, ultimately, survival

of individual enEerprises. Broadly speaking, risk is

evaluated on Èwo fronts.l The first, the chance thaE a

parÈicular debtor will default, is credit risk. Banks

generally have accunulated substanËia1 experience in

estimating the likellhood of this occurring and selecEing

Ehe betLer risks. The second, the probablllty of the the

underlying price of sonething (e.g. interest raÈes or the

rnarkeE value of a particular securiÈy) changing in an

unexpected fashion, is market risk. Given the relatively

short history of volatility in narket priclng of financial

instruments, banks have less experience in evaluatlng this

narket. risk.2 tlhaE is worse is that when the t.wo types of

risk are taken together, they interacÈ in unpredicEable

lrays, which are only now becoming clear.

MosE of the problens facing banks involved in lending to
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sovereign debEors in the Third World and elsewhere, are

traceable to inadequaEe risk management. For example, at the

Eime when nany of these loans were being made in the early

to late-1970s, when the notion of market risk was first

sEarting Eo become a serious concern' rnost banks made little

or no provision in their lending arrangements Eo pass on the

risk Eo cusEomers or even speculators, until late in the
2

g"r..' Under the impact of relatively unregulated Euromarket

and other offshore narket,s, government afÈer governmenE in

the industrialized countries Ìtas forced to lift controls on

local deposits, on such things as interest raEes and caPlÈal

flows, in order Eo enable their donestic banks to compet".4

The ultimate expresslon of Èhis trend, âE Èhe Eime' was the

ernergence of offshore banking centt""5 in places like New

York and London. These centres tapped directly into

EuromarkeEs and lvere treated differently ' in an

admlnistraEive sense, to Èhe domesEic markets.

These early moves very rapidly led Èo market risk for

banks acting as inEermediarles in channelling funds to Third

I,lorld borrowers, f rom 0PEC surpluses and elsewhere. To

offset this market risk, banks eventually moved towards

flexibility in pricing their products. For exanple, this

meant thaË floating lnterest rates became Èhe norm, with a

nargin above a common lndicator such as LIBOR being

negotiated and the cosÈ to Ëhe borrower being adJusted

according Eo markeÈ f lucEuations.6 trlhile thls was f ine as an

offset to market risk, whats banks seem to have falled to

undersEand is that these very changes Èhen had an adverse
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effecE on their borrowerS, even those which were Sovereign

states. In protecting themselves from markeÈ risk, banks

took acEion which adversel y affecÈed the credit risk

impliciE in lending to many of these debtors, while at the

same time failing Eo realize that this had happened, until

the repayment crunch of the early 1980s'7

This hidden problen tended Eo be compounded by the

relaEively poor procedures followed by too many banks on the

managemenE of credit risk iEself. This ldas exemplified by

Èhe all too frequent cases of bank officers markeEing the

loans, often on a coromission basis, and also being

responsible for assessing the credit risk involved. Even in

cases where approval from head office was lnvolved, too much

rellance was placed on the mere fact of sovereignty being a

guarant,ee of proper servici-ng and repayrnent. The f act Ehat

many banks have changed their loan markeEing procedures is a

tacit admission of t.heir previous shortcomiDgs, although

they still vary widely in t.he degree of autonomy given to

those in the field and the degree of risk taken on by the

individual banks involved.B

One poj-nt which needs to be stressed is the degree to

whlch differences in thinking about risk exist across the

wide spectrum of banks, and the varying extent to which they

are able tso cope with risk. The big money-centre banks in

the US, Citicorp or Chase ManhatEan for example, have very

heavy ouEstanding loans to many of the worst-off

international debCors, such as Brazil and Mexico. YeE, they
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also have globa1 reach in their business activities and many

of the overseas and even domesEic divisions are quite

profitable, enabling subsEanEial loan-loss Provisions Eo

have been made against the possibility of default.9 On the

one hand, risk management has been sharpened up

considerably, but on Èhe other the larger operaEors are

still more likely to look for credit risks which are higher

than the industry normr oû Ehe basis EhaE Ehese provide

beEEer profiEs. The smaller, often regional or rural-based

banks which abound in America as a resulE of t.he McFadden

Act and its prohibition of inÈersEate banking' are now much

more cautious, and much less likely Ëo get involved in

lending to Third- l.lorld debEors, excePt 1n rescheduling loans

Èhey are already involved in. They are generally Ehe model

of cauEious propriety.l0 llowever, they are also nore like1y

to be Èhe ones which go under. The 145 banks in Ehe counÈry

that failed or lfere forced to merge in 1986 were exclusively

srnall banks wlth reglonal b."u".11 They suffered on several

counts of poor previous lending practice (agriculture '
energy and oEher poorly performing sectors being

over-represented in their portfolios) " This concentration of

risk in partsicular areas was itself a result of

regionalization of the banking systen, with many banks

unable to diversify their credlt or narkeE risk across state

border".l2 Even those smaller banks which had been caughts in

problern syndicated Third World loans were nore likely Eo

have to bail ouÈ of these at a significant loss, while the

big operaEions did noÈ and rr¡ere able Eo avoid, so f ar at

least, serÍ-ous disrupEions to their profitability. 0n the



other hand EheY did have access to

deposits than Èhe large banks, though

their geographical spread, they found

to find good prospecEs Eo iend to.13
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more stable, cheaPer

by being resEricted in

it increasinglY hard

The McFadden Act and the Glass-steagall AcE (which

insists on a separation between reE,ail and investment

banking) have no!/ become the twin bugbears. of the finance

indusEry in Anerica. I¡¡hile thesg originally came into

existence as a response to the excesses of the 1930s, the

argunent now ís that in Èrying Eo inpose outmoded

legislation on a much changed banking system, US regulaEors

risk threatening the very stability t.hat they wish to bring

about. This is obviously the start of a push for some sorÈ

of modiflcation by congress, in conjunction with the us

Federal Reserve, of Ehe exist.ing legal franework in which

Anerican banks oPerate. It seems likely Èhat, Eiven the

loopholes thaÈ exist in the currenÈ legislation and the

pressures on the American banking sector Eo rationalize and

consolidate, major changes will almosE certainly be approved

L4over E, ].me .

Japanese banks too are hamstrung by the legislation that

covers their operations. The Þfinistry of Finance and the

Bank of Japan, have established strict divisions between

them and delineated precisely what sorts of business Èhey

may involve themselves in. For a start' Japanrs equivalent

of Glass-SUeagall, Article 65 of the Banking Code, forbids

deposit taking instituÈions from dealing in securities, much
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15
more strictly Ehan the Àmerican regulations' City banks do

not deal in foreign exchange transacEions. Long-Eerm credit

banks do not Eouch shorE-Lern securities. The general thrusÈ

of banking in Japan has been Èo be conservaEive in assuming

risk and to accepE Ehe resultsing low profitability, Ehough

this too is changing wiÈh deregulation' In the pasE' the

Japanese governmenÈ had a vested int.erest in maintaining a

banking sysEem EhaE was Ehe main source of cheap finance for

its massive program of Postwar reconsÈruction and

indusErialization. As is so often the case in Japan' Ehe

banks Èhemselves were willing to go along with this

enEhusiastically, given the central role that many banks

played in t.he major indusÈrla1 grouPs, including the cross

ownership of each others shares. The compensation for

accepting restrictions was the maintenance of 1ow inEerest

on deposiEs by regulation, t,ight conErols on the channelling

of money overseas excepÈ through the banks ' and Èhe

relaEively unfettered freedom to become significanÈ players

in overseas narkeÈs as the banks followed Japanese indusEry

offshore. Given these conditlons it was not necessary for

many Japanese banks Eo naint,ain large loss reserves or

maintain Eoo many prudenLial requiremenEs, and this was to

their benefiE. l6

European banks haver oD the whole been much freer to

operaËe as and how they wish, without formal legislation

restrict,ing too many of t.heir options. This is parEly due to

hisEorical circumstance, partly because of Eheir much

greater experlence ln rnanaging the hazards of Ehe
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Problems of Internat ionalizat'j-on

IrrespecÈive of the doruestic situation of

they have begun to move outside Ehe home market

involved in international lending and oÈher

problems arise on a varieÈy of levels'

banks, once

and becone

services,

Apart from the obvious decline in accuracy of

forecastingcreditriskasbanksbegintodealwiEhdebt'ors

wiÈh whom they are less familiar, and the resulEing

possibility of debÈ default, there are also magnified

prudential risks, not the least of which is that regulatory

responsibility is either blurred or inadequaEe. This led to

such debacles as Ehe Italian central bank refusing Èo

support Banco Ambrosianots Luxembourg operaEion because it

was a holding company and noÈ a fully fledged bank or

branch, even though it had engaged in most sEandard banking

practices(andsomenon_Standardonest)whileun.dernominal

Italian supervi"iorr.lS Luxembourg itself, like,nosE offshore

havens which lack a central bank or other obvious lender of

last resort., does noL regulate or supervise Ehe activities

of financial instituEions in its jurisdiction, except in Ehe

most basic of vtays, such as collecting llcensing fees or

other oPeraEional charges.
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An OECD policy srudy (Pecchioli, 1983) 19 of issues

involved in the internaEionalisaEion of banking identifies

Èhe problems associated wit.h prudential control and

regulaEory oversight as a cenEral factor ÈhaÈ needs Eo be

addressed. It specifically points Eo such things as

different disclosure rules beEween countries, obstacles to

cross-border t.ransfer of information such as t secrecy t

provisions in some c.ountries, and inconplete reporting by

the banks themselves of all acEivities underEaken for

reasons of comrnercial sensiEivity or the desire Eo keep

certain types of business off the balance sheeE.20

The 0ECDt s ConmiÈEee on Financial Markets also

connissioned an enquiry into banking strucEures and

regulations, in order to ident.ify and assess the mosÈ

significant changes thaÈ have taken Place in the Past Ewenty

years or so. (Bxpert Group on Banking, 1985).21 The reporÈ

of this enquiry poÍnts out how currenE trends in banking'

ranging from new products and services Eo t.he new

technologies (e.g" compuEerized clearing systems) required

for handling the^r22 have conplicated the regulatory process

and nade it more difficult. The growing imporEance assumed

by market-oriented policy developnent is reflected clearly

in this study.

the overall plcture

i.Ihen considered together the two

in relatlon to

OECD documenÈs suttr uP

global banking in t.he

been many develoPnents1980s. 0n the one hand, there have
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which are seen as posiEive by most players. These include

the spread of new financial services, increased corupeEiEion

on pricing leading Eo reduced costs for indusEry, easier

access directly to the markeEs for many corporations which

previously had to rely more heavily on banking

internediaries, and so on. On Èhe other hand' Sovernments

have tended towards losing traditional conErol of their

national banking sectors thus making it more difficult to

uEilize them as agent,s of general economic or monetary

policy. There has been a blurring of prudential and

regulatory responsibility wiEh a consequenÈ risk to the safe

and effecÈive funcÈioning of individual banks and the

sysÈems in which EÞey operate. The g1obal financial system

ÍEself is appearing Èo be rnore aÈ risk than it has been for

some Eirue.

Difficulties Facinq Banks and the Banking System

Much concern has been expressed about Ehe issue of

so-cal1ed Third l,Iorld Debt, and its inpact on the banks

involved and the international financial system generally.

YeE, since the problems associaEed with this type of lending

came to the fore in L982 when Mexico ran inEo difficulty,

very few banks involved in loans to Third l^lorld debtors have

suffered any unbearable losses because of then. 0n1y the

snall minority of banks which lent Eo private corporaÈions

without, governmenÈ guaranLees or sold off Eheir Third l^Ior1d

portfolios at a subsEantial discount and absorbed the

losses, have suffered concreEe harm so far.23 The oÈhers
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have, until the recent round of provisionitg, been able to

maintain their outstanding loans as performing asseEs, given

that interesE has continued to be paid, in spiÈe of the

periodic moraLoriums. Until recently, few banks have engaged

in any significant h¡riting down of their holdings of LDC

governmenE securiÈies. This posiEion has been made possible

by IMF inEervention, and the threaE of witholding further

credits for trade or essential imports or neu/ money with

which Èo service old loans-

So, apart fron sone depressive effecÈ on the share

prices of the more heavily exposed banks, the actual impact

of Èhe problems encountered so far haS been neg1igible.24

The ÈhreaE j-s a poÈential one, especially if iÈ is not taken

seriously enough Èo enable some sort of manageable position

for all Ehose involved. This is even clearer when one

examines the banks which are going under or being forced

into protecEive mergers in places like the United StaEes.

Often t,hese were insÈiÈutions which were exposed too heavily

to concentrated risk, either i-n Èerns of Seography or

sector. Thus Ehe slunp in energy-related business in Texas

and the collapse of agriculture in the Midwest have claimed

victi¡ns in the banking indus 
"ty.25 

Sonetimes the fundamental

risk involved \{as further complicaEed by insEitutional

managers who lacked adequaÈe judgement in investnent

decisions. For example, in 1986 the State government of

ohio, in conjunction with the Federal savings and Loans

Insurance Corporation (FSLIC) had to rescue several thrift

insÈiEutions in the staÈe which had exposures on a wide
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variety of fronEs, including rural credit and farm

nachinery. I^Jhat made this worse was that. some of these

Savings and Loans (S&Ls) had made big purchases of

high-yieId bonds and securities ( t junk bonds I ) f rom I.i all

SEreet investnenÈ brnkr.26 Gj-ven that, by definiEion, junk

bonds are below invesEruent grade, did these S&Ls have any

business getting involved in them in the firsE place? Having

done so could they expect E,o be bailed out by Ehe state? Did

t.he purchase of junk bonds indicaEe a particular

recklessness on the part of those in charge? 0n the other

hand, given that the hist.orical rate of default on junk is

only narginally above that on investnent grade securities,

and in view of the facÈ that returns were much higher and no

S&L was brought down by a defaulu by the issuers of junk,

(but raEher by Èhe failure of previously blue-chip clients),

did thé purchase of junk bonds just indicate good business

acumen? It becomes apparent thaE the nain problem facing

most lenders in todayts financial markets is evaluating risk

correctly, being aware of iÈs changing nature and then

managing it successfull y.27 Failure Eo do this well leads to

failure in the marketplace.

The Nature of the Threat

While it is widely agreed among most observers that

there is a distinct threaEr oF the possibility of one, to

the banking systems of the major advanced industrial

countries, there is much debate about its nature, scale and

nanagability. The difficulty involved in pinning down
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precise noLions about debE problems run

hurdles of ideologyr s€1f-interest and

Yet, one may still feel free to indulge

judgenents.

afoul of the usual

narror.r perceptions.

in some fundamental

It is necessary to remember thaE only a potential threat

exists, albei-t a serious one. Too many observers make the

mistake of assuming that matt,ers are already out of control,

and Ehis is patently not the case. Now what combination of

factors would lead to the realizaÈion of the threat? Keeping

i.n mind Èhe inprecise nature of forecasting, iE is sÈill

possible to identlfy individual elenents. For the threat Ëo

materialize, a significant, number of debtors or Eheir

sovereign guarantors have Èo default on their obligaÈions,

clearly and systenatlcally. In t.he view of some, this has

already happened, buE given Lhe fluid naÈure of

creditor-debtor relations and the flexlble definition of

def ault, in practice t.his i.s very hard Èo do.28 The norm 1s

some sort of deal on rescheduling or some degree of

renegotiation. So far the lndications are EhaÈ this exercise

in crisis managemenË, and danage limltation has worked

without any najor disasters. Even t.hose instances where

major debtors suspend payments on lnterest¡ âs Brazil and

others have done recently, are viewed increasingly wiEh

equanimity by a market which sees these moves as a part of

the hard bargaining involved in the renegotiation process.

The rescheduling process

due to a variety of f act,org

is often long

i-ncluding Ehe

and complicated

nature of Ehe
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particularporEionofdebtobligationbeingdealtwit'h,the

numberofcrediEorsinvolved(insyndicaEedloans)and

whetherEheparticularpoliticalregimebeingdealtwit'his

harderorsofterthanitspredecessorsonthematEerofits

external obligations and so on'29 Htui"g to rearrange the

terms of existing loans is not a new phenomenon for most

lenders,thoughitisfairlyunusualforcommercialbanksto

have to do it on this scale for such a ' large number of

sovereign borrowers ' l"lultilateral and governmenÈal

institutions are however much more attuned to this and have

a wealt.h of experience in handling large scale rescheduling '

and are thus proving to be of immense help to the b.nk".30

Although the IMF is ofÈen the nain j-nstitution involved in

this activity, others also play key roles' among Ehem Ehe

l^lorld Bank, Èhe Bank f or International Settlements ' the

paris Club (of hlestern aid donors to developing counEries)

and assorted United Nations agencies'

t.lhilecreditorsanddebtorsrecognizethattheydohave

a mutual interesE in reaching agreement on new arrangefnents'

thenegotiatingprocessitselfisalwaysEoughandsomet'imes

acrimoniotls. The degree of toughness i-s illustrated by a

telex leaked to the banking magazine Eu rononeY b y the Costa
â1

Rican government in 1982.Jr The sender of Ehe tselex ÏIas

stanislas Yassukovich, Ehen chief Executive of European Bank

in London, and later head of Ehe European operation of

Merrill Lynch. In November of the previous year '

representativesoftheCostaRicangovernmenthadnetin

London wlth the commercial banks which had lead-managed
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their syndicated loans' AE this meeting these commercial

banks had brought Pressure to bear on the Costa Ricans Eo

takecertainst'epswhichwouldhaveadvantagedthesituaEion

of t.he lead-managers' at Ehe expense of some of the other

bondholders ' including investment banks like European

Bu,rrk.32 l,lhen yassukovich became av¡are of this he telexed the

government of Costa Rica, otr 4 February 1982' indicating

that Eh'is would not be accepEable' A specific threat was

included, nanely Ëhat if Costa Rica I s comnercial bank

crediÈorsforcedEhegovernmenttoaccepEtheirterms,Èhen

Buropean and other creditors would ttcampaign vigorously" Eo

sËoPanyfurtherfinancingbymultilateralinstiEutions.It

wae implied EhaE this canpaign would be guaranteed success'

because prelirninary lobbying had been favourably received'33*

CostaRicaapparentlyfeltithadnooptionbuttogoalong

nith this demand from yassukovich, but derived some snall

confort bY leaking the telex'

The threats made to ensure no defaults would in all

probability have been much worse' It 1s known that during

Èhe Latin American crunch of Lg82' some banks drew up

contingency plans for naking life very inconvenient for any

governmenÈsthatflirtedwithnotionsofdefault,oFevenof

formingaIdebtorscarteltwhichtheyhopedwouldgivethem
oal

some added leverage with creditor".3to Th""t ranged from

irritations like obtainlng court orders for the seizure of

the assets (e.g alrliners, cargo vessels) of defaulting

governments in neutral third countries to far more serious

movegtodenythernallnewformsofcreditfortradeand
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essential imports. It seems cerLain that these threats h¡ere

a factor in the decision of almost all governments Eo avoid

outright default. at almost any cost. YeE, the few

governments that actually have defaulted in the past have

not been visited with tot.al and absolute retribution.

CerLainly mosE lost any access to trade finance and were

reduced to paying cash for their imports like North Korea

has had to do since repudiating iÈs debt in the early 1970s.

However, creditors have not attempted to seize these cash

payments as they are Processed through the sysEem' even

t,hough this would have reduced North Korea I s Èrade Èo barÈer

only and puE pressure on it to seek some accommodation.34 In

the case of Poland, de facto default arguably did take place

when t.he Polish governmenÈ refused to seek a rescheduling of

iEs debt obligations on anything other than its own terms

but de jure reco gnition of this facÈ was avoided by both the

Paris Club and the comnercial banks that had lent to Poland.

They \{ere saved from having to do so by naking a threat on

29 Septenber 1981, after several months of fruitless

negotiation with the increasingly recalcitrant Polish
35government.-- If a memorandum of undersEanding which enabled

rescheduling on terms acceptable to the banks was not signed

within 24 hours, all 501 banks involved in lending to Poland

would declare their loans to be in default and take all

steps to freeze Po1and out of the g1obal financial sy"tu*.36

This u1Èimate threat of Ehe ult.imate sanction Possibly could

have been ignored. It would have been interesting to see if

sanctions actually eventuaEed, given that the declaration of

default could only be done once and this would have meant
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abandoning any hope of Lhe banks geEting Eheir money back.

Default would probably have created serious problems for Ehe

I'Jest German banks which h¡ere among the largest creditors and

corresponding headaches for the Deutsche Bundesbank. In the

event. the Polish governmenE decided to blink first and

signed the memo on 30 september, before obliging the banks

further at the end of that year by applying to join the rMF.

fn some respects, having tackled Poland in 1981 helped

Èhe global banking conmunity prepare for the problems that
were to fo11ow in Mexico, Brazil and Argentina. poland h¡as

after all a fairly Ëough case Eo deal with. To begin with it

ïas a Communlst state viÈh no clear track record of dealing

with denanding capitalist bankers. rt was noÈ a member of
the IMF or any other effect,ive international financial

instltution which would at least have given the banks some

leverage in their negotiations.3T Moreover, polandts strong
lntegration into the soviet b1oc, along wiÈh menbership of
CMEA' gave 1t sone alt,ernatives f n terms of f uEure econornic

cooperatlon, which were not available to mosE Third t/orld
debt,ors" rn theory, this should have strengthened the hand

of the Polish governnent to enable it to follow it.s
preferred course of actlon without being too suscepEible to
threats nade against lt. Inexperience in handling balance of
paynents crises and a poor understanding of the realities of
i-nternational finance on the part of the polish bureaucracy

r¡rere also handicaps to the negotiating proces".38

rn atternpting to reschedule their debt or renogiaEiate
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the terns on which they had borrowed' certain countries

followed a fairly hard-Iine policy, including floating the

concepE of forming a cartel of debtors which would provide a

united front in dealing with Ehe banks. The debEorsr cartel

idea was floated from a variety of sources' including some

unlikely ones like Lhe Indian government ' which was not

really beholden Eo private finance Eo any signi f icant

exlent, and was not having any real problems with its

repayments on concessional loans under official development

assi"turr.".39 For a Eime, the notion of Ehe cartel was quite

popular, because of frustration wiEh the Western conmercial

banks and their hone governments, the desire among LDC

g.overnnents to push t.he NIEO agenda as hard as possible in

the clima¡e created by Ehe Brandt Commission, and for

reasons of South-South solidarity. The lack of progress in

reaching any undersEanding with the Western governments at

the Cancun neetlng only reinforced the idea of banding

together and repudiating debt".40 Yet, it soon became

apparent that for all the idealisrn of this move, there were

always short to rnedium-term advantages for individual

debtors that stayed with the system and avoided getting

caught up in an unwieldy and unstable group dyrr"ti..41 The

different repaymenL schedules of each debtor would have

meant that they would have had to default individually at

different tines. The one to go first, relying only on the

promises of the others to do likewi-se v¡ould risk being nade

an exanple of, wiÈh significant paln to its government and

people. Its effective isolation from much of Èhe global

economy night then weaken the resolve of the others to do
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likewise, and the first defaulting debtor would find itself

alone, having taken a great deal of punishment, for no

practical benefit to anybody, leasE of all itself. In Ehe

light. of this, it is not surprising that the cartel never

got off Èhe ground. In any case a confronEationisE sEance on

the parÈ of either side is often counterproducEive and is

only a last resorÈ. Standard aPproaches to dealing with debt

problems Eend Èo stress Ehe commonality of interest between

those involved.

The Role of the IMF and the World Bank

Throughout the current problems being experienced with

the question of debt, the IMF has played a pivotal role and

is continuing to do so. While iEs own fairly limiEed

resources prevent it from acting as a major contributor of

funds or even as an i-nternalional lender of last resort' it

is a fairly effective facilitator of sustained and I otr

occasion, even new bank lending. The World Bank has been

less Ínvolved in the past with balance of payments

adJustrnents and in spite of the efforts of its current head

to get it involved in this to a greater degree, still does

not play a large role in the overall debt probl.^.42

The IMF Èends to act in certain standard ways when faced

with serious current account imbalances in its member

states. The details, pitfa1ls, economic and political

consequences of IMF intervention have been described at

tength in a variety of sources and will not be dealt with
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more than superficially her".43 The well known problem of
conditionaliEy and meeting it.s requiremenEs have ofËen

proved to be Ehe biggest sEumbling block to good relations
between debtors and the rMF.44 The general line of argumenr

pursued by the Fund is that its package of policy measures

is the onry proven means of handling the severe crunch in
balance of payments thaE many menber nations are already in
when they evenEually approach the Fund for assistance. At

this late stage there are then few real options available
and the Fundrs prescriptions, while bitLer medicine, are Lhe

best way of trying to get the economy of the country
involved back on track, at least according to the Frrrd.45

The counter argunent .Eo this ls that the IMF stabi Lízat,ion
program lacks fnagination, fails to take into account local
politicar and other factors, and does not give any

government willing to lnplernent it much laEitude, except to
do so by force often against stiff opposition. rt is argued

correctly that the harshness of the measures involved, (such

as scrapping a range of social welfare prograns and

subsidies on food), are felt at their worsE by the poorest
sections of the t,arget country t s populat,ion, which are least
equipped to survi-ve thur.46 Thus finding the will to push

through an rMF progran may be close to a suicidal nove for
sone governments which are already unpopular. rn the past
mosL governments have declined t.o junp over the edge and

have had to be pushed.

Lately however, t,here is sone evid,ence that the rMF I s

controversial policy prescri-ptions are finding some degree
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of favour with hard-pressed Third l1'orld governments.

ObservaEion of recent econonic strategies pursued by some of

these, leads one to wonder at theiË change of heart.

Boliviats New Economic Plan (NEP) is being held up as a

model of a successful adjustment program, having slashed

its hyperinflation (at one Lime esEimated to be as high as

20,OOOZ per annum) to two digit levels, and triggered a new

round of business investment in the counEr y.47 The Argentine

Austral Plan and the Brazilian Cruzado Plan originally had

strong monetary and wage restrainEs built into them along

with the scrapping of many state subsidies for everything

frorn basic foodstuffs to Eransport. A key part of these

prograns was the withdrawal of the state from many

state-controlled conpanies and indusEries, with t,he impliciE

threat of mass sackings of substantial numbers of
-48employees.-- In both cases, Pr€ssure fron unions and other

organlzed oppositlon, forced major revamping of the poli-cies

and so far they have not continued to deliver the kind of

success originally promised in tackling problems like

hyperinflation, capital flight, lack of invesEment, sêvere

unemployment and unde,remployment r âtrd drastic fa11s in real

living standards.

To further amaze external observers some LDC

governments, such as that of Nigeria, have first rejected

IMF recommendations and then proceeded to impose adjustmenE

programs on their economies whj-ch are fat harsher than

anything the IMF requitud.49 There is often an element of

nationalisrn being manipulated here. 0n the one hand, the IMF
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programs are rejecEed as being a form of foreign economic

dictate bordering on neo-colonialism or imperialism. Many

Third l,Iorld governments find it useful to have the IMF

available as a convenient, scapegout50 for most of their

failures of economic policy. Certainly, IMF programs would

make harsh circunstances even harsher in many cases and

cause a loE of hardship, but this approach fails to deal

with the question of why those harsh circumstances arose in

the first place. Third hlorld governments should have

realized quiEe early oDr that the cards in the global

economic game are stacked heavily against them, and that

Èhis in turn would dictate a sense of prudence in the

management of economic, fiscal and monetary policy. A poorly

thought-out sErategy of borrowing large sums which did not

go lnto flnancing sustainable growth, but rather h¡as

frittered away in terns of consumpEion, corruption,

windfalls for the elite and capital flight does not fit a

picture of responsible economic management.5l On the other

hand, now thaE some of these governmenEs find themselves in

unenviable positions in respect of their policy options,

they have had no qualrns about appealj-ng Eo patriotism as

their last refuge. fn Nigeria, Ghana and even many Latin

American countries, the people were told how vital it was

Lhat the posslbility of fforei.gnr (i.e. IMF) intervention in

Eheir economy was avoidedr52 even aE the very high cost of

st,ringent domestic austerity. The fact that in some cases

the programs adopted were far tougher than anything the Fund

generally requlred was never mentioned. In this way these

governments were able to satisfy Èhe banks and the IMF while
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eyes of their people. A1so, this meant that a rationale

precedent for fuÈure harsh economic policy decisions

set.
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the

and

vras

Essentially the Fundts role is Eo maintain some degree

of coordinaEion and discipline among both creditors and

debtors. lJhile it is well placed to acÈ as the chief

disciplinarianforbothsides,thisroleinitselfleavesit

open to criticism from all quart"t".53 This is even more the

case when Èhere are hamfisted attempEs Eo bring political

pressure Eo bear on it, prime examples of which have

surfaceddurlngEhetenureoftheReaganadmlnistraEionand

ÈhepasttwosessionsoftheUsCongress.AddedtoÈhisare

t.he overt activities of powerful lobby groups which seek to

influence, through the US and BEc governnents, the course of

decision-naking in the Fund and the Barrk.54 A .r.ai-urtiay
1

gap already exists, insofar .as many observers doubt Ehe

ability of the tvins of H Street to nalnËain a truly

impartial stance, and such moveg can only furt'her widen this

gap.

InspiteofEhis,theFundhasbeenfairlysuccessfulso

far at maintaining a certain degree of dtsclpline among

those players with whon it has to contend' Failure to have

done so nay have resulEed in some degree of chaos in

rescheduling arrangements and other debt management

measures.
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0fficial Attitudes Towards Creditor Institutions

A central problen for the IMF and the key OECD central

banks which ofEen act in concert with it, has been

naintaining a comnon front among Ehe hundreds of banks which

are usually involved in lending to individual deb Eor

naEion".55 This is even more of a problem t.han maintaining

discipline among the various individual debtor entities,

since the latt,er were ofEen beholden Eo thei-r home

governments for guaranÈees and were therefore not keen Èo

anEagonize Èhem by adopting strategies which were not,

approved of. The banks, especially Ehose involved in

syndicgtion were very differenÈ. Smaller, regional banks

which had often comnitted snaller amounts to syndicated

loans and therefore had less to lose, vrere more likely to

engage in certain types of disruptive behaviou..56 For

instance, when new lending to a debtor nation is part of an

IMF sanctioned rescheduling package, the smaller banks have

less lncentive to rthrow good noney after badr, given that

they can in Eost cases sustain the loss of whatever they had

subscribed Èo the original syndicate. This is usually noÈ an

option for the large money-centre banks which are ofEen

heavily conmitted and just cannoE afford to wiÈhdrar.r. This

relat,ive independence of action also extends to the ability

of any bank within a syndicate officially Eo declare a

default and invoke the mostly automatic cross-defanlr

clauses, even when such action is counterproductive,

unnecessary or pointlu"".57 The official agencies have to

walk a fine 1lne between active encouragement of common
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action and coercion to bring it abouE, especially in regard

to coping with these potential tfree riders?.

5BCline ( 1983) has identified three basic ways j-n which

to enforce joint action and overcorle the free rider problem.

The f irst is Ehrough of f icial pressure. I.lhile the IMF does

have some influence here, and has demonsErated its ability

to geE cooperation from the banks in the past, 'the central

banks of the advanced industrial nations have more clout

wiEhin their individual jurisdictions. After all, they are

ulEimately responsible for the supervision of commercial

banks within these jurisdictions and also act as lenders of

last. resort when the need .ri""".59 Central bank pressure

seems to have been exercised most in the United Kingdom,

parËicu1arly in cases like the rescue of the Natwest and

County Banks. Tradltionally the Bank of England has relfed

on the strong rnetworkr that exists ln the City of London,

and Ehe responsiveness of this network to moral suasion in

tirnes of crisis. Indeed, it is of Een t.he case that the

central bank does not have to Eake drastic action, such as

actually forcing banks to come up wi-Lh energency funds,

since the custom of signalling intentions by means of rnods

and winkst is well established. Far from being a quaint

hangover fron times past, this system has proved quite

effective in dealing with crises as they occur. The massive

deregulation of British financial market,s, known as tBig

Bang t , and the arrival of many large overseas lnstitutions

which are unused to such polite civilicyr flây force the Bank

of England to change its \.rays r so Lhat f oreign bank
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executives unschooled in its code do not misunderstand what

is expecEed of them. In any case there is always Ehe

possibility thaE Ehese new players may not be as amenable to

the Bankts wishes as iE might like, though it would be

foolish of these firms to antagonize central bank officials

needlessly.

,In t.he unit.ed st.ates there is some confusion about Ehe

extent of pressure that Èhe Federal Reserve has applied, or

indeed is capable of applying. At leasE some of the regional

banks, which tend to be the more vulnerable, have the

impression that Ehe Fed could be uncooperative in future

individual bank difficulÈies, if these banks do not

cooperate on the debt p.oblut.60 However' Èhe powers of the

Fed are somewhaÈ more dispersed than those of the Bank of

England. In Britain, the Bankts authority and through that

the potential power ln the hands of the Governor, is

enormous and largely unt,ranmelled. The US sysEem is littered

with checks and balances which, in theory anyway' prevenE

the Fed chairman from exercising anything approaching Ehe

power available to his Bnglish counterpart. For a start' Ehe

US Federal Reserve system includes 11 regional Federal

Reserve Banks, each with thei-r own Presidents and board".61

These are coordinated by the Federal Reserve Board, but 1ts

Chairman only has one equal vote among the seven board

members and can ofÈen be frustraEed by them r âs the

experience of Paul Volcker in the past few years has shown.

Further division of responsibility occurs in such bodies as

the Federal 0pen Marke't ComrnitLee which has mosE inf luence
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on monetary policy in the United SEatses. In addition to

these regulaÈory and policy-making roles, any atEemPt by Ehe

Fed to act as lender of last resorE automatically involves

FDIC62 which is charged wit.h protecting deposj.Eors and

therefore carries the risk of any individual bank going

under. In spite of Èhis diversity of responsibility Èhe

systern works relatively well because the threat of bank

collapses is sufficiently alarming to all part.icipanEs to

concentrate their ninds in times of crisis and make them

receptive to rapid and decisive acEion.

A second avenue for enforcement of collecLive bank

behaviour is Ehe network of influence that. Èhe larger,

particularly money-centre, banks have on snaller ones" These

can apply sancEions, such as excluslon from profitable joinÈ

syndicates or t,erninaEion of correspondent services, against

snall banks which indulge in tboat-rocking'.63

The third avenue depends for Ít.s success on the common

knowledge of bankers, namely that todayrs bad credit risk

could very well be tomorrowrs good one and vice versa. If

debtor governments stipulate that banks which refuse to

participate in debt-rescheduling would be black-listed

permanently and prevenÈed from doing any business in Èheir

respect,ive jurisdictions, this ¡nay serve as a handy means of

slowing any tendency for banks already Ínvolved, to

disengage themse1ves.64 0f course those banks which are

already heavily involved nould be least-like1y to tcut and

runt, because Èhey have so much Lo lose. Such institutions
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would be more likely to be ardent supporters of any IMF

sponsored moves to sEabilize Lhe individual and collective

debt profiles of debtor nations. A more drastic step would

be for creditors Eo be warned that those among them who

refused to parÈicipate in IMF and major bank sanctioned

credit extension prograDS, would be treaEed differenÈ1y in

terms of their outstanding ob1igation".65 Thls would mean

that banks which failed to act tresponsiblyt could be left
rout in Ehe coldt in Èerms of their position in the order of

creditors. In the evenE of future breakdowns in debt

servicing they would be the last to redeen their exposure.

0fficial Attitudes Towards Debtors

Keeping the banks in line is only one Part of the

equation for the official agencies involved. An equally

serious problem is stopping the debtor governments from

taking actions thaE Ehreaten Èhe efforts of the IMF and

major central banks to bring some order to Èhe confuslon

about debt. While debtor governments are keenly aware of the

possible sanctions Èhat can be applied to them in the event

of a default or other tunacceptablef behaviour, for domestic

reasons they are sometines encouraged to play politics wiEh

the debt questÍon.66 This ls partlcul arLy so in Latin

.{merica and Africa, where populisn brings lts own rewards

and complaints about foreign economic Ímperlalism and

neo-colonialism sËrike a deep and resonant chord with the

general populace. From tine Eo time, governments facing

intractable economic difficulties resort to this sÈrategy as
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a means of shoring up their own domestic suPPort. A prime

example of this is Ehe behaviour of the Garcia government in

Peru, though most of the najor Latin debtors and even

African nations such as Nigeria and Ghana have had sinilar

"pi"odu".67 A standard tactic is to use short, sharp,

intermitEenE deÈeriorations in the balance of payments as

Ehe rat,ionale for occasionally suspending t.he payment of

interest on outstanding obligations. This action is never

porÈrayed as a real or int.ended default. Care is usually

Eaken Èo reassure crediEor banks that the intenÈion is to

cone to sone agreement on future arrangements. The preferred

outcome of this forced renegotiation is Eo try to seek nore

favourable terms or int,eresE rates as Mexico has recently

done and Brazil ls trying to do. Usua,lly, however, these

periodic interrupÈions are portrayed domestically as the

government st.anding up to foreign capitalists. This straÈegy

does have 1ts dangers, particularly if one of the players

involved miscalculates and overplays its h.rrd.68 V.t, it is

beconing almost institutlonalized as a means of exerting

leverage against credlt,ors.

In theory such relatively destabilizing behaviour by

debtors should draw the disapproval of the IMF and the maJor

central banks and perhaps lead to the irnposltion of some

sorÈ of rpunishmentr in economlc Eerms. In practice, the

evidence is that such penalLies are avolded. For example,

the suspension of payments by Mexi-co Ín 1986 did not lead to

any form of reprisal by the banks, under pressure from the

US Federal Reserve and the IMF. The American cenËral bank
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was parEicularly concerned abouE the implications any

adverse pressure on Mexico would have on the 'Baker Pl.nt69

which was viewed as the centrepiece of the Reagan

adrninistraÈionrs response to the problems of Third World,

and more specifically Latin American, indebtedness. Despite

its name, the Baker Plan lras masterminded by Paul Volcker,

then the Chairman of the US Federal Reserve. Given the

importance of convincing all players of the'seriousness wiÈh

which US policy was being f ormulated and implemented, it r¡ras

viÈal that Ehe Baker Plan be seen to deliver its promised

benefits. This could not have hapPened if the plan were

derailed by banks which r.tere upseE wiEh Mexico. Theref ore

Mexico I s creditors were pressured not only to avoid

retallation, but also to corne to rescheduling terms which

were favourable to the Mexican government, such as agreeing

to a reduced interest raEe of 13/L6 of a percentage point

above the LIBOR.70 This action served to annoy the

governn¡enE of the Phillipines which had just been refused

such favourable treatment by its creditor consortium, and

may have accelerated the decision of the Brazillan

government to enulate Mexicots example. The banks involved

in Mexico resenEed being presented with a fait accomPli on

Ehe terms of the renegotiation, the details of which \^¡ere

largely worked out between the Mexican government, Ehe IMF

and the Chairman of Ehe Federal Reserve with minimal

reference to the bankersr represenEatives, and have become

less compliant as a result. in other dealings. The perceived

benefits for the Reagan adminisLration of pushing through

the deal on Mexico, thus beneflEling a friendly government
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and sEabilizing its control over a

neighbour, musE be balanced with the

flexibility in relaÈion to Ehe banks

who seek similar EreatmenÈ and would

unfavourablY.

poÈentially exPlosive

loss of some

and to other

resent being

future

debtors

Erea Ee d

The role of central banks in providing direction in

coping with debt servlcing problens 1s vital. They carry

more influence wit.hin t.heir respective jurisdictions than

the IMF or $forld bank do, have more direct lines of

communication wiEh politicians and government

Èreasuryffinance officials (though they are careful Eo see

that these links are not too close for fear of compromising

their varying degrees of independence ) 17L and Eend to have

very good relations with comnercial banks which, after all'

are under their noninal supervision and regulaÈion. The fact

t,haL these commerclal banks are avare thaE their ultinate

salvation rests in the hands of the central bankers, in

their role as lenders of last resort, is a useful lever in

negotiations. Furt,hermore, BIS belng in effect a key

clearing house and coordinatlng centre for joint central

bank actions, gives these substantial weight when and if

they are required. The global network of central bank

governors and other key officials is also a powerful tool in

nanaglng real and imagined threats to the global u.onoty.72

Often the network is able to act in concerE to convince

individual governments or politicians that some acEions may

be preferable to others, thus lendlng weighE to the

argunents of their colleagues on the spot who have been
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unable to get the consent of their policical mast.ers. A

strong and demonstrably independent head of a central bank,

such as Paul Volcker, carries much credibil,ity with

financial markeEs and is ofÈen able to deliver far more

favourable condiEions than governments realistically could

expect. However, if this independence is seen to be

compromised or if Ehe official concerned is clearly a

poliEical appoinÈee who attenpts Eo implement blindly the

wishes of his government, this credibility vani"h.".73

In debt negotiations the IMF and central banks, (and of

late the l,lorld Bank under Barber Conable), tend to enhance

each others credibility and ability to deliver specific

targets on such things as new 1oans, levels of repaymenE and

agreed conditions for naintaining lines of credit.

Commercial banks have found iE difficulE Eo resist their

conbined power and have tended to go along with much of what

is requi-red of them. The problem with this sort of forced

lending though is that, when pressured to abandon Lheir

normal criteria of creditworthiness (however flawed these

rnight be I ) , the commercial banks would have rnoral, and

possibly legal, recourse Eo recover bad debts from the

official instiÈutions if the forced loans were Eo go 
"orrr.74

This could partially explain why the IMF and the central

banks have been falrly careful and selective in their moves

f or ner'r loans f or problem debtors r even though the

maintenance of new lending is arguably also dictated by the

self-interest of the lenders.
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In general, debtor needs and problems are receiving a

somewhat more synpaEhetic hearing from the institutions

which are endowed wit.h the Power to oversee the world I s

monetary and financial systems, than \{as the case a few

75years ago. In some r'rays this is not as surprising as it

would seem at firsE sight. The relaEj.ve inacÈion in tackling

debÈ problerns since Lg82 has resulted in a strange and

unsustainable set of circunsEances. On the one hand, ti11

recently, most banks persisted in maintaining their full

book value of outstanding loans Eo Third l'lorld debÈors

listing them as perf orming assets. t'Ihile this may have been

justified when these were being servj-ced regularly' or even

internittently, ât a Lime when this is no longer clearly the

case, the rationale for treaLing then as normal assets

disappears. The banks have Èended to argue against

interest-rate reducÈions for Third World debtors and against

the use of speclfic devices to assLst then, such as

interest-rate caps or ceilings on Ehe valid basis that this

rvould be a serious distortion of market fot."".76 Yet, they

shy away fron valulng their loan portfolios at t'he 1evel

that t.he narkeLs t.hink they are worth. To achieve such a

valuation would not be a difficult task since there is an

energing secondary market in t bad loans I . This market

enables snaller banks which wlsh to get out of Thtrd World

lending to offload their outstanding liabilities at a

discount to sone purchaser who is willing to accept Ehe

credit risk involved, in the hope of making a substantial

profiU if and when the securLt,les are ever redeemed at

anywhere near face value. On the other hand, banks have so
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far been able to benefiE from a five year period of grace

from l9B2 when the viabiliCy of Eheir loans firsÈ became

suspect. TT This period during r.¡hich, f or the large part', Ehe

costs of adjustment were largely borne by debtors, enabled

them to do several Ehings. Firstly, Èhe banks r¡¡ere able to

avoid any sudden and drastic write-down of Eheir asseLs

which would have damaged severely their credibllity in the

inEer-bank markeÈs and done terrible things Eo their share

price. Secondly, the breathing space gave them time to

raEionalize their porEfolios of outstanding loans and to

seek new areas of business which would be vital sources of

profits necessary to offseE future losses. Thlrdly, this

drive for new areas of profit.abillty was helped by the

global shift Eowards deregulaEion of the finance industry

and'the explosive growth of financial services. The clear

perceptlon of the need for more profitability withln the

sector probably helped to convince regulatory authorities

and government,s of Ehe merits of deregulation, given the

underlying liabilities that t.hey would otherwise have had to

assune as parE of their supervisory responsibillties.

The consolidation that has taken place during Ehis time

has been of enormous benef i t to the l,lestern banking system.

Certainly some banks, almost exclusively in the UniLed

States, have failed and others are in the process of

f ailirg, but Ehese were rnainly srnallish, r€latively obscure

operations (wiLh the notable exception of Contlnental

Illinois I ), and most of their deposiEors were protected by

the FDIC, which prevented any general p.rri..78 Most of the
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large money-centre banks have improved their capiÈal

reserves and in terms of their balance sheets are not as

overextended as they were previously. A variety of

innovative mechanisms have been employed Ëo ninimize the

potentialfalloutfrornThirdl.lorlddebtdifficulEies.

Perhaps Èhe most creaÈive of Ëhe t creative accounEing I

straEegi-es to have come Èo light so far is that pursued by a

consorÈium of large Japanese city banks which have

79 This consortium 'relatively heavy Third l'lorld exposure '

which lncludes MiEsubishi, sumitomo and Dai-Ichi Kangyo ' has

established a joinÈ1y_ol,'ned subsidiary conpany in, of all

places, the Cayman Islands, whose capital George Town is a

haven f.or tax avoidance r uDrestricEed banking act'ivity and

noney laundering. The banks then sold off Eo this

subsidiary, at a substantial discount' parcels of Third

l|Jorld loans which they no longer considered Eo be performing

assets.Thelossesthateachincurredindiscountingfrom

facevaluelrlerethenavailabletobeoffsetagainstEheir

taxllabllitiesinJapanwhichwerequitelargegivent'hat

most Japanese banks have made extraordinary profits by

speculating for Eheir own account on Èhe yen/us$ exchange

rate.HavingbeenabletoclaimsubstanEialEaxrellefon

the basis of what are rea1ly only paper losses, Ehe banks

through their Caymanst company sEand to make reasonable

profiEs on the dea1, if and when the Third World debt

situationlmproves.TheyhavebeenableËo'havetheircake

and eat it toot, insofar as tax losses are being taken even

thoughnorealchangehasLakenplaceinactualownershipof

the outstanding scrip' The Japanese authorities are well
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aware of the strategy and its implica¡ions for their tax

revenue but have accepted it as a valid transacËion. The

main reason for this att.itude seems to be concern about the

consequences of the US-Japan trade r./ar that is currently

gathering steam. The Japanese government is worried about

the implications of Èhe much higher yen for its exporEers,

especially since t.he effects of the Baker-Mi yazava Pact80 of

Septenber 1985 seen Eo be having a far . wider consequence

than originally imagined. Soon after Ehe first round of

changes in exchange rates fed Èhrough, Ehe Nakasone

government began encouraging Japanese business to utilize

the windfall currency profius to begin a new progran of

investnent in upgraded production facilities which would

enable then to continue exPorting profiEably as the yen

clinbed ever higher. This invesEment was underwriEten by Èax

credlts against increased earnings which were the resulE of

the higher yen value. Most of the substantial number of

nanufacÈurers who took advantage of this concession scrapped

older exi.sting production capacity and replaced these wlEh

more automated, but flexible' manufacturing capacity. The

alm of this strategy j-s to ret,ain some ability to be able to

export profj-tably as the yen climbs even higher.Bl The

Japanese governmenÈ seens to be of t,he view that any drawn

out trade conflict with the US and/or the EEC will require

their major banks to be in relaEively sound positions

vis-a-vis Eheir balance sheeLs and creditworthiness. Hence

Ehe willingness to indirectly fund some of this

resEructuring of Japanese industry through taxation

concessions. So the strategy adopted by the banks Eo offload
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Lheir bad debts and clain tax credits has been given the

official nod.

certain us banks have also goE some opt.ion to use Eax

credit,s Eo offset their non-performing Third world assets,
especially as they have windfall profits frorn the new

financial services that Èhey have introduced over the past

five years or so. (ochers which were caught badly on a

variety of fronts, including oil, real estate, farming and

sunset industries do not have such an option as Èhey battle
to sËay afloat and solvent - witness Bank of Americ").82 The

problem with t,hese profits now is that Ehey are being eroded

by conpetit,ion, a better informed markeE which is more

keenly aware of the finer narglns that can be expected on

any buslness that is written, and the increasingly
diminishing returns on new lnnovations in the way of
financÍa1 product".83 There is seeningly also an inabirity
on the part of nany banks to find specialist niches inEo
which they fit comforËably. Most seen to be pursuing, in
competition, whatever business is felt Ëo be the most

profitable at any particular time, thus eroding its
profitability. For example, retail banking services are the
current favourite, but in addition to each ot.her, Ehe banks

are also havlng to conpeÈe with the quaintly-termed
tnon-bankst, i.e. entities, such as the sears retailing
chain, which are not legally banks bur increasingty are
providing many if not all of the services thac v/ere

traditionally provided by b.rkr.84 These non-banks are not
expected to observe the statutory reserve requirements and
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other rules of banking, âtrd their increasing impact on the

finance indusEry has led to calls for a more equitable

sysEem of regulation (with some implicit deregulation) in

the us. Such deregulation, when it comes (and iE no longer

seems a question of if I ), will wash away the increasingly

shaky foundations of Glass-SEeagall, McFadden and a host of

other finance relaÈed legislation. There seens to be a

hardening consensus between regulators ' the Reagan

administration and certain elemenEs within Congress ¿hat

major changes in the way banking is strucEured in the us

will have to occur to preserve the viabiliËy of the finance

industry in the US. For insEance, the notion that major

indusÈrial corporations (some of which are very cash-heavy

after some very profiEable recent years) be allowed to

purchase financial lnsÈitutions, is now being mooted,

something that vould have been unthinkable noÈ too long

.go.85 Indeedr âs Èhis 1s written, cerEain of the major

noney-centre banks such as citicorp, chase Manhattan and

Bank of America have announced their intention to increase

dranatically their loan loss provisions against their

non-performing Latin American loans, even though this has

negaEive implications for their stockmarket valuation. If

such things r¡Iere allowed, whÍ-ch is not the general case

under existing legislation, thls would make them more

aEtractive as takeover targets. Similarly, the divisions

between investment and conmercial banking, and t.he

securiEies business are becoming uncl"tt.B6 The replacement

of Paul Volcker as Fed chairman by Alan Greenspan is

expecLed to accelerate the pace of change. It could be
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argued that the US is about Eo see one of the most wide

ranging and thorough reorganizations of its financial sector

which it has ever seen, with substanÈial rationalizaLi-on,

consolidation and the creation of smaller numbers of very

large financial institutiorrs. 87 The sorts of objections

which iniEially caused the wide fragrnentaÈion of the

industry in Èhe last 50-70 years will not be able to hold

back the pressures built up by the seÈbacks which have been

suffered in this decade. Such changes to the finance secLor

rnay ultimately prove extremely beneficial to the US economy

in a period when competition with Europe, Japan, other East

Asian countries and even LaEin Anerica becomes a major

struggle for deciding globaI economic doninance and the

fuÈure of Anerica as a political and economic hegenon.

Plans for Salvation and Redemption

Rescheduling and renegoEiat.ion remain only Eemporary

measures which buy sone time but do little to resolve the

complex problens in which creditors, debEors and the

essential componenEs of the globa1 financial system, are

currenEly enmeshed. It has been clear from the ouEseE that

something else would have to Èake thelr p1ace. RecogniËion

of thÍs fact has created a mini-indusury in framing plans

for saving the banks and/or the g1obal financial sysEem.

Since L982 and the crunch

problems involved in lending

longer be denied, many plans

by Mexico, when Lhe

l^lor1d nations could no

faced

to Third

to resolve these difficulties
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have been put forward by various individuals and agencies.

An irnplicit assunption of all of these plans is Ehat the

players acÈively involved in the problems of Third l,l¡orld

lendi.g, somehow lack the abiliEy to see solutions and if

only someone would be kind enough to give them direction

then they would willing1y pursue any scheme which claimed to

be able to get them out of their presenÈ predicament- This

is not necessarilY so.

All told Ehere are probably about tvto dozen or so widely

touted rescue p1ans. It is not proPosed to deal with each of

Èhese individually, since they have been covered extensively

elsewhere, for example by Kettel and Magnus (1986)'88 Âs

these authors polnt ouE, virtually 'a11 of these plans

attenpt Eo deal with two broad 1""rru..89 These are' firstly,

the dlstributlon of any losses arising fron bad debt and

secondly, the nature and magnitude of reforms necessary to

discourage g similar situation occurring in the fuÈure- 0n

the first lssUe they argue that there are three

posslbilities:

* Debtor

expenditure to

external debt;

* Banks and other

losses stemming from

asE¡essmenL and conÈro1

nations Ëighten fiscal Po1lcY

the leve1 required to conEinue to

ancl cut

servLce

absorb the

Eo be poor

insLitutional creditors

what has turned out

of risk;



* Losses involved are shifted ultirnaÈe1y' to a

or lesser degree, by a variety of mechanisms

tax-payers of creditor countries.

yo

g rea ter

Eo the

Kettel and Magnus argue that the lasE option should noE

be contemplated while some conbination of Lhe first and

second can be implemented withouÈ there being a serious risk

of collapse of the international financial system, ol

grounds of supposed fairness and avoiding dangerous

90 L- -.-^L1^ F^ ^^:-a r-lro 
'

preceoenEs. They seem to be unable to recogníze that lack

of fairness is already endemic. So far, there has already

been a disproportionate reliance on t.he firsL opEion and all

too often, in the countries which do have to adjust, the

cost of adjustnent falls too harshly on the poorer sections

of the comnuniËY.

Resolut,ion of the second

proposed schemes being able

following results, as 1Ísted
o1L9, 1984:'-

* Adequate

non-p er f ormin g

broad issue dePends

to deliver one or more

byt he Amex Bank Review

on

of

of

any

the

June

* Banks belng able to replace existing LDC l0ans wiEh

more secure assets;

time being given to banks to wriEe down

loans;

* The current debt servicing burden of LDCs being

paynents;reduced by waiving or delaying currenL interest
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forcing banks to take a

form of guarantee;

overall burden of LDC

1oss, usually in return
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debts by

for some

* LDCs having access to new

more productive use.

lending which can be

direcLed to

fn the long term, however, any measures have to be

widely acceptable to the najority of participanEs for them

to have a chance of working. This tends to be one of the
major st,unbling blocks to attenpts to resolve Lhe siÈuat.ion
by imposing a grand design of one form or another, since in
most cases the dlstribution of trade-offs is not perceived
to be equitable. also these p1ans, in many cases, do not
take account of politÍcar rearities in both developing and

.developed countries. For exampler ât a tine when the
dominant and radical ideology in both Britain and the united
states argues for less state intervention, it would be

difficult to make an argument for the governments of these
countries to use taxpayers funds overtlv92 to assist banks

which have struck problems with thelr Third hrorld rending
but are not necessarily about to co11apse.
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The responses of the advanced capiEalisÈ countries to

the instabilit.ies aÈt.ributable Èo the debt question are

interesting, if for no other reason Èhan the complexiEies

Ehey involve. On a superficial 1eve1, it could be assumed

that the difficulties experienced by Third l'Iorld nations in

repaying their debt r or indeed servicing it, are of only

marginal consequence to the developed capiÈa1ist stat"". I

Closer exaninaEion, however, reveals a network of

interconnecEions which affect several areas of policy in the

developed countries, creating quiÈe complex problems for the

governments of DCs, and interacting with domestic policy

fornulation.2 Thu main purpose of this chapter is to

describe some of these inEerconnecEions, the policy areas on

which they impinBê, t.he kinds of responses they have

provoked, and the effects that may become apparent in the

longer tern.

The problems caused by difficulties with debt repayment

have implications for nost advanced capitalist countries'

part.icularly those like West Germany and J.p"n3, whose banks

have been involved heavily in overseas lending. Yet, none is

affected more than the United States, which is most heavily

involved by virtue of a variety of factors: American banks

have heavy and narrow risk exposure, particularly in Latin
L.America;- che dangers to the sLability of the banking system

that Èhis introduces, in turn poses problems and challenges

for the US governmenÈts program of financial deregulation;5

financial instability of client states has implications for
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6the conduct of US foreign policy; the major role thaÈ the

US plays in such international financial instituEions as the

l.lorld Bank and the IMF means thaÈ any upheavals r+hich are

debt-related and which involve these institutions,

automatically involve the US government in seEEing

directions of policy and practice wiÈhin these institutions.

This often means resolving the question of increased

financial inputs by the US government.T The debt question

also has some inplications for the donest.ic policies of the

United States governmenE. The formulation of policy in the

areas of trade, industrial strategy, agriculture and energy,

for example, owes something to Ehe present predicament of

Third World debtor".B IE would be untrue and unwise to argue

that the debt question has a najor effecÈ on Ehe h,ay in

which policy is ultinately carried out" Yet, it is not

possible Èo ignore entirely the impact of the problems of

debtors on the thinking of the US government,.

Domestlc Bconomic PoLicy

As in most other nations, the primary role of US

economic policy is to ensure Èhat certain objectives are

achieved within certain time frames, often with notional

targets for such things as the reducÈion of inflation, the

expansion of growth, the creation of more jobs etc. The

government airns to forge a policy mix which will enable it

to put inEo pracÈice the economic and social doctrines of

the ruling party, while aE Èhe same time Erying to ensure

the conÈinuation of political power in the longer Eerm.9
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Ultimately compromises are made.

The current US administraEion of President Reagan came

to power on a plat.form which promised to resEore the us

economy after what \{ere seen as the ravages of four years of

the CarEer presidency. The econornic strategy adopted by the

Reagan administration is an unusual combination of monetary

and fiscal policies. Monetary policy is fairly tight, and

has been so from 1979, even before the advent of the present

advocaÈes of Reaganomics. The continuing trend during the

1970s for inflation Èo escalate and the sharpening of t.his

tendency as Ehe after-effects of 0i-1 Shock II filtered

through the system, \{as sufficient incenÈive for the US

Federal Reserve to restrain the growth of money supPty-10

The tFedr established very resÈrictive targets for such

growth, measured both narrowly (Mf ) and broadly (laù " with

the aim of slowing inflation by reducing demand, leading Eo

decreased production and employment. I'lhile the Federal

Reserve is largely autonomous and relatively free of

government interference, it does ultirnately have to be

responsive to difficulÈies encountered in the US economy.

Accordingly, a sharper than expected conÈraction of economic

activity caused the tFedt to ease monetary conÈrol somewhaÈ

in the first half of 1980, but by early 1981, restraint was

once again the key aim and this conÈinued until mid-1982.11

Fiscal po1i.y, at this Eime, did 1ittle to

of 1981,

sma11 but

contribute

set ofEowards restraint. In the middle a

reductions in corporaÈe taxes had a significant
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stimulaEory effect, running counEer to the goals of moneEary

restraint. The inevitable clash of these two policy

directions resulÈed, prêdictably, in inÈense competition for

resEricted credit supplies beLween the private and public

sectors, leading to sharp increases in interest tut"".l2 For

exanple, bêtween nid-1978 and mid-1981, the short terru

Treasury (T-) bill rate went from B percent to L7 percunt,l3

and the rate on long-Eerm US government bonds wenE from B

percent to l5 p.r..rrt.14 When adjustment is nade for the

effecEs of inflation, (i.e. the I real I interest rate is

calculaued), the change is nore dranat,ic. In L978 the real

interesE rate had a negaEive value of 2 percenE (ttre

interest rate being two percentage points lower than the

inflaÈion rate).15 In 1981, the real interest raEe was of

the order of B or 9 percenË, and nor./ continues at

historically high rates, e.g. 5 to 6 percent in IgB4,L6

though slightly less in 1985 and 1986.

The effects of the recession which began in L979 and

lasted virtually untit the end of 1982, r{ere exacerbated by

the tight monetary policies instituted by the tFedt and

supported by the Treasury. Arguably, t.hese policies were

successful in their aim of reducing inflation, (consumer

price inflation dropped from an average of 12.7 percent in

1979-BO to 3.3 percent in 1983)17, but only at the cost of

the aforementioned high interest raÈes and a severe decline

in demand and consequently in producEion. This decline in

demand was most heavily concentraÈed in E,hose sectors which

hlere mosÈ interest sensitive, i.e. residential construction,
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business investnent r consumer durables

Also, unemployment rose fron a low of 5.8

a high of 10.7 percent in 1982.18

and net exports.

percent in I979 to

Policy since L982 has tended to be based largely on the

massive expansion of Ehe Federal government I s spending,

mainly on a variety of defence-related programs, linked wiÈh

a program of taxation cuts which have acLed as an additional

stimurus to denand. The defence programs themselves have

tended to place more emphasis on areas such as rr'eapons and

equipment procurement, research and development, and defence

construction, in preference to the building up of numbers

and quality of personnel or improving preparedness to cope

with the wide range of tasks required of the nilitary.19 Tn"

procurement program in particular j-s open to criticism for
being extravag"ntr20 needlessry duplicative and unplanrr"d.2l

rrrespective of the varidity of these criticisms, and the

evidence would suggest. thaÈ they are va1id, the economic

effects of the defence buildup are relatively c1ear. unlike,
sây, the buildup which occurred during l^lorld l.Iar rr, the

biggest peaceEime rearmament program undertaken by the

united states government is relatively low in labour
intensity, and thus has not been a great generator of
enp1oymen:-.22 I,Ieaponry being acquired today is far more

like1y to be a smaller number of high value-added items,
such as the-F-15 f ighter aircraft and the DrvAD (sergeant

York) anti-aircraft gun,23 which are both packed full of
complex, sophisticaEed (and expensive I ) electronic systems

and computers. As such they require smaller numbers of
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highly skilled workers to puË them t,ogether. The same is

true of expendable munitions, the st,ate of the art today

being $500,000 Phoenix air-Eo-air missiles rather than

conventional shells and bullets. The economic effects of the

expansion in funding of the miliEary are therefore quite

distorted. 0n the one hand, defence contractors,

sub-contractors and componenÈ suppliers are in a position Lo

set about investing in neh¡ or updated plant and equipment to

cope wit.h the boost in denand for their products. 0n the

other hand, such equipnent Èends to be highly

capital-intensive and requires fewer, highly-ski11ed people

to operate it.

Taxation cuÈs, however, have been useful in stinulating

the demand for consumer durables, such as motor vehicles,

which may have been delayed by the recession.24 Much of the

strength of the present us recovery has been sustained by an

increase in consumpÈion both þublic and private, financed

by the liquidation of net US assets, both foreign and

domestic. The result of this has been an increase in

borrowing, in all sectors of the economr, much of it sourced

overseas. Eventually the smaller capital stock and the

burden of repaying foreign debt should, in all probability,

lead Èo a reduced standard of living for Anerican
25cl-t].Zens.

l,lhaE is the evidence for this

large part. of this increased demand

not enjoy considerable domestic

conclusion? Firstly, a

for consumables which do

protection is being
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satisfied by imports. fn the past this was due mainly to Ehe

trading disadvant,age caused by the exEremely high exchange

value of the American do11ar, but now increasingly because

imporEs have carved out their or{¡n market niches. As the US

economy act,s as a sponge, drawing in imports from Japan,

l,Jestern Eûrope, the Asia-Pacif ic region and even Latin

America, domestic industries are placed i.ncreasingly under

sÈress and there j-s a disincentive on Èhe parE of domestic

capital to invest. in expanding production capacity. Very few

industries in the US have made major investments in such new

capacity. Motor vehicle manufacturing is in this minority.

Arguably, the reason that this has happened is that car

manufacturing has enjoyed some considerable degree of

protection from the US government. In addition to sma11 but

significant tariffs, the imposiEion of tvoluntaryt26 quotas

on Japanese exporters has helped create periods of relative

scarcity of nelr vehicles, which has worked to the advantage

of domestic manufacEurers. If this action had not been

t,aken, it would be plausible to argue that Èhe American

automobile. industry would have been in as poor a state as

many other sectors of Ehe US economy.

Trade Policv.

In theory at 1east,, successiv.e American governments, and

the Reagan administration in parEicular, have espoused the

cause of rfree trader. This ideology was particularly useful

in the days of US industrial supremacy, buE is perhaps less

appropriate in a world where new challengers to Lhis
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dominance have risen and conEinue to rise. The trade

frictions which have arisen wiEh JupunzT are merely the

synptom of larger problems t.hat face American companies both

at home and in Èhe global marketplace.

The effect of t.his has been that the realit.y of

inEernaÈional trade policy today is the t new

proEectionismr which has rnade itself felt since the late

1970s. Broadly speaking, nost of the Period after World War

II was marked b y a process of progressive trade

liberalization, which could rightly claim Eo have been a

najor factor in the economic success of most advanced

indust,rial countries. The new tendency to protection is in

Èhe process of rolling back and, arguably, more Èhan

offseELing these gains.28 Advocates of Èruly liberalized

trade, argue that protection and Èrade-distorting subsidies

are economically cosEly, and given the poor performance in

economic growth recorded in rnost recent years by 0ECD

members, claim that the additional costs of these measures

make it much harder to preserve acceptable living standards.

Protection against import,s directly increases costs to

consumers by raising d<¡mestic prices, of both imports and

1ocal import substitutes, and creates artificial scarciÈies.

Protection measures, along with di-rect and indirect

subsidies, reduce economic potential by inducing producers

to shift resources from goods and services whlch can be

produced efficiently, to Ehose which can only be produced

inefficienrty.29 In addition Èo these static costs there are

also dynamic ones. CompetiEive pressures which would under
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different circumstances speed up the raEe of technological
change, are stifled. By worsening infration, through raising
prices ' protection also tends to cause macroeconomic losses
as policymakers are forced to accept. more recession to bring
down inflaLion. SpecializaLíon of Ehe economy is inhibiEed,
thus limiting the potential for achieving economies of
large-scale product.ion.30 ultimately, of course, domestic

consumers pick up the bill for all of this. Over and above

this, there is an additional cost to the exporters within
Ehe domestic economy, who are unable to pass on their share

of inflationary pressures to the global markets in which

they compete, without undergoing some ross of sales or
becoming ent,irely uncompetitive.

A comparison of the major groups among the indusLrial
countries reveals to some extent their tendency to
protection. The phasing in of tariff cuts agreed uo under

the Kennedy and rokyo Ro,rrrd"3l of internaLional trad.e

negotiations have helped reduce rates of tariff applying.
Average tariffs on dutiable indusErial products aft,er the
Tokyo Round were only 4.4 percent for the united states, L.7
percent for the European community, and 2.g percent for

a,Japan--'As tariffs have come dor+n, however, nontariff
barriers (NTBs) have become relatively more important.

rn the case of the united states, quotas on steel, oi1,
meat, and sugar ï/ere eliminaEed in Lg73-74, and similar
reductions in protection occurred in other industrial
countries seeking to moderate high worldwide inflation
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institute export contro1",33 but such measures were

shorLlived r âs the difficulties of coping with excess

production capaciLy became apparenE. By I977, the US was

negoEiating I orderly marketing agreernenÈs I wit.h South Korea

and Taiwan, limiting Èheir exports of footwear, while at the

same t,ime using the Multi-Fibre Arrangement to decrease

imports of textiles and garments from emerging producers. In

1978, the United States began a Trigger Price Mechanism

(TPM) of accelerated antidumping procedur."34 mainly in the

interest of providing protection for the steel industry. In

electronics, the US negotiated 'orderly marketing

agreementsr on colour television sets with Japan in L977 and

with Taiwan and South Korea in 1979.

The ne!¡ protectionism of the 1970s was particularly

notable for its concentration in the same product sectors in

several industrial countries. These sectors included

textiles and garments, steel, television sets, footwear and

shipbuilding " The pattern reflects not only the similar

ailing condition of these industries in most of the

industrial countries but also the I ricochet t dynamics of

protection. l.lhen one group of countries raises barriers , a

second group fears Ehat its markeLs will be inundated by

diverted supply and implements protection of its o"rr.35

In
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1981, in the midst of even deeper world recession and

more severe bout of currency imbalances, a second

the ner¡¡ protectionism arrived. The most specÈacular

an even

I{¡aV e O f
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case of this in tshe United S¡ates was the imposition of

restraints on moEor vehicle imports. Given Ehe increasing

penetration of Japanese noEor manufacturers inEo the US

narkeE, and the difficulties being experienced by domestic

carnakers, especially Chrysler, this was perhaps expected.

Yet, this consEituted the first Eime an American Sovernment

had introduced effective inport quotas into the indusEry'

albeit supposedly tenporary ones. The J"pur,."", largely

through the coordination of Japan r s Ministry of

International Trade and Industry (MITI), were tpetsuadedr to

accept a rvoluntaryt quoEa on exporEs Eo the US of iniEially

1.68 million vehicles per year. Later this was raised to

1.85 million and then to 2.45 million in 1985 and tft"t.36

The insErument of tpersuasiont vras the threat by Congress to

introduce legislation requiring all vehicles sold on the US

market to have a fixed proportion of 1oca1 content" Congress

and the Reagan administration were well aware of the

consumer impact of this nove and the quotas were partially

an atternpt to get Detroit back into the black by giving

American car manufacturers the opporEunity to raise unit

prices subsEanLially and use some of Lheir windfall profits

to modernize their model ranges and production techniques-

In the process, this atEempt to cope with Japanese

competition has created conditions under which moEor

manufacEurers from newly-industrializíng counLries are noh¡

well placed to enEer t.he US markeE.37 This has happened in

the following manner: In the past, JaPanese manufacturers

were so successful on the US market because they vtere able
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Èo deliver srnall, f uel-ef f icient, well-made cars which vrere

American car lndust.ry hasver y

had cars, the quoEas h¡ere

( through premiums forneant to put a price penalty on Èhem

scarcity) and make it more attractive for buyers to purchase

Iocal1y-made vehicles. Effectively, though, three Ehings

which were not bargained for have happunud.3B FirsEIy,

Japanese exporEers became aware thaE American consumers were

willing to pay premium prices for Lheir vehicles and

responded by exporting larger, more expensive (and more

profitablel) unit,s. Thus, though unit volume has fa11en, the

value of US sales and the resulting profits have in fact

increased for mosL Japanese car companies, helped along by

the very favourable exchang. r.tu.39 Secondly, the price of

fuel in US do11ar terms has fallen substantially, making

fuel economy a less relevant factor for most buyers jusE as

US manufacturers bring on stream new models utilizing

expensive fuel-saving technology. Thirdly, all price

segnents in the market have been pushed upward with new cars

priced under US$8,000 being positively rare. This shifr in

the market has been not,iced by manufacturers from

newly-industrializing countries who have discerned for

thernselves a market niche. These manufacÈurers, among then

Hyundai and Daewoo of South Korea, Volkswagen of Bra"iL4O

and Ford Mexico, are. finding thaÈ they can deliver sna1l

cars of reasonable qualit.y onÈo the uS market at prices in

the US$5-6,000 range and still make good profits. Even more

importanLly, countries such as Mexico and Brazil are

becoming major suppliers of components for cars manufactured

reasonably priced. Since the

difficulty producing such sma11
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in the us. since Eheir home countries are all major debtors

Eo US banks, it would be in the interest of the American

governmenE to encourage them in Eerms of improving exPort

earnings. 0n the other hand, the apPearance of these new

foreign competj-tors could be seen as a Ehreat to domestic

nanufacturers anyl{ay, even though the cars Ehey sell are in

an entirely different price bracke¡. IE will then be uP to

the US government to decide which is more important.

Such a decision would have Eo recogrlize the decline in

Lhe US share of world automobj.le producÈion, which fell from

65 percenr in 1965 Lo 20 percenÈ in 1980, while Japanrs

share surged frorn near zero to 27 percent ' and that of

semi-industrial countries (especially S'pain, Brazil, Mexico,

Poland, and south Africa) has risen fron 2 percent to 15

4Tpercent. -' In the meantime l.Iestern Europe has shif ted f rom

being a neÈ exporter Èo a net imporEer of cars.

Among the reasons for US producers losing ground to the

Japanese are: higher labour cost,s, ûoE just in Eerms of pay

per hour, but also in Èhe number of man-hours required Eo

build a car (an estimated 90 man-hours per car in Japan

compared with 140 man-hours in the United Stut.""¡42; special

government and bank suPport to Japanese indusÈry in the

1960s, including special Eax treatment and access Eo foreign

exchange for technology and equipnenL; good labour

relaÈions; low-cosE diversified supply of components; early,

widespread inÈroducLion of roboEization; complacency among

US producers during the 1960s and early 1970s which made
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them slow Èo respond Eo shifEs in the market I s demand

towards smal1 cars; and the competiEive disadvantage broughE

about, unEil recently, by an undervalued yen and an

overvalued do11ar.

The evidence so far is t.hat decisions on protection are

being made on a case by case basis. For instance, Ehe

blankeE restrictions which have been introduced

incremenEally over the past few years in regard Èo steel

inports do have serious consequences for Brazil, among oÈher

Third World debEor nations which are also exporters of

steel. YeE, the US decision to terminate quoEas on footwear,

of which Brazil is noi{ a najor producer, could be seen to be

compensatory to a degree. For even partial repayment of nany

of the outstanding loans Eo occur, access Eo the US market

for manufactured goods has to continue and even r-mprove.

This requirement. is dictated by Ehe strucÈure of the

original loans made to manufacturing enterprises in such

places as Brazíl and Korea, since repayment is dependent on

the ability to markeE finished goods. It is true that many

of these loans are covered by governnenU guaranLees, but it

is not inconceivable Ë.hat. the respective trade

represenEatives would be inst,ructed by their governments to

raise the issue of withdrawal of these guaranteesr âs a

bargaining chip for market access. Again, it is also Erue

that such action may be precipitate and would lead to

significant negatives for the debtor nation concerned.

Presently, mosE US Ërade conflicE is focussed on the
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relationship wiEh Japan. This has been exacerbated by Ehe

ballooning bilat,eral t,rade def icit. Conventional wisdom

holds that Japan is highly proEecEive. This view has some

validit.y in the agriculÈura1 sector, where quotas apply on

22 different items (including beef and oranges), but in the

indust.rial sector only 5 quoEas apply ( on charcoal

briqueEt,es and four leather product caÈegories)43a. CriEics

of Japan conEend that there has been very effective use made

of nontariff barriers (NTBs): restricEions on imports by

state-trading companies ( Ëobacco, salt, livestock,

telecomnunications); burdensome procedures for cust.ons

evaluaEion and for meeEing health and environmental

standards; and Japan-specific safety standards. Japanese

retorts to this run along the lines of : many of the

retrictions on Èhe activities of state-trading companies

have been lifted, (for example, Nippon Telephone and

Telegraph has been broken up along similar lines to

Americars AT&T, and is being semi-privaLized and encouraged

to purchase equiprnenL overseas ) ; health and environment

standards are st,ricter in Japan because of greater perceived

problems of pollution and in any case are not nuch different

from standards elsewhere (e.g. vehicle emission control

standards are very similar in Japan, California, Switzerland

eEc. and if Japanese nanufacEurers can adapt to overseas

narket,s why cantt US and European manufacturers adapt to

Japant"?); in the absence of world standards on safety, most

counE,ries have come up with their ov/n ( e. g. US t'ederal

Automotive Safety Standards, Australian Design Rules) , so

why is Japan not entitled to do Ehe same? Independent
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analysis tends Eo conclude thaL the Japanese implementat,ion

of Tokyo Round agreements and further concessions made

during the last few years, have been effect,ive enough Eo

overcone mosÈ barriers, aE least in nonagricultural

product,s. The American Chanber of Commerce in Japan has

produced a report thaE supports this view, by failing to

find pervasive patterns of major NTB protectiorr.43b

Now Ehat Congress, and to a lesser extent Ëhe Reagan

AdrninistraEion, are Ealking in terms of trade reLaliaEion

against Japan and inÈroducing legislaEive resÈraints on

access Eo Èhe US narkeE., the question becomes one of what

Èype of retaliqÈion is envisaged? Broad gauge retaliation

against all-comers would probably desEabiLi-ze the recoveries

of many ma jor Third l,lorld debtor nations, creating problems

for them, not only in meeting IMF and bank-directed targets,

but also, if the disruption to export-based industries at

home is sufficient, in coping with labour relations,

domestic unenploynent and underemployment, and ultimately

civil order iEself. Trying to design specific proposals

ained at keeping ouL the Japanese, while trying to maintain

the present narket share of the debtors, would involve the

US government in passing measures which not only consLitute

even grosser violations of Ehe General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade (GATT) than those which occur at present, but

would also run afoul of existing domestic legislation

designed to encourage free trade. Two rnodels of trade

reÈaliation can be identified. Firstly, it is possible to

impose measures which are aimed fairly precisely at specific
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sectors or even products. The recent battle over 256K

dynamic random access (DRAM) memory chips manufacEured by

the Japanese semi-conductor indusÈry is one example of

ttris.44 Another is t,he treatment of Toshiba Corporation f or

its sale of sensit,ive Uechnology to Ehe Soviet Uniorr.45

These have not been overly drastic steps and since they have

only a limiEed lifespan have not provoked significant

counEer-measut.".46 The second model would be Eo impose

rbluntt neasures againsL individual Erading partners who are

deemed to be runfair tradersr. This sort of approach, though

popular with sone of the Democrat presidenÈial hopefuls, has

not been Èried, for good reason, and probably never will be.

It would be bound to bring massive retaliation, widening the

disput.e beyond the trade issue. For exanple, if Japan v/ere

to be hit by a concerted campaign, it is not inconceivable

that the Japanese may withdraw defence cooperation and

institute a capiEal strike4T by demanding imrnediate payment

of their outsLanding loans. The consequences of this

scenario are dif f i-cult Èo imagine. It rvill be of interest Eo

see how the dilemma of punishing trading partners' wiÈhout

doing too much damage to all concerned, is resolved.

Industrial Reconstruction

l^lhile the recent travails

manufacLuring seem Uo be symPtoms

sector as a whole, it is too early
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t.he cooperation of Congress, Ehe administratÍon, the

Pentagon and other key players in the American economy'

significanL sections of US industry are being reconstructed

Eo deal wit.h the rthreatt from overseas, PârLicularly Japan

and East Asia. Early signs are that, if this is successfully

carried throuBh, there is every possibility of a sizable

resurgence in US manufacturing. Certainly this will be an

uneven process. Despite a degree of t.echnological change in

steel-making, and the inEroduction of innovations like the

tmini millt,49 it is unlikely that t.his will become a major

area of growth. The motor vehicle industry, otr the oÈher

hand, has done sPectacularly well in the past few years'

I.Ihile the dramatic recovery of chrysler is the most visible

sign of this, other nanufacturers have also shown large

profiÈs, wiÈh t.he noEable exception of American Motors- It

should be remembered that these days' many non-American

corporaEions, such as Nissan, Honda and Volkswagen

nanufacture or assemble vehicles in the United States, for

domestic consumpEion and these operations are also generally

doing very we11.

The recovery in domesLic motor vehicle manufacturing is

at.tributable to a range of factors. There has been a general

economic recovery under Reagan, and even though it would

appear to be based on shaky economics and unsustainable

budget and trade blowouts, it has led to much increased

consumption by a substanEial parE of the poPulation, i.e.

those with jobs, pârtícularly well-paid 5oU".50 Interest

ratses were, until recently, on a sÈrong downward trend and
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Some manufacEurers, Such as General Motors, were offering

vehicle financing at below markeE rates through their

financial subsidiaries. Scarcity meanE that comPeEing

imports, as opposed to the very 1ow-priced ones which

virËua11y occupied their own price niche unchallenged by

donesEic producEs, rrrere selling aE prernium prices and

enabled domestic manufacturers to raise uniE prices

substanEially while taking care to keep Èhem significantly

below Ehose of comparable imports. At the same time, the

Unit,ed Auto I,Iorkers (UAI^I) and other unions involved in the

indusEry stuck by binding agreemenEs made in the early

1980s, which resulLed in lower labour costs' closures of

outdaÈed planÈs, layoffs, 1ittle opposition Èo the

introducEion of new Èechnology and increased productivity.

The hostility of the Reagan administratj-on to unions -P-er-E'

evidenced by the wholesale destrucEion of the air-traffic

conErollers union (PATCO)51, encouraged nany nanufacturers

to hire more non-union labour, relocate plants to states or

areas where union power was weak or non-existenÈ, or exclude

unions entirely from new plants where costs r4¡ere cut by

degrading working conditions. This explains the rash of new

plants in depressed semi-rural areas where labour cosEs are

in any case much cheaper and workers less likely to

organ Lze.

Also, there

vehicle indust.ry

has been a major trend within the US motor

high-technology

result of a
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requires this type of investment. rn addiÈion Èhough it
mirrors a global trend anong vehicle makers. Many European

companies are followÍng similar strategies, whether they are

mass-market producers like Fiat of Itary or specialized
firms like volvo of sweden. There is a widespread

expectation thaÈ the next decade or so of automotive design

will see much greater reliance being placed on i_ncorporating
advanced electronic systerns inÈo vehicles to fulfil a

variety of functions. Already it is commonplace for vehicles
to have electronic monitoring and control of engines. This
has led to the acquisition by some leading notor companies

of substantial subsidiaries in the elect,ronics fie1d.
Examples are the purchase of AEG by Daimler-Ben z aîd that of
EDS by General Morors (GM).

rt is becorning apparent, however, Ehat a massive

injection of high-technology alone is not the solution to
the problems faced by the motor industry worldwide.
Technology is clearly noE a subsEitut.e for good management.

A classic exanple of this is the GM plant at Hamtranck in
Detroit, Michigân, a $500 million dollar invest,ment which

was built from scrat.h.52 !¡ith 260 static and 50 mobile
robots and state of the art computer_integrated
nanufacturing (crM) techniques, it has been described as a

prototype for the 21st century. The only problem is that, in
terms of quality and productivity, it barery matches an

aging GM plant in Fremont, california which is now managed

by Toyoca under a joint venture agreement.53 The cars whlch
are manufactured here, without fancy automation r âchieve
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high levels of product quality almost solely on the meriÈs

of painsEaking Toyota management. Similarly, GM has become

dissaEisfied vrith the performance of another high-tech plant

aL Buick City in Flint, Michigan, built at a cost of $ 400

mi1lion. Despite flexible tooling and an efficient
I just-in-tine I ( kanban inventory conÈro1 sysEem, it takes

twice as long to begin producj-ng a ne\ir model as does Ehe

Fremont plant.54 GM has rethought iLs invesErnent in such

ultra-expensive technology and has even cancelled $ 88

million worth of orders for new roboEs frorn its

part-subsidiary GMF Robotics.55 In the light of this, its

purchase of the electronics firrn EDS is beginning to look

like a cosLly rnistake. The rationalization Èhat took place

in GM early in L987 rlas due parLly to financial pressures

brought about by this, but iE is an even beE that most of

the plant closures and layoffs rvhich took place would have

eventuaEed anyvray.

MoEor vehicle manufacturers in the United States are not

alone in investing large sums of money on technological

upgrades of their production facilities. Other large

industrial concerns have invested siní1ar amounts in

factories that produce everyt.hing from electronic

typewriters (IBM) to dishwashers (GE).56 They currently

appear to be engaged in a costly stage of trial and error

experiment.ation. As awareness of the need to Eighten up

performance and sharpen managemenE skills becomes nore

widespread, it is likely Ehat. some optimal balance will be

st.ruck. It should be remembered that European firms have not
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puL anywhere near this level of effort into improving

automaEion and management ski11s. Quite sophisticated

islands of autonatÍon do exist, buE these are yet Eo be

successfully inEegrated into sysÈems of production. So, on

this score at leasE, the main competition is between the US

and Japan. The Japanese seem to be currently ahead on

points, but it is far too early to write off the Americans.

Outside of the leading industrial corporations in the US

there is less of a drive Eo engage in such investments. Part

of the problern is that many smaller companies lack the

capital base to nake large commitments which only pay off in

the longer term. The currenE boom in sharemarkets and

corporat,e Eakeovers also places pressure on the managements

of these firms. Performance¡ âs demonstrated by earnings and

profits, is the key to retaining credibility with

shareholders and the market,s. This also helps in staving off

unfriendly takeovers from other firms and corporate raiders.

In such circunstances, a major long-term investments which

does not produce Eangible resulEs quickly is unfavourably

reflecLed in quarterly, or even annual, balance sheets. Poor

results in the current stockmarket climate are an open

inviEaËion to both friendly and unfriendly takeover bids

which usually result in some displacement of existing

management. Can management Èhen be blamed for concenLrating

on the short-term?

A varieEy of factors, ranging from

to the innovative

the sheer size of the

nature of Americandomestic economy
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research and development, would assisE the drive Lo

re-establish indusErial production in Èhe us on a more even

keel. The current boom in financial I paper-shuffling I will

eventually come to an end, and investors will have to look

for more Èraditional and producEive areas to absorb their

fundr.57 AparE from static asseEs like real estate or

artworks, longer term industrial investments (in the form of

bonds rather than equiEies) and direcE investment in

technology development, would seem to be key areas where

cash would flow. So it is quite feasible that the funds Eo

underwriLe the kind of reconstruction which will be

necessary Eo resEore some competitiveness to the broader US

industrial structure, will become more freely avilable.

Buds etarY Measures and the Budeet Deficit

The large US federal budget deficiÈ is a powerful force

for economic recovery and has helped create conditions in

which the overall economy is doing relatively we1l, Lhough

it has become less buoyant in recent months. The

continuation of this deficit. trend threatens Ëo create

severe problems for Ehe United States and the world economy.

The Congressional Budget Office ( CBQ) has produced

projections of the federal budget, under spending policies

and Eax rates in force aE presenÈ. It must be kept in mind,

when considering Ehese estimates, that Ehe CB0 I s budget

estimates are based on a highly optimisEic set of economic

projection".5B It is assumed t.haE the UniÈed States will
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experience no recessions t.i11 1990, t,hat unemploynenÈ will

continue Eo decline substantially, that inflation will

renain steady or even fall further, and thaÈ there will be

at least a slighE decline in prevailing interesE, rates. If

nanyr or all, of these condiEions are noE fulfilled, the

esEimaLes will in all probability greaEly undersEate the

actual deficits which will be recognized. The deficit is

projected to rise from $197 billion in fiscal year 1985 to

$308 billion by fiscal year 1989.59 As a share of GNP, the

deficit would rise from an average of 1.9 percent, in the

1970s to an average of 5.5 percent in 1987-89. The

cunulaEive effect of these budget deficits is reflected in a

nearly fourfold rise in public debt from $716 billion (28

percent of GNP) in 1980 to ç2,636 billion (4g percenr of

GNP) in 1989.60 In the process, present governnent policy

means that the very nature of the deficit itself will

change. This is because, much of the budget deficit in 1983

was a product of the recession and the associated revenue

losses, but thaE will not be true in the future. Future

deficit figures already take into account Íncreased tax

revenues and therefore reflect a structural imbalance

between taxes and expenditures that cannoE be solved by

increased economic growth¡ âs the Reagan administration was

¡nainEaining not long ago.

Almost. nobody, whet,her in Congress or in the Reagan

administration itself, explicitly advocates growing

structural deficiLs as desirable fiscal policy for a

recovering economy. Efforts to reach a compromise on
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budgetary measures which would reverse the trend, have

foundered on ideological divisions about the spending
priorities and appropriate size of government.. The

administration supports neasures to reduce the deficit by

naking further cuts in domestic spending. A significant
group within congress opposes Èhis and argues that slowing
the def ence buildup and raising taxes is the ansr{¡er. Any

talk of tax increases is opposed by the ad,vocates of smaller
government, who believe the deficit exerts pressure for
reduced spendirg, wrongly so, as it turns out, in the light
of the rising public debt and Ehe cost of financing it,
which has actualry led to an expansion of government

spending as a share of GNp.61

An examination of the tax picture gives the superficial
impression thaÈ the Reagan tax cuts of 1981 on individual
and corporate income were a major reason for the decline in
government. revenues and Ehe resulting stress on deficit
financing of government spending. This is only partiarly
accuraEe since the t,rend towards lower collectÍons of taxes
which go into the general fund (which ultimately pays for
most outlays, including defence) , long predates Reagan.

There has been a steady decline over Ehe past twent,y odd

years in the ratio of generar fund taxes to GNp, from L6.4
in 1960 to L2.g in Lgæ.62 conversery, there has been a rise
in the corresponding raEio for employment taxes (social
security and Medicare), f rorn z.r in 1960 to 4.6 in 1983 f or
social Security and 0.5 in LgTo to 1.1 for Medicare. until
1981' the decline in general fund taxes was Èhe result of a
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slight i-ncrease in income tax rates which uras offset by

sharp cuts ln effective rates of corporaEe income tax and

excise taxes. The reductlon of income Eax rates by Reagan

only exacerbated Ehe decline.

In view of the reducEion in general revenue Eo Ehe

federal government from taxation, and the lack of any

reduction in outlays (spending being shifted nainly from

non-defence to defence programs), the deficiE is being

financed largely by borrowings on the capital markeEs, and

mainly foreign ones at that.l The rate of capital inflow into

Lhe United States has accelerated to such an extent Ehat iE.

is now not only a net foreign debtor, but is also well on

the hray to having by 1990, nuch more foreign debt than all

developing countrÍes together have today" Though iL nov¡

appears that this realization is beginning to sink i;, at

long 1ast, to boEh the American legislature and the

administration, the means of dealing with the deficit

question is far from being resolved.

Suggestions for coping wiÈh the deficit range widely.

There is, of course, a fallacious minority view thaE argues

that the deficit will look after itself as economic growth

continues. Those who believe that some action has to be

taken, tend to vary in the complexity of their respective

advocated approaches. A 1984 study by sEaff members at the

Brookings fnstitutiorr,63 tended towards the complex by

examining the broad sweep of currenL pollcies on such

matEers as domestic spending, defence procurement and even
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taxat,ion policy and recommending a series of proposals which

v/ere designed to reverse current Èrends and resEore some

stability to future budgetary planning. For instance,

PenEagon proposals for weapons procurement were itenized and

costed, and suggestions made abouÈ which weapons sysE,ems

could be cancelled or reduced in number, without adverse

implications for Ehe niliLary posture of the United States.

Some of the cosE savings fron the reduction of outlays, it

was argued, would have had Eo go towards restorÍ-ng sone of

the social welfare programs which were severely cut in

1981-82 in the name of snaller governmenÈ. SornewhaE nore

controversially, the Brookings study advocaÈed an overhaul

of the system of taxation, designed to raise nore federal

revenue and simultaneously create incentives for saving and

investmenÈ. The then prevailing tax system would have been

scrapped and replaced by new cash flow taxes on individuals

and corporations that h¡ere dependent on the rate at which

spending occurre d.64 As envisaged, such taxes would, in

theory, have encouraged saving and investment. The rate of

taxation on expenditures would have been scaled, with a

tax-exempt threshold somewhere above the poverty line, and

the percentage of tax would have increased with the leve1 of

spending. The study did not discuss the problems of

enforcement that might be encountered by this scheme. In any

event, the radical US federal tax reform which r.ras

eventually passed by Congress, and is currenLly being

implenented in stages, was very differ.nt.65 It was

trevenue-neutralt in order to adhere to the wishes of both

the administration and a large part of Congress. It did
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nothing to attack the deficit subsEantially. The posiEive

aspect of the tax reform which eventually passed was chat it

removed many of the dist,ortlons which were caused by the

exisÈence of a multiplicity of tax shelters. By increasing

the incenEive for those wiÈh the funds to invest, to act in

economically rational ltays rather than in ways which

mj-nimize Eax, it is hoped that more economic growth will be

possible. A1so, given the substanEial reduction in Èaxation

for Eaxpayers who did not have shelEers available to them,

there should be nore in the way of spending pov¡er as they

are the group nost likely to benefit from the reforms. There

is of course no guarantee t.hat Lhis spending power will not

go towards inports thus worsening the already bad trade

deficit and negating any advantage of growth.

A somewhat simplistic proposal is being pushed by the

advocates of increased protection within the United States.

What is proposed is an inport surcharge of 20 percent on all

manufactured goods that enter the United StaEes from any

other country, thus generating deficit-cutting revenue for

the federal government, reducing the trade deficit and

rest,oring the position of nuch of US industry, which is

currently having difficuluy conpeting on the domestic, 1et

alone wor1d, r..kut.66 l^Ihile this may seem an attractive

solution, in . t,heorI, the practical dif f icult j-es associaEed

with such a move, including Erade and other retaliation

against US exports, probably mitigate against this sort of

proposal becoming a reality. Such a radical measure would

probably upset foreign, parElcularly institutional,
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investors and trigger a capital exodus which could, given

t.he large proportion of short-term money that has flowed

into the US, Èurn inEo a stampede which seriously

destabilizes the US financial system. It is imporËanE to

recognize the si-gnificance of such proposals, especially in

a clinate where more and morer protecEionism is becoming a

trespectablet philosophy and is endorsed by a nunber of US

politicians including some of the aspiranEs to Èhe

Presidency. One only has to examine some of the trade

legislation recently passed by Congress, and mostly veEoed

by Reagan, to confirn this vieÌ¡.

Congressr oF at least some elements of it, has also been

acÈive in bringing pressure to bear for a deficit reducEion,

with the most Èangible evidence being the Gramm-Rudman

bi11.67 Gramm-Rudman has not been as successful as it should

have been, mainly because of a Supreme Court decision to

declare unconstitutional some aspects of Ehe final bill as

passed by Congress. However, it should also be remembered

that Senators and Congressmen have conflicting vested

inLerests.0n the one hand, it is useful for them to be seen

as proponents of major reductions in Ehe size of budgets and

of deficits, at a time when arguing for smaller governrnent

is a fashionable exercise. At the same Eine¡ ânI serious

at,tenpt Èo inplement reduct,ions in government spendirg, or

even Eo hold it constant in real terms, carries the risk of

ending I pork-barrel poliEics I and threatening the hold that

many of these elected represenEaLives have on Lheir bases of

support. Similarly, even Democrat.s who do not have any
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significant philosophical obJections to tax rises, do not

wish to be seen to be advocating them loudly, for fear of an

electoral backlash. In the fashlon of so much of domestic

politics in the UniEed States, this ambivalence has produced

a series of sÈalemaEes and delaying tacEics which have

prevented any meaningful sÈeps towards resolution of the US

fiscal crisi".6B This inertia has compounded the foIIy of

the open-ended Reagan defence buildup, which lras one of the

biggesE drains on Federal governnent resources in recent

years. WhaL makes iÈ worse is that. the expenditure of all

that money, wiEh the accompanying ridiculous level of waste,

has not produced a nilitary machine that has a proven

capability. Too many times now the ner{¡ gaps in US def ence

and the shortcomings of the current strategy have been

exposed public1y. The rationale behind this policy musE be

questioned seriously, especially in the light of Lhe

economic and debt problems it has brought. l"loney which was

taken away from valuable social programs to feed the defence
lrnonsterr would probably have been better spent on those

original purposes.

The nalaise which seems to have gripped t,he, budgetary

process in both the adnj.nist,ration and the legislature has

not afflicted some of the key Washington tthink-tankst. At

present, these seem Èo be t,he main sources of any at,t,empts

to order priorities for the budgetary process. For example,

the Brookings InstiEution publishes annual analyses of the

budgeE. Typical of Ehese is the analysis for 198469 which

exarnines each of the programs in deEail. It argues for
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reductions in many of the high cost items, especially in

defence and emphasizes Ehe need Eo place more stress on

areas like social security, medical care and job training

programs. Ïlhile t.he case is of Een cogently argued with

obvious long-term implications, it receives scant attenEion

on Capitol Hill or in Pennsylvania Avenue.

There have been sone fairly sirnple suggestions for new

taxes which would help reduce the deficit substantially

wÍthouE impacting too heavily on individuals or

corporations. These include argument,s for a relatively sna11

rise in federal excise on petroleum product"rT0 which is

considered politically defensible because the current excise

is quiEe low by OECD standards. In spite of only marginal

inflationary inpact and the added bonus of some pressure for

fuel conservation, which would make it easier for Congress

to support them, such measures are doomed because of the

Reagan adminisurationts dognatic refusal to raise new Laxes

or Èo increase those which already exist.

While argunents continue about the best \.¡ay of dealing

with the deficit, what are its consequences for the domestic

and international economies? Any considered response to this
question would have to take note of the fact that there is

not much agreement about thís either. The weight of opinion,

certainly in' the rest of the world and to some extent in
America it.se1f, is that the high rear inËeresL rates within

us money markets which are a result of the widening deficit

situaEion, are acting as a magnet for capital from
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elsewhere, draining it off to help feed the demands of the

ever-increasing trade and current account deficits. Ti11 the

Baker-Miyazawa pacE of 1985 and the subsequent managed fal1

of the US dollar and rise of the Iun,71 these interest rates

helped push the dollarrs value to record highs against most

other currencies, except, those which had formal or infornal

links to the American curr "n.y.72 The rationale is Èhat this

attract.ion for capital accounted for Ehe dernand for the US

dollar. This may have been the case at the early sEages of

the recovery, but there are problems in trying Eo pinpoint

interest rates as the determinant of dollar va1ue. For

example, Japanese invesLors are finding EhaE the new rate of

exchange makes US property, real estate, sÈocks, bonds and

even factories bargain investments. ft should be remembered

that, until recently, a very large proportion of the foreign

capital in the US was being held not in fixed investment

such as plant and equipnent, but in easily disposable

inst,rument.s like bonds, T-bi11s and negotiable ôertif j-cates

of deposiE (NCDs). There is nothing to prevent this money

leaving as fast as it cane in (o. even fasuer I ) . The drop in

the dollar has encouraged the Japanese and to sorne extent

even other Asians and Buropeans to ¡nove into more stable

asset.s, and to look at US production to offset Ehe negative

consequences of new pricing regimes.

In turn, the rise and fall of the exchange value of the

American dollar has had several consequences. Imports on the

US market were priced very competitively, Laking a larger

share of demand, and havi-ng established market. shares, are
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novr able Lo ride out some of the drop in sales using a

variety of strategi.=.73 The import boom had been useful Eo

some exÈent in bringing about a degree of recovery in parts

of I^lestern Burope, and substantially improving the reserves

and repayments position of big debtors like Argentina and

Brazil.

Problems of DereRulation

The deregulation issue has been covered briefly in the

previous chapter but it is essential to stress the degree to

which deregulation has changed the shape of financial

America. Apart from Lhe more obvious links of domestic and

Third World debt to the US economy, there are further
ramifications that interfere, albeit in narginal terms, with

the processes of policynaking. Ultimately, a large part of

the fallout from this debt crisis will not be in terms of

direct and dramatic events such as default and bank

collapsê, but rather in the way in which limitaEions are

placed on the players in the Anerican ".orrory.74 The

difficulties being encountered by certain banks which are

carrying loans which threaten their balance sheeLs, have

raised questions about the wisdom of widespread financial

deregulation, with some criEics arguing that the financial

sector in the United SE,ates requires, if anything, more

rather than less regulation. It is true that moves towards

freer financial markets in the US have created significant

problems with certain financial bodies within Èhe counLry.

The period 1984-85 has seen major crises and/or collapses of
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the Continental Illinois National Bank, (at Ehe time Èhe

eighth largest bank in the uS), Savings & Loans Associations

Ín two staÈes and a host of minor banks. So far, these

failures have not had any significant long-term effect on

depositors or on investor confid.n.".75 This Ís because Ehe

insti-tutions concerned were shored up by the existing
financial safety neE, including direct int,ervenEion by the

Federal Reserve Bank and the Federal Deposit rnsurance

corporation (FDrc),76 before eventualry being either taken

over or merged with other financial institutions which h¡ere

on sounder footings. Sometimes, this has been a mistake from

the point of view of the acquiring bank, when the

acquisiEion has proved to be danaging Eo its financi_al

health. For example, crocker National Bänk of california,

ranked 13th biggest in the US in 1981¡ got into trouble when

iÈs lending to ArgentÍna ($452 nitlion) and Brazír ($ 804

ni11i-on) 77 and to domestic ventures in energy-relaLed
projects, was conplicated by a risky plunge inLo the

californian property markeE.TB A majoriEy stake (57 percent)

in crocker was purchased in 1981 by Midland Bank of Britain,
which had to agree Eo a stÍ-pulation that Crocker executives
would retain maximal operational autonony, in order to avoid

the opposiEion of congress and the Federal Reserve. As a

result of the lack of real control, Midland was to some

extent the hostage of bad nanagement at Crockerr ând saw its
own profits eroded and iEs balance sheeE strained. As

MÍd1and I s international reputation, and its share price,
plunged, Midland managemenE was forced to push for fu11

ownership and control in an att.empt Eo limit the damage.
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Ultimately, the exercise in danage control was designed Èo

restore the credibility of Ehe bank, someEhing which never

really happened. The result of Èhe exercise was that Midland

eventually had to sell off Crocker NaÈional at a price Ehat

did not reflect the costs of acquiring the American bank.

Midland, itself still suffering from serious cash-f1ow

problems, is rnuch snaller than it used to be because of

asset sales and has not shown a profiE since the disastrous
70acquisit,ion. ' ' In spite of management changes, and heroi-c

attempts to turn its position around, it is so r.'eakened that

iÈ is being talked about as a possible takeover target, the

British authorities willing.

The picture is further complicat.ed by the facÈ that the

traditional division between bank and non-bank financial

instituËions is blurring to such a degree that t,here is

often little to tel1 then apart. In the past, banks had

clear-cut monopolies on cert.ain kinds of financial acEivity.

0n1y banks could both accept deposits and make loans, and

provide certain other types of financial services, under Èhe

terms of their licences. In retsurn for this, they were

requÍred to maintain acceptable levels of reserves,

includj-ng ninirnum reserve ratj.o deposit.s with the US Federal

Reserve Bank and ü¡ere expected to carry cover with the

Federal Deposit Insurance Commission, which guaranteed the

safety of the money invested in the banks by small (under

$100,000) depositor". B0 In theory, Ehis was among the

factors that led to Ehe perception that the big regional and

money-centre banks were very sound financial invesLment
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mediums. Given the llmiEaEions imposed on the banking system

by stat,e-centred banking laws and demarcations, this is noL

necessarily true of the majority of the 14,000 odd

commercial banking enEerprises in t.he United SÈates. Yet,

the naintenance of confidence in the sysËem was assured in

relative terms, because it rests ultimately with the ability

of the bigger banks to cope with any difficulties

encountered, even by the smaller ones.

In recent years, however, deregulaEion has meant that

many oLher types of financial instiEutions, such as Merrill

Lynch Lhe stockbroking firn, and even non-financi-al

corporations, like the ret,ailer Sears, have begun to

encroach on the turf formerly reserved for the banks. 81 They

are providing a range of financial and investment servi-ces,

and even finance-related services like insurance, and have

been able to use their national networks of branches to

narket Ehem very effectively. S2 Existing anti-trust

legislat,ion has meant that Èhe big banks are not permitted

t,o set up national branch networks" This restriction was

aimed mainly at preventing snaller banks in several states

from suffering adverse competition. The vrorry now for Lhe

noney-centre banks is that theír attempts to geL the rules

relaxed are not proceeding fast enough to prevent the

non-banks, which (since Lhey are not classified as banks and

thus do noE have to obey the rules) are in the process of

stealing the advantage. If the big banks, êspecially the

ones with worries about awkward debts, were permitEed Èo set

up national networks, they could build up their deposit
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bases without too nuch difficulty and be in a better

position to cope wiEh any loan losses they might have Eo

endure, without being dependent on being rescued by the Fed
o2

or the FDIC." Yet, dismantling Ehis protecEion for the

snaller sLate-centred banks, many of which already have

significant risk exposure, Èhrough syndication or otherwise,

on shaky prospects like oi1 exploration, real estate

speculation or Third l^lor1d debtors, is poliEically

sensitive. So the regulatory authorities are once again in a

bind about the course Eo take on deregulation. Permit.ting

national netr¡orking will assist in limiting damage to sone

banks, but increase E.he failure rate of others, which nay of

themselves not be very important. However, ultimately, a

spaÈe of such failures will create sone kind of uncerEainty

about the fuEure of the banking system and lead to crises of

confidence in states where such failures occur and in ones

where there are fears of sinilar occurrences.

Compounding the problems of banking organizations are

the difficulties of the so-called rthriftsr, such as the

Savings and Loans Associations. Apart from those which have

already gone under in spectacular style ¡ âo estimate d, 3o7" of

then (916 to be preci"")84 are either in the process of

failing or at risk of doing so¡ according Èo a study by

Bryan (1987).85 The main reason for their presenr position,

in most cases, is an inadequate management of risk. Apart

from the usual problems of credit risk, many of the
tthriftsr are novr subject to interest-raEe risk as we11,

since they are locked into a large nunber of long-term
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fixed-rate mortgages and also hold large amounEs of

mortgage-backed securiEies, (an estimaÈed $135.5 billion

rr'orth), 86 which have been declining in value on the

secondary market because of rises in interest rates. This

loss has been quite dramaÈic, with the value of these

securities dropping 77" between mid-March and mid-Apri1. 0n

paper, this drop alone cost Ehe industry $f0 bí11ion, a loss

which is 597" of the its toËa1 estinated equity of $17

bi11ior,.87 To make matters worse, the Federal Savings and

Loan fnsurance Corporation (FSLIC) is Ëechnically insolvent,

with a deficit of $6 billion fron iEs previous rescue

efforts. Congress and the administraEion passed legislation

in July-August 1987, for a $10.8 billion do11ar bailout of

FSLIC.88 The strucEure of this bailout ',is somewhat pvzzting.

The money for the rescue is to be raised on the bond market,

Ehough no clear plan for repayment exists and there would be

no vray in which FSLICTs current and future sources of income

from deposit-insurance premiums would be adequate to cover

the new bonds. It can only be surmised that this is a

stopgap, and EhaE eventually Federal funds would have to be

used to secure the position of FSLIC.

At best then, deregulation is a Èwo-edged weapon. 0n the

one hand, the financÍa1 sector should, in theory, become

nore and more competiEive and flexible, and provide Èhe kind

of capital base that would assist in the regeneration of

American industrial compeEitiveness, when the economy

stabilizes. 0n the other, if not handled carefully,

deregulation has the poEenEial Èo create more problems Ehan
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by the American financial secEor, t,hus hurting

economic well-being.

14J

enj o yed

fuËure

Problems of Foreiqn Policy

The economic aspecEs of US foreign policy musE take note

of the ramifi-cations of Èhe debt-related difficulEies

encountered by many nations in the Third World, anong t.hem

US client staEes or those in regions considered to be

clearly under American hegemony. The major and ninor debtors

of Latin America and Southeast Asia generally fal1 inEo one

of these Lvro categori"".89 In these cases, the preservation

of US influence is given a high priority, but the means for

doing so are having to become increasingly more subtle and

f lexi-b1e.

In the last 5 years or sor Latin America has seen a

marked shift to the rest,iEuLion of democratically-elected

governments, with a few exceptions like Paraguay and Chile.

Throughout the continent, nilitary rule is giving way to

civilian administration, which is clearly in control.

Argentina is perhaps the best, exarnple of this proces".90

0ther civilian governments are installed with the tacit

approval of the nilitary, but as the experience of BrazíI

shows, ãtternpts by the armed forces to get their nominees

into key positions can, and do, backfire.

The debc quesLion has had significant impact in
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assisting this trend, because in many cases military

governments have bäen responsible for running up the debt in

the first. place. The difficulties that ensued were

sufficient to convince the broader poPulation that. Ehe

nilitary was as incompetent, if not more sor than any civil

adrninistration. Since the avowed rationale behind nany

miliEary Eakeovers h¡as the promise of strong and sound

economic management, the failure to deliver on this prornise

only strengthened demands for a return Eo barracks. Given

the cyclical nature of politics, €specially in developing

countsries, it is possible that. at some point in the future,

circumstances will change so Ehat miliEary rule is once

again fashionable.9l To stave this off, it is viÈal for

civilian governnents in Latin Anerica to demonstrate a

reasonable degree of competence in economic management. At

the same tine they are under pressure to produce rapid and

sustained inprovements in living standards for their people'

especially the poorest. So far not many governments have

been successful in combining Lhese two objectives.

The move towards democracy has created a series of

dilemmas for the foreign policy makers of the UniLed States.

They have to be seen Eo welcome such developments even

though military or dictatorial regimes may be more anenable

to US policy imperatives" Hence, the recent US moves to

support progressive measures in the Philippines, South Korea

etc.92 Th. calculation must be that if I moderaLe I

progressives are not given supporE, they may be supplanted

by hard-line, leftisu groups. In taking Èhis line, US
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planners leave Èhemselves open to various 'ambit clalrnst93

which can be levied on them by the moderates, to demonstrate

US support clearly. Among these are such things as aid and

assistance in solving external debt problerns. Inevitably'

Èhe US financial sector is also a tool of foreign polÍcy and

this has consequences which are far-reaching, especially at

a tine when there are more than enough inÈernal problems.

The chapter dealing with Argentina will show some of the

difficulties involved here.
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"Credit is beEEer than Gold"

Slogan in lift at Hyundai headqu,arters in Seou1, Korea 1

South Korea has been chosen as a case study for a

varieEy of reasons, some of which already have been made

apparent and others r+hich will becone clearer during the

course of this chapter. To understand Korean economic

policies it is essential to examine the history of the

country and how this shaped economic thinking.

Japanese Colonialism

Korea, according to popular legend, !ras founded in 2333

B.C. by King Tantgun.2 Fror this t.ime to the present, the

Korean nation, or rather the social aggregate of the Korean

people, has continued in one form or anot.her and been known

by a variety of dynastic names, including Chosun, Si11a,

Koryo and Hanguk.3 Despite this lengthy period, formal

organization of Korean society did noÈ come about until the

first century A.D. The influence of Confucianism, which had

been introduced from china, oD the society at large became

quite pervasive and in so doing laid some of the foundaÈions

for successful colonizatíon by the Japanese. The emphasis on

such things as obedience to those of superior status, filial
piety, unquesEioning loyalty of subjects to the ruler and

deference to the wisdom of elders $rere inÈegra1 parts of the

guiding philosophy which determined the development of
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Korean social structure. Many of these atEributes were and

are shared with other Asian naEions. 4

l.Ihile Japan formally annexed Korea as

1910, the drive towards this colonization

than thirty years before. In I876, the

forced Eo sign a rtreaty of anity and

and been deflected from their previous

The issue of hegemony over Korea was a

to t.he Russo-Japanese ïrar of 1904-5.

a colony in AugusÈ

had started more

Korea n s had been

with Japancommerce t

isolationist stance.5

contributing factor

Japanese rule in Korea is divided broadly inÈo two

periods. The first lasted fron the annexation until 1919.

This was essentially a miliEary occupation with Japanese

armed forces and military police having control over the

administration of the colony. The object was to pacify the

counEry by force and prevent any challenges to t.he hegemony

of Japanese authority. This necessitated, this involved

quite a deal of brutality towards the civilian populace and

proved to be counterproductive leading Èo an abortive

uprising by a growing independence mo*,erent.6 This, in turn,

led to a shifL in the thinking of the Japanese authorities.

Coercion as a Eool of control was rendered less important by

a very determined attempt to assimilate the Korean people

into Japanese language, culEure and education. This vras

backed up by the gradual introduction of technology,

services and goods which were ostensibly Japanese but had

their origins, aÈ least in part, in the l^Jest. The complexiÈy

of the Japanese approach to Korea in the second period of
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colonialism which lasted until Japan I s defeat aÈ the hands

of the Allies in 1945, must Eake some of the credit for

laying the foundations for Korears industrialization, even

Èhough it was largely unsuccessful in bringing about a

Korean acceptance of Japanese overlordship.T

The Japanese educational system inculcated the

importance of placing the group interesÈ above thaÈ of the

individual. The tinevitabler nature of hierarchies and how

Èhere Ítere two-vay obligations in any relationship within

these hierarchies were also stressed. The benefiEs of

centralized auÈhority and its ability to plan for the good

of the whole of society were also dominant dictums of the

value system Iearnt by Korean studenÈs rin Japanese schools,

among whom were many of Korea t s post-vrar elite

industrialists, politicians and administrators. It is not

surprising, therefore, that there has been a significant

enphasis on systematic planning and urbanization in the

process of indust.rialization in Kot"r.8 Even after the end

of colonialism, Japanese influences have tended to persist,

in spite of some frictions in governmental relations.9 Many

of the physical resources, e.g railways, that were to be

useful in the process of industrialization v/ere introduced

by the Japanese. It seems quite logical that even after

independence.. Japanese sources of technologl, capital,

producÈion and marketing methods have been dominant.
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American Neo-Colonialism

I.lhile the inf luence of Japan has been an ongoing one 
'

the impacc of the United States has also been very inportant

since Ehe end of World War 2, and during and after Ehe

Korean war. The partition of the Korean peninsula aE the end

of hostilities wiEh Japan, into Soviet (North) and American

(South) areas of influence, has created a complex

relationship betrveen the two Koreas. 0n the one hand, oD

both sides of the ceasefire line at Panmunjom, there is much

national grief about the decades-1ong split in Ehe country

and a genuine desire for some forn of reunification aE an

early dat".10 On the other there is a great degree of

suspicion between the tlro Koreas and an unwillingness of one

to bend to the will of the other. In Seoul especially, this

has bred a kind of seige mentality, which has acted to some

extent as a spur to greater econornic efforts. The notion

that, to resist Communism, the nation mus! be strong

economically as well as militarily holds sway. Unlike many

other US client states which espouse anti-Communism as a

convenienÈ nosÈrum to obtain benefits from their patron and

expand the poner of the ruling elite at the expense of other

sections of society, the rulers and people of South Korea

acEually seem to believe firmly in the cause. ït is strange,

however, to observe the v/ays in which this national feeling

is manifested. The national obsession wiÈh the Ehreat of

infiltration from the North, fuelled by such incidents as

the destruction of Korean Air Lines FlighÈ 007 and the

bombing in Rangoon which killed many key members of the
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Korean government, is somehow Èranslated into great.er
economic effort to make t.he nation sÈrong rather than into
military acEion or moral indignation on the internationar
stage. This is because such economic activity is considered
a key component of national securiËy.

The American influence in Korea rdas arguabry greatest
during the Korean l'/ar and soon af ter. The devast.ation caused

by the war was extreme on both sides. The city of seoul was

1iteral1y razed uo the ground and large parts of rhe

countryside laid ,."tu.11 Reconstruction Ìras an extremery
demanding task, with 1iÈE1e in the way of domestic inputs
possible. subsÈantial foreign grants and technical
assistance, predoninantly from the united states, !/ere the
key to the rebuilding of much of the prewar Korean

infrastructure, such as it was. Apart from such direct
assistance' a united Nations Korea Reconstruction Agency
(UNKRA) *as setup to coordinate and direct reconstruction
aid and to liase with the efforts made by the government of
Korea itself- This u¡as a logical enough sEep, given that us

intervent,ion in Korea took place under the banner of the
united Nations. The setbacks suffered by Korea at the end of
the rpolice actÍont were therefore Lhe concern of the uN.

The American response was widery justified in terms of
building up a bulwark against communism. The protection of
the us military still is a vital factor in Korean life, with
a sizable force of American troops stationed within the
country ' acEing as a tripwire for any incursion from the
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North, thus embracing Korea under the US nuclear umbre1la.

Korean troops are trained and armed in a manner that enables

them to mesh smooÈhly with the American forces in a time of
L2 ^ . r r ! rri---^^ ^^^-crisis . - - 'I'he Korean CenEral Intelligence Agency is

structured and run much along the same lines as iEs American

namesake and counEerpart. 0n a larger sca1e, Korean military

resources are seen as an imporEant part, of Ehe regional

defence network that the Americans have been building up

over the past decade or sor and within which they are

currenEly having trouble trying to enhance the role of

Japan. The mosL significant role played by the Americans, is

arguably outside the nilitary-strategic sphere. The gigantic

US consumer market has been and will be more so ¡ the key to

much of Korea I s prosperiEy, with its predominance as a

desLination for a high proportion of Korean manufactured

goods exports.

Models for Industrialization

Korean indusErialization did not begin to take off in

earnest until the early 1960s. The first of a series of

Five-Year Plans r./as drafted in L962 by the Economic Planning

Board (EPB). The EPB had been created the previous year by

an analgamation of the Bureau of Budget. from the Ministry of

Finance and the Bureau of Statistics from the Ministry of

Home Affairs. The EPB took over planning responsibility from

the Ministry of ReconsEruction and absorbed the funcEion of

monitoring planning expenditures, including development
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expenditures. This put the Board at the center of noL only

medium to long-term planning, but also shorE-term planning

and policy making. To ensure EPBrs primacy and povter within

the bureaucraLic hierarchy, the head of EPB vtas given Èhe

title of DepuÈy Prime Minister and elevat.ed in status above

the other heads of ministries and department".l3

It is in some vrays noÈ surprising that these changes

occurred under a military regime, Ehat of General Park who

had staged a military coup, since the provision of sEructure

and order to the developmental and planning processes was

arguably in keeping with a military mind-set. Yet, in other

ways it is quite remarkable, given the broad failure of most

military regÍmes to come to grips wiËh the process of

economic decision-making for the greater good, as opposed to

the good of the military itself.

It is tenpting to equate the EPB with Japants Ministry

of International Trade and fndustry (MITI). However, even a

cursory examination of the the two institutions reveals many

differences in t,heir roles. MITI, for all the mythical

por.rers ascribed to it by hostile f oreign observers, had a

relatively limit.ed number of instruments available to it as

a means of influencing business behaviot.L4 Some of these,

such as the power to distribute export quoLas, nere quite

useful and effective, but in general, the success of MITITs

planning and implemenEaEion 1ay more in the economic and

social pressures that the business communiEy and government

agencies could bring to bear on companies which upset the
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inherenE consensus within Japanese society and undermined a

joint. strategy that was seen as beneficial to the wider

interests of Japan. This pressure to conforn is so strong

thaÈ activities such as hosEile corporate takeovers which

Eake place in most l.Jestern economies, where Ehe interests of

the individual corporation are paranount, are almost unheard

of,15 while mergers are often stage-managed by government

. 16agencles.

Korean policy-rnakers are able Èo enforce their will by

using a variety of blunÈ and sharp policy instruments. The

EPB and other government agencies involved in the planning

and developnent process, are often found to have dealt with

fine detail in their interventlons wi-th business. The

interventions are backed with a much greater varJ-ety of

possible sanctions, including nany which are not available

to Japanese planners, such as the Ehreat of witholding

preferential 1oans. Not surprisingly, there is a high degree

of compliance with policy directives. Indeed, the South

Korean developmenÈa1 model has been characterized as the

epitome of the bureaucratic-authoriÈarian (BA) model, which

interestingly is also the primary character of developmental

econonic policy in countries such as Mexico, Btazíl and

Argentina. Yusuf and Peters (1985)17 have used a synthesis

of the BA model and others, particularly the exPerience of

Japan, as providing an exposition of a unique Korean model

which arose in the rather special circumstances of Korean

economic and political experience. However, they Èhemselves

acknowledge that any atLempt to explicate this model runs
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lrlhat then are v¡e lef t with? To start wit,h, it seems

quite valid to argue Ehat Ehe miliÈary coup of l96l which

broughu President Park to power was a pivotal event in the

economic development of Korea. In contrasÈ Eo the regime of
Presj.dent syngman Rhee, there was a much greater emphasis on

building up Èhe economy, pârticularly in Ehe indusErial
sphere " The First Five-Year Plan established an ambitious
target for annual growth (>77"), which r{¡as exceeded

substanLiarly, despiÈe most. Korean and American economic

expert advice which argued that Ehis was not possi¡te.19 The

policy machinery was left largely in the hands of the quite
competent civilian bureaucracy and sEi11 is to Ehis d"y. It
is difficult to say vrhy the nilitary in Korea resisted the
tempt,at,ion t.o get their f ingers in the econonic pie, and

nanipulate circumstances to their advantage, when almost

every other miliEary government20 the world has experienced
has done so to a greater or lesser degree. one explanation
is that the constantly perceived t,hreat of invasion from Èhe

North has served to enforce an urgency and prÍority co Ehe

noÈion of rnational st,rength through economic strengtht. rt
may also be that wiLh such a large us military presence,

with which it is closely integrated, it is more difficult
for the niliE,ary to pursue self-seeking goals. on the other
hand Ehis us influence has not prevented factionalism within
the Korean military and government, and Lhe ruthlessness
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r{ith which it puts down perceived Ehreats to its

continuation, such as the Kwangju uprising. Interestingly,

corruption, while hardly absent, is very sinilar Eo Ehat in

Japan. It has not had any demostrable negative effecE on

economic efficiency or performance. Indeed, iE is almosÈ an

accepted part of the social and economic fabric as long as

iE is contained within certain limits. Once these boundaries

are breached, €specially in a public l¡ay that attracÈs a

deal of adverse foreign publiciEy, the authoriEies ensure

that Ehey are seen to be taking action against those r¿ho are
.2rt-nvoI ved .

Industrial Policies

Korea t s industrial landscape is at first sight dominated

by the increasingly g1oba1ly recognized conglomerates known

locally as chaebol. As names such as Hyundai,

Lucky-Goldstar, Daewoo and Samsung become more widely

recognised it is tempting Èo think of t,hese as the new

22Korean zaibatsu Korea I s equivalenÈ of Mitsubishi and,

Miusui. The reality is that the chaebol, while vitally

important in many ways to the Korean economy r âre by no

means as dominant as the pre-war Japanese zai-batsu r.rere or

their post-occupation successors are. There is not the same

concentration of industrial efforÈ or ownership of

industrial assets. Many smaller, less well known Korean

companies function alongside the chaebol and are independent

of t,hem. Also, one key factor has always acEed as a brake on

the growth and influence of the major chaebol. Unlike their
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Japanese counE.erparts, they are not, centred on a banking

group which functions as a primary lender to and

lead-manager of funds for other parts of the conglomerate.23

rn fact, rnost of the Korean conglomerates stilr have no

involvement in finance, excepÈ in rest.ricted ways as

providers of cerEain retail financial services to the Korean

public. rndeed, the Koreans are resEricted by the

limitations of the financial systen as it has been

structured in their country, and the control exerted by the
government on the raising of equity and more inporEantly,
preferential loans. This straitening effect of the financial
system Í-n Korea is discussed at lengÈh later in this
chapter.

The pattern of growth of Korean industry is closely
identified with the sequence of Five-year plans since Ig62.
Korean planners, not unlike their counterparts at Mrrr,
placed a heavy emphasi-s on the targetting of specific
industries as areas of growth, pâfticularly aimed at export
markets or import replacement. This, coupled with high
growth targets which have, ti11 recently, inevitably been

exceeded, has been the prime motivaEing force behind the
astonishing raEe of industrialization. some examples would

best serve to illustraEe this point"

From abouE

extremely high

1965 until the late 1970s Korea experienced

levels of growth, primarily led by Ehe export
sector. This was in keeping with t.he strategy pursued about
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a decade or so earlier by Ehe Japanese. During the early

phases of industriali zation it was recognized Èhat

incentives, which included preferred access to capital and

foreign exchange normally granted on the basis of proven

performance, would be essential to the exporÈ se .to, .24

0utside of this sector, t.he general paLtern was for minimal

government direct assisEance, Èhough indirect incentives

such as tariffs, quoEas, embargoes and high protection in

both nominal and effective Eerms were provided. A major

exception to this rule was the direct help given to selected

firms in the heavy engineering industry, most of which were

not involved i-n exporting.25 The developmenÈ of heavy

industry, with its corollary of being able Èo develop

inf rastructure ( roads, bridges, port's, power generation

etc.), was seen as essential to both the economic expansion

and the question of national security and defence, under

threaË from the north.

A key element of this heavy engineering capacity was .the

abilify to produce basic j-ron and steel products aE stable,

internationally competitive prices. Not only h¡as this

capacity essential for the buildup of infrastructure, but

also for such activities as shipbuilding, automobile

production and other rmetalbashingt industries. It was not

considered r+orthwhile to branch out into specialist, high

value-added steel producEs, since 1ocal demand for these

would be limiEed and a relatively high investment r.ras

required to produce them with sufficient quality. It. was

seen to be more rational to lmport such products from Japan
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and other sources, but given Èhe volume of basic steel and

iron products used, it nade sense Eo seE up sufficient

capacity domestically Lo produce most requirements. Korean

planners opted for a sErat,egy which involved setting up,

from scratch, a modern, high efficiency steel mi11 of 8.5

million t,onnes (nt) capaciLy ar Poh.rrg.26 This one project

alone, known as the Pohang Iron and Steel Company (POSCO),

brought a fivefold increase in Koreats steel production. The

plant was required to export a proportion of its output,

mainly to ensure that iLs prices remained internationally

co¡npetit,ive. uncharacÈerisLically f or Korea, p0sc0 lras

State-owned, it having become clear that Ehe private sector
at the tine did not have sufficient resources or capital

ouElay Eo take on the project. The Pohâng niIl l/as completed

by Japanese heavy engineering firns in three stages over

eleven y"utt.27 The location itself r.¡as chosen because it
could be developed with associated deep water port
facilities for the handling of large flows of bulk

materials, both inputs and outputs. The 1eve1 of technical
advancement and economic efficiency is comparable with the

more modern Japanese mi11s. This means that, in terms of

containing labour cost per tonne, savings due to Ehe lower

costs of labour in Korea are noE substantial, since the

ratio of labour to capital is almost. as Iow as in the

Japanese mi11".28 POSc0 and other corporations in Korea

benefit, however, from lower corporate taxes (around, roz as

opposed to around 507" in Japan ) ,29 and privireges like
export finance at less Ehan half open-market r.tu".30 posco

is now developing another I greenfiel-d I site at Kwangyang Bay
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(another deepwaEer port). The mill which is being built

there will have an ultimaEe capacity of 9 mt', thus more

than doubling the company's capacity.3l The strategy pursued

in the case of steel production in Korea has, according to

Edwards ( 1985), succeeded because of the emphasis on four

vital points.

Firstly, production h¡as efficient and large-sca1e,

located at deeP sea Ports.

Secondly, there was concentration in basic steel

products rather than an attempt to nake a variety of steels

in sma11 uneconomical production runs, wiEh imports of

required special steels from efficient overseas producers

being sanctioned.

Thirdly, there was a co-ordinated development of all

aspects of steel production and distribution and the

mainEenence of tight construction and production schedules.

Fourthly, Ehere v¡as an export target, a requirenent that

meant the management of POSCO had to keep abreast of

developments in the global steel indusLry and marketplace'

lrere taking managemenE decisions based on that t finger on

the pulse t and were supplying dornestic consumers wiUh steel

at prices that did not put them aE a competi-tive

disadvantage g1oba11 y.32

This integrated approach to establishing targetled

industries also extended to shipbuilding. The expansion in

capaciEy of Èhe shipbuilding industry was also large sca1e.

In Lg73 this capacity v/as O.2 million gross Eonnes (mgt) but
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this had increased t.o 4 .o mgt by 1980 ( a twenÈyf old
33increase ) .-- The currenE Five Year plan target was for

capacity of 6.0 mgE by t.he end of 1986, but Èhis has been

revised downward Eo 5.3 mgÈ, because of the downturn of
global demand for shÍpping. shipbuilding is dominated by the

chaebol. Hyundai, samsung and Daewoo al1 have Eheir own

shipyards, with Hyundaits major operaEion at ulsan being the

largest ' not only in Korea, but, also in the wor1d.

Construct,ion of this yard hras comnenced in lg7z, again

starting from scratch, wiEh care being taken to locate 1t
near the POSco steel plant at Pohang, thus reducing cosE and

time in sLeel transport. The yard was designed originally to
handle the construction of very Large Crude-oil Carriers
(VLCCs) of up to I million Èonnes deadweight.34

Unfortunately, this yard cane on strean just after the Fi_rst

0i1 shock of L973 spelE the end of the growLh in the market

for such large tankers. Flexibility has meanÈ, however, that
the yard has been able to turn its capacity Lo other types

of ships, offshore oil platforms and so ofl¡ such that it has

overt,aken Mitsubishirs Nagasaki dockyard as the busiest. in
the world. rn laEe 1984, for example, 55 ships vrere on the

order books and it was not unusual for them to be buirt in
identical batches of four in the docks designed Eo take one

vl.cc, something that no other shipyard in the world could
hope to do.

There are problems with the shipbuirding indusEry,

especially in the medium term. rt cannoÈ be assumed that
order books will continue to be full, especially as shipping
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iEself remains a fiercely competiEive business, wiÈh

diminishing profiEability, excess capacity and a relatively

high rate of business failures. fn the pasE the savings to

be obtained from scrapping older vessels and replacing them

with nen, more fuel-efficient ones jusEified the cost of

investing in new vessels. The drop in the price of oil has

removed some of the incentive for operaEors Eo upgrade È.heir

fleets. It may very well be that as long as global recession

continues and trade does not grow at healthy levels, Korean

yards will have to survive as best they can. This is

recognized at both the governmental policy-making level and

within corporaLe management. The South Korean Ministry of

Industry and Trade has poinEed out the consequences of the

Korean industry I s dependence on orders ' for bulk carriers,

ro1l-on ro11-off ships, container vessels and tankers.

Average price per tonne for these types had fallen from

US$800 in L982 (it '82 dollars) Èo US$500 in L984 (in '84
dollar").35 Orders were being won by tenders which were very

low and were barely adequate to cover costs. Even so they

only undercut, Japanese yards by some 5-IO%, despite labour

costs being about 4OZ cheaper than those in Japan. This is

partly because labour productivity is only about half that

achieved in comparable yards in Japan.

Survival strategies for Hyundai I s operation include

bidding for available standard ships to keep the yard

operaLing, while at the same time seeking Lo obtain orders

for higher technology (chemical, liquified natural and

petroleum gas Eankers) and special (miliEary) ships where
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the profit margins are higher; measures to raise labour

producEivity and marry it effectively wiÈh the low-cost

vrages and modern producÈion f acilit.ies; taking on repair,

refitting and modification of existing vessels; placing an

emphasis on research and development of ne!, technologies in

both the design and Lhe construcÈion of new vessels and

their equipnent to keep the technological quality of Korean

producE up to or close t.o world (and in particular Japanese)

standard".36 However, the huge appreciatÍon of Lhe yen over

1985-86, is bound uo make Japanese yards less competitive on

price. Korean orders should receive a boost from the decline

of the American dollar, since the won is fairly closely tied

to the US currency. As the cost of ordering Korean built

vessels decreases for non-Aneri-can fleet operators,

production at Korean yards nay begin trending upwards. Since

many other governments are subsidizing their shipbuilders to
\

a much greater extent than anything provided by Lhe Korean

governmentr'the chances of a rapid Korean dorninance of the

industry emerging i-s not as likely as one night assume.

To digress monentarily on the question of wage costs, it

is true that Korean wages and working conditions, and Ehe

flexibility built into the workforce by the almost total

absence of rest,rictive work practices, would under normal

circumstances constitut.e a comparative advantage. However,

given the degree of capÍtal intensiveness required to

compete effectively with many industrial products in Lodayrs

g1oba1 market,, the value of 1ow !¡ages is not necessarily

very significant. For example, attention h¡as drawn
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previously in Uhis chapter Eo the case nade by Edwards

(1985) who has pointed out that at POSCO's Pohang steel

mill, savings from low vrages are only marginal in

calculating the cost of finished sLeel producu".37

The int.egration of Korean industry and Èhe emphasis on

export oriented production is nowhere more clearly

illust.raËed than in the sectors that produce consumer

durables, such as motor vehicles and consumer electronics.

The motor vehicle indust,ry, for example, has had a great

deal of success in an import sustitution ro1".38 This is not

surprising given the degree of protecEion accorded Eo it.
However, the base that has been built up by using demand

from the domestic markeÈ has set the stage for a major push

on to world nnarket,s. Daewoo, Kia and Hyundai are all making

moves to market Korean made vehicles and componenÈs on a

g1oba1 basis. rn the case of the former tlro, their marketing

linkups with, respectively General Motors and Fordr39 will

doubtless help them penetrate new markets. Hyundai is taking

the harder route of trying to establish itself in its own

right as a global1y recognized manufacturer, with its own

distribution and marketing network. So far, Ehis sÈraÈegy

has been extremely successful, based as it is on two key

competitive criteria low price and durabiliry.4O Hyundairs

vehicles slot into the lower price sector on all iÈs export
narket,s and cater to buyers who are seeking relatively basic

transport,ation aE reasonable cost. The ramificaEions of this
strategy in the us market, are discussed in the previous
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chapt,er. Dornestically though the market. is distorEed , in an

aÈtempt Eo discourage consumer demand for notor vehicles.

For ins¡ance, a Hyundai Pony model which in 1984 had an

exporE price of about US$3000, had a domestic price equal to

around US$4500.41 This is largely due to the 23 seParaÈe

domestic Èaxes designed to discourage the loca1 buyer. The

effecE of this is that by danpening down domesLic demand,

the government is able to conserve energy, maximize the

available production for export ' increase t.he leve1 of

saving in the community and ease the pressure on exisEing

infrastsrucEure.

Most of the Eechnology Lhat goes into Korean-built

vehicles is inported, buE this is done aE a relatively cheap

price because it is outdated by a few years and is not up

with currenE world trends. Much of Hyundai I s old Pony and

neÏ/ Excel and Stellar models depend on design, tooling and

dies originated by Mitsubishi.42 The cars are basic, but are

seen as durable and very good value for money the sort of

qualities which originally enabled the Japanese carmakers Èo

penetrate the global market. Body design has been contracted

Eo an Italian st,udio, but will probably eventually becorne an

in-house operation. To capiEaLize ful1y on the market niche

that it is making for iEself, Hyundai will gradually have to

offer better technology packages and move upmarket if

protectionism in other markets iauses problems, because the

profit margins on upscale motor vehicles are relatively

higher.43 So far the Korean motor industry has not been as

successful as Èhe Japanese, buÈ iE may on1-y be a maEter of
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E,ime bef ore the indust,rial disciples outstrip Ehe masEers.

I.fiLh muÈterings about Èhis currenÈ and possible future

success already being heard in WashingEon, the European

capitals and elsewhere, it may not be long before the

Koreans run afoul of protecEionisnr âs the Japanese have

already done. It is this fear thac has driven Èhe Korean

governmenE to reduce 1ocal tariffs and other inport barriers

before they become Ehe ammunition in bilateral trade r{ars

with iEs trading partners. Yet, unlike MITI in Japan, there

has been no attenpt on the part of EPB or other government

agencies Eo rest.rict exporÈs on a rvoluntaryt basi t.44 This

is partly because Korea t s export volumes are not as

threateningly high as Japan I s. Also, it is probably a

philosophy of making economic hay iwhile the sun of

comparative advantage shines before the protectionist clouds

block it out,. This explains why production in the passenger

vehicle industry is expanding aL a fast pace" Hyundaits nev,

assernbly plant at ulsan, (again near POSCOts steel ni11 and

the deep water porÈ), has been wound up to full capacity and

is working extra shiftsr âs the company noves to take

advantage of new market,s it is opening up, parEicularly in
North Arnerica.

The combination of low wage costs and increasingly more

sophisÈicated production and product technologies, is the

perceived basis for future growth in Korean exports. The 1ow

wage costs are possibre partly because unions in Korea are

fragrnented, weak and unable to mobiLíze their limiEed

membershi p.45 0n the other hand, there is not as much
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incentive for individuals to mobiLize as a result of the

forces thaÈ determine wages in Korea. Given the relatively

recent transition of the bulk of available labour resources

fron being largely employed in the agricultural sector to

being mainly employed by industry, there has been a large

residual pool of workers, whose exisEence in theory would

have ret.arded the rat.e of growth in wages, making Ehe

transition. rn reality, agricultural wages experienced a

period of rises and falls, some of which were quite sharp,

between 1962 and 1975, âL a time when wages in manufacturing

increased yearry in real tu.r".46 At t,imes this raEe of
increase h¡as almost double thaE experienced by h'ages of
agricultural worker".47 Given the 1ow initial base, the

impact of Lhis increase in terms of comparison with other
trading nations has been fairly smal1. YeE, on the donestic
fronL iL has meant a fairly consistent rise in the ayerage

Korean worker I s purchasing por".r.48 rhe government. has

consisEently followed a policy of keeping domestic prices

under a degree of supervision, and has been quite successful
on this front, because it has been willing to tie things
like import protection to Ehe maintenance of a stable
domestic pricing ."gir".49 This useful anti-inflationary
measure could, of course, be reinforced with the wide

variety of instrumenËs available to the government in its
interventionary role in Èhe econony. So, domestically at
1east, lrages lrere seen to be consistently rising and no real

Pressure existed f or larger ad justments. Also, the r./on being

tied to the dol1ar aE a consisEently undervalued rate has

helped further with Lhe competitiveness equatfon. All this
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parallels the experience of Japan. Ti11 quite recenLly, a

combination of similar factors, including an undervalued

y€o, gave a global perspective of Japan being a low-wage

nat.ion.50 The lessons to be drawn from Lhe Japanese

experience are thaÈ, ultinately wage increases will become

exponential in their (international) price effects, that
pressures will be brought to bear by trading partners on the

exchange rate, and thaE these along with other factors will
conspire to diminish advantages that currenEry exist. This

is why iE is imperative that Korean nanufacturing continues

to move up the t,echnology and market sector ladders,
investing as much as possible in areas such as research and

developnent, quality control, production engineering,
¡narketing and coherent, ef f icient di'stribution networks,

along with the ongoing requirenent for more and more capital
investnent in producLion facilities. The logic of these

necessities is that the current denand for capital, in the

form of equity and more so in the form of credit wirr expand

rather than decrease. The ultimate prj-ze for success in
carrying through this straLegy is that Korea will one day

acquire a substantial capital- surplus, the careful
managenent of which enables cushioning of the 'effects of
being less competitive as a manufact.urer and exporEer.

rn broad terms, these are some of the deE.erninants that
drive the Korean economy, its financial markets, the broad

thrust, of government and corporat,e policies and ultimately
Korea I s need t,o mainÈain and ext,end iÈs external debt.
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Financial constraints

Given potential domestic demand, the inabiliÈy Eo

acquire adequate and reasonable finance, in the form of
equity or borrowings, would seem to be the key restraining
facLor in t.he expansion of most enterprises in Korea. To

undersEand the reasons for this it is necessary Eo

understand the structure and functioning of the financial
syst.em in Korea and the nat,ure of its domestic capital
market,s. As staEed previously, Korea I s f inancial syst.em has

been very nuch under the influence of governmental
policymakers. Most studenÈs of the counÈryrs experience in
regard uo the devel0pnent of its financial sysEem argue that
it has gone through two cycles of growth and

diversification.5l Thu firsE of Ehese occurred under the
Japanese bet,lreen 1910 and 1940, and the second began in the
mid-1960s and cont,inues today. The systen created in the
first cycre was specifically designed to assist Japanese

int,erest,s in Korea and did not provide any lasting benefit
to Korea iÈself or to the relatively few Koreans who were

involved to any large extent in the colonial economy. The

end of coloni-alism saw a period of repression, inflation and

disruption with the financial syst,em reverting to the chaos

of pre-co1onia1 Eines. This disruption was exacerbaEed by a

variety of political factors and the effects of the Korean
U ut -52 The belaEed attempts Èo set up a viable financial
system have also demonstrated the fallibiliÈy of Koreafs
otherwise quite conpetent planners. rn June 1962, the
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governmenE, alarmed by a substanÈial increase in the money

supply (about 5OZ) and fearful of the potential inflationary

consequences carried out a poorly thought out and hastily

executed currency reforn. Despite there being no significant

effecÈs on prices aË, the time, government fears of inflation

in Èhe near f uE,ure overcame common ""rr"".53 There was also a

perception that money was being hoarded by large speculators

who would soon act in ways Ehat destabilized the economy.

The reform consisted of demonetizing the old hwan currency

and replacing iE wiÈh Ehe von, limiting the amount EhaE

could be converEed, requiring registration of all cash and

instruments such as money orders and cheques, and finally

trying Èo force all ttsurplustr funds int.o a new ttlndustrial

Development Corporationtt that was meant to finance new

investrnent in industry.

The immediate effect of these acE.ions was Èo bring the

Korean economy to a halt, literally overnight, with

widespread panic breaking out among the populace. Given that

the toEal money supply amounted to less than LzZ of GNP,54

there had not been a great deal of scope for hoarding,

especially in an economy where cash surpluses were often in

the hands of expanding businesses which were reinvesting

Èhern with a faÍr degree of efficiency. stopping the flow of

f unds halted the economy in iÈs tracks. I^¡ithin a week the

authorities ü¡ere forced to begin rescinding t.he measures

they had brought in and in little over a month all that

remained was a currency with the new name (won). The

u1ÈimaEe effect of this particular effort at intervention
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was a weakened currency, ân undermining of confidence ln
financial instiEutions and a shift away from holding
surpluses as money towards holding them as goods, Èhus

stinulating the very inflation the government had sought to
avoid.55 The officials involved suffered tremendous loss of
face and planners in Korea were to learn a lesson that they

have rarely forgoEten since thaÈ it is essential to think
through very carefully all the possible effects of any

intervention before acting and to adopt Èhe longer-term view

in any policymaking.

To some extent, however, Korean governnent financial
policy was dictated by the circumstances in which the
country found itself. Contrasting these circunstances with
those of Japan is a useful way of undersÈanding the primary
constraints on the Korean financial system. The private
secLor in Japan has consistently relied on capital raised
Ehrough debt rather than equit,y, especially in the postwar

period when massive investnent was being undertaken on a

scale which outstripped the abiliLy of the equities market

to keep op " 
56 This dernand f or credit v¡as satisf ied by

tapping inEo the large and increasing pool of private
savings- A group of factors explain this growth in savings,
includÍng a personal tax st,ructure which rewarded savings
and investment and discouraged consumption and inadequate
welfare provisions for nembers of the workforce who retire,
thus providing strong incentive for self-rnotivated saving
for old age. rn recent, years Èhe rate of saving has been

arouncl 2o7" of disposable income, which is much more than the
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57rate in most industrialj-zed countries. The tight

regulation of Japan t s financial markeÈs, which are only nolt

being slow1y and cauÈiously deregulated in a piecemeal

fashion, meanE that there vtere few avenues in which this

noney could be invested, other than in t,ime deposits with

the private banks and other financial institutions. This was

especially so since mosE Japanese sma1l investors were

neither overly faniliar with nor very confidenÈ in the

equity markets and did not as a rule trade actively in

"h.t"".58 This could be due to a desire for absolute

securiLy for their capital-, given the experiences of many

who lost their investments during and after the h¡ar. Over

8O7" of savings on a national basis have been invested in

traditional tine deposits59 wit.h financial instituÈions.

tlith time r âs the Japanese public becornes more f amiliar with

the opportunities thaÈ are opening up, both domestically and

overseas, this level can be expected Èo fa11 markedly.

Irrespective of this, the fact is that during Èhe crucial

phase of their development, Japanese corporate enterprises

Ïrere able to rely on a cheap, domestic and relatively large

source of financing which was channelled to them by their

banks, either the big conmercial, rciLyt banks or their own

in-house group banks. The cosE of this credit was quite low

because of the restrictions on maximum raEes of interest

offerable by financial inst.itution"r60 barriers on Japanese

investors noving their money offshore for other than direct

invesÈment in projects being Eaken up by Japanese firms, and

also because the government kept its borrowing requirements

quite low till Ehe mid-1960s, by following a policy of
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balancing its budget. It was able to do this because it did

not invest in other than essential infrastrucÈure ( e. g.

power generaEion but not large scale housing redeveloprnent),

had minirnal defence expenditure (because of the self-imposed

LZ of GNP ceiling on funds expended on the miliÈary),61 and

was not a significant provider of social welfare services.

Lately, however, it has become a significanE borrower in the

securities markets and currenEly accounts for sone 30% of

outstanding bond t.62 YeE, at the sane Eime it is a

significant lender Eo the privaËe secÈor, not so much in

direct terms, but through various govermental financial

agencies and institutions which draw their funds from the

deposi-t.s made by Èhe public in the Post Office savings bank

"y"t.r.63 As can be inferred, the nain consequence of these

circumstances \.{as that private corporations, pârt.icularly

the large-sca1e zaibatsu-type conglomerates, had a certain

amount of prioriËy in borrowing from the captive,

low-interest markeÈplace. Yet, in periods of rapid

industrial growth, this dependence on investment funds from

banks of one sort or another, led to a condiEion of excess

borrowing. The inpact of this I overborrowing t is that the

banks, particularly the rcityr banks (the largest type of

commercial banks) then have to cover their shortfalls on the

short-term money rnarket which is quite active in J"p.rr.64

Yet, t.here are many gaps in the Japanese financial system

when compared with most similar systens in the hlest and

especially in relation to the prime centres of New York,

London and Hong Kong. Strict controls on the 1evels of

deposiÈ intere.st t-hat- may be of f erecl , the rate of expan.si on
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of banking operations (e.g. every tvro years no more than tr,ro

ner{ branches of a donesEic bank may be opened, tshough the

Minist.ry of Finance may veto even this rate of expansion),65

requirements ÈhaÈ individual banks specialize in different

aspects of banking ( e. g. short-tern finance, long-Eerm

finance, foreign-exchange banking etc.) all help Èo restrict

the development. of Japanese finance, though recent years

have seen a gradual lessening of regulation"

The situation in Korea was somewhat differenÈ. In the

early 1960s when both the industrialization strategy and the

financial sysEem to drive it were being Put into place, per

capita GNP was so low, and consequently also the level of

savings within the domest,ic economy, iE r.Ias apparent thaÈ

financing from dornestic sources would be too sma11 to be

adequaÈe for nost developnental strategies, 1et alone the

very anbitious plans being 1aid. The Korean bureaucratic

response Y¡as to ensure that fir¡n and detailed control of the

financial sector remained in government hand".66 This

control was exercised by both direct and indirecL means via

such agencies as the Ministry of Finance (MOF) and the Bank

of Korea (BOK - the central bank), and exÈended deeply into

the commercial banks and other privaLe financial

insEiÈutions, such as finance companies and insurance

offices. Primarily, there are five nationwide tcityt banks

in Korea, along wit,h six special purpose banks, ten regional

banksr s€veral branches of overseas banks, and an assortment

of ot,her types of financial insEiÈution".67 Th" special
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purpose banks such as the Korea Exchange Bank (KEB) and the

Korea Housing Bank (KHB) were established to fulfil specific

functions, such as handling all transacLions related to

foreign exchange or raising capital for housing

construction. I.lhile business enterprises were perrnitted to

deal directly with banks regarding their financial

requiremenEs, government agencies almost always became

actively involved in the processing of any deal that r.ras

negotiated. For instance, an enterprise wishing to use a

foreign 1oan, initially arranges the 1oan, perhaps Ehrough

one of the many foreign banks represented in Kotu."68 Before

an agreement can be concluded, the loan has Eo be approved

by the BPB. After this, approval from the BOK or KEB is

required so Èhat these institutions nay extend a guarantee

to the overseas lender. This explains vrhy almost all Korean

foreign debt is ultimately considered to be sovereign

ri"k.69 In turn the BOK or the KEB would receive guarantees

from a commercial bank or from the Korea Developrnent Bank

(KDB). These guarantees are advanced passivelyr or the basis

of EPB approval, with the individual organizations doing

little in the vray of critical project evaluat.ion. It is not

usual for the banks to go againsE government directives,

even on conmercially sensitive mat.ters. This control

exercised by government, which usually also has the dominant

shareholding'in most of Koreats domesÈic banks (on average

around 3O7") with resErictions on the amounts of shares held

by oLhers, explains the poor profiEability of Korean banks
70in general.'" IE also explains the relatively slow growt,h of

the banking secEor Ín relation to thc resL of the economy.
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This abilÍty of government Eo control alnosL all the

main sources of credit, domesEically and also from overseas,

gives it the ability t,o offer credifs on highly favourable

conditions to sone of Ehe enEerprises in the economy,

usually the chaebol or sone government agency. IE is also

able to underwrite its or{¡n large-sca1e infrasÈructural

programs at concessional rates of interest. It is mainly the

small to nid-size firms which are lefÈ out in the cold in

regard Eo their financing requirement".Tl They are then

often forced to resort, Eo the unregulated noney market (uMM)

orr as it is more popularly known, the curbside or sÈreet

financial markeE.72 This uMM can be found to some extent in
many Third llorld countries, particularly where fornal

instiÈutions do not adequately serve rural production and

the seasonal needs of farmers and landed peasantry. They

arise from diverse origins, but in Korea the progenitor of
the uMM, is something called the kye; a form of rotaLing
credit association.T3 The workings of the kye iLself are not

of interest here, but it was through them that the curbside

market originated. 0rganizers of kye, who also acted as

credit agents in the curb markeÈ, usually had access to the

large anounts of cash that circulated through them. since

there were often lapses of tine before the nexE setElement

in the chain had to be made, it was possible to lend these

out on an informar basis t,o businesses that had uo maintain
ongoing liquidity. rnterest, raE,es on these loans were

conparaEively very high and generally above the legislated
maximum (3oz per annum) under the raw on usury.74 Typically
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interest was paid at beLween 2.52 and 5.OZ per nonth.75 This

technical illegality of the street market and its shadowy

connections with Lhe officially sanctioned market, made iÈ

an unusual creature. 0n the one hand, paFticipanÈs tended to

maintain a fair deal of secrecy about the transactions they

made, even when they were quite respectable businesses. The

government has made a few aÈtempts to crack down on the UMM,

including a Presidential decree in I972 that made it illegal

f or Korean ciÈizens t.o be involved in the curb marke 8.76 0n

the other hand, all those involved, including governnent

policymakers in Èhe BPB reali.ze that the UMM acts as an

important safeÈy valve in ironing out shorE-term liquidity

crises in the Korean economy caused, in part, by Lhe

inadequacy of the official financial markets, the

unsatisfied demand for credit that is generated by the rapid

growÈh of the economyr ând governmenE controls on overseas

borrowing.TT The anbivalence of the governments attitude to

the UMM was demonstrated most clearly in 1983, when fraud on

the part of certain participants in the curb narket

t,hreatened its conplete col1apse. The governrnent stepped in

behind the scenes, and extended considerable financial

support to businesses and creditors who h¡ere threatened by

the scandal. It would have been the sinplest Ehing to let

t.he narket collapse under the weight of its own

miscalculations and force the underground savings that it

taps to enter the official market. This action on the part

of the government belied its official stance of hostility to

the UMM.78
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Economic conditions in Japan have tended to encourage

iEs businesses Lo borrow very heavily in relation to Èheir

capital base. Gearing (debt/equity) ratios of 10:1 are not
79uncommon, and there is a reluctance to expand capiEal by

issuing new equity. The trend in Korea is for these

characterisEics Eo be exacerbated even furEher, with even

higher levels of borrowing and even narrower capital bases.

surprisingly perhaps, many of the large scale private

enterprises are still largely under family ownership of one

sort or another, even when they have issued shares on the

relatively small Korean stock-exchanges. (Hyundai, for

example, is s t.ill very rnuch in the hands of the various

branches of its founding Chung family, with different family

nembers holding sway over different divisions of Lhe group).

Part of the reason for this lack of willÍngness to Èravel

fully the joint.-stock conpany route is perhaps a fear that

giving up control uo those who may lack personal loyalty to

the objectives of t.he company, would ultimaEely lead to iÈs

downfall. It may also be sheer unwillingness to give up

power and i-nf luence. Arguably, such elernenËs of apprehension

could be nitigated by examining the history of family-based

companies in Japan. There the transition from conErol by

members of the farnily to control by professional managers

has been fairly smooth. (In some cases in Korea' such as

Hyundai, members of the family have themselves become the

professional nanagers by acquiring Ehe necessary

qualifications, experience and experEise). A1so, those who

would reEain the bulk of shares within the family would do

well to examine cases like tiraL. of Ko¡osuke MatsushiÈa,
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founder of Ehe Matshushita group of electronic companies,

the world I s largest consumer electronics manufact.urer, which

start,ed as a sma1l repair shop. The only shareholding in the

group sti11 maintained by t.he founder is 2.72 of MaLsushita

Electric rndustrial, the group flagship. AE the end of 1986,

this asset alone r{as worth over US$800 mi11io.r. B0

Another aspect of this lack of emphasis on equity is the

absence of deeply traded st,ockmarkeEs within Korea or indeed

narkeÈs for Korean stocks overseas. Investors are wary of
putLing their money in enterprises which do not always

publish accurate and precise balance sheet,s and other
stand,ard reportr.Bl Thu extrene influence of the government

nay also be a factor in dissuading wÍdespread interest in
share-ownership. The legislatively imposed Korean

stock-valuation system was unreal j-sti-c, with prices not

being related to operating performance. Most investors

.tended to perceive stock prices in relation to pâr, not as

equi-librating mechanisms, and dividend raLes were fixed as a

percentage of par.82 rn recent years, the governmenE has

moved to change the systen to reflect more closely a Lrue

narket value for shares, but reform in this area, âs in many

others, has been slow. This may explain why the Korean stock
market, has developed so poorly in comparison to markeÈs in
other LDCs, such as Brazil, and has not served the interests
of Korean enterprises, in their at,tenpts at capital
format ion .

The absence of key banking groups within the chaebol,
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unlike in the Japanese conglomerates, has led to furÈher

difficulties in raising loan funds. Of course, under the

present system, the role thaE these could play in directly

Èapping into financial markets is limiEed, buÈ if reforms do

go ahead at a significant pace, it nay be essential for Lhe

Korean conglomerates to develop such financial "tr".83 In

the meanÈime it is clear why external debt plays such a

vital part in the Korean econony and is likely to continue

to do so in the foreseeable fut,ure. In the past, Korears

external debt was owed largely Èo J"p"rr"".84 and American

instit.utions and syndicates, though sources of finance are

increasingly diverse wíth the growing presence of banks from

Europe and other parLs of Asia.

The pegging of Koreats currency (the won) to the US

dollar has also been of benefit in handling Èhe external

debt situation. This connection with the largesË export

market, enables a fairly steady rate of expansion of exports

without concern about a currency risk. Over the years, there

have been a series of slight, upward revaluations of Ëhe won

relative to the do11ar, but stil1 the perception outsi.de

Korea is that the won is und.ervalrr.d.85 In trading and debt

repayment terms, however, the current polj-cy makes a great

deal of sense assuming it is not derailed by irate trading

partners.
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External Debt fnplications

At present, Ehere is no apparent problem wiEh the

repayment of external debt, and cert.ai-nly no evidence of any

difficulty, such as government-originated requests for
rescheduling of payment,s. However, t,here are possible
problems on the horizon which nay upset the equanimiÈy with
which Ehis is viewed by the Korean government and its
creditors. 1984 proved Èo be sonewhat of a setback in t,erms

of the export drÍve, with targets noE being met for the
first Lime since the early 1960s.86 The cause of this was

the general slowdown in world trade due to the global
recession, which impacted more heaviry on exports from many

of the Nrcs" rn Korears case this r'¡as compounded by other
facÈors taking effect at the same time. The slowdown in
demand and the consequent operational problems facing many

employers 1ed to an effective wage freeze which saw rises in
the leve1s of industrial disputation and strikes. of the
chaebol, Daewoo in part,icular r,/as hiE by a series of
stoppages, with r+orkers demanding irnproved wage". 87 Apart
from undermi-ning the nyth of a docile workforce, the workers

formed links with dissident student groups and other
act,ivist,s thus adding further muscle Eo the opposition to
the chun governrnent, especiarly in the wake of the bloody
suppression of Kwangju. This alliance h¡as instrumental in
bringing about Lhe recent concessions granted by the
government on the rnethod of elecEing the next president and

on the release of political prisoners. There is evidence of
rising anti-American sentiruent, partly due to tacit American
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approval of Ehe methods used at Kwangju, which at this stage

is confined largely to the more active elements of society,

but rnay widen if there is a general perception that the US

government and Congress are penalizing the Korean people for

their success and rewarding US industry for iËs failure by

inposing protectionist measures. Already measures have been

taken against some Korean exPorts ' for instance anti-dumping

duties have been imposed on colour televisiot"SB and quotas

on sEee1.

This protecEionism is also creePing incrementally

further into the, already heavily protected, textile '

clothing and footwear industries. The MultiFibre ArrangemenÈ

(MFA) set up several years ago as 'an interim measure'

steadfastly refuses to die and has been supplemented in many

developed nations by other means, technically i11ega1 within

the rules of GATT.Bg This was a contributing factor to the

collapse of the Kukje Group, the sixth largest chaebol'

which had diversified interests centred on construction,

textiles and clothing. Kukje, along with others like

Hyundai, had conslruction as a core business and depended

very heavily on turnkey and piecemeal contracEs from the

Middle E.st.90 The oil glut and its consequences on the

spending power of its cusËomers, drastically slashed Ehe

profitability of these ventures. Hyundai had to coPe with

slowdowns in demand for ner{ shipping as well as in

construction. Its automobile business however has been doing

relatively we11, though management have decided Èo preempt

any artempts by rhe uS International Trade commision (ITC)
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t,o get them to accepE rvoluntaryr restraints, by announcing

plans to set up a Hyundai plant in Canada which will be

turning ouE 100,000 cars per year by 1990.91 In Ehis regard

it is noËeworÈhy that Korean manufacturers are being forced

to take such sEeps at roughly the same time as their

Japanese counterpar ts,92 before they have had a chance to

really nake their mark on the global marketplace and

consolidate their positions. Already, they have to worry

about competition f rorn other ernerging producers, not just

the Taiwans, the Hong Kongs and the Singapores, but also the

Chinas, the Indias and the Indonesias. IE seems reasonable

to expect that Korea will have to maintain its lead by

emulating Japan and relentlessly pushing upmarket, in Eerms

of quality, technology and value-added, while keeping a step

(ot preferably, two) ahead of the protectionist lobbies in

the countries with which it t,rades ro"t.93 In theory, there

is an upper limiÈ to the degree to v¡hich this strategy can

be pushed. Even the Japanese have been unable to persuade

globa1 consumers that llonda and Toyota models are the equal

(in price and quality) of Mercedes-Benz or BMI^¡. They nay

never succeed in doing so, but at least by then they will

have consolidated their nulti-billion dollar surpluses to

provide a comfortable cushion with which to absorb the

shocks of re-orienting their industrial strategy.

Another recent factor that has hurt Korean business

badly is the shakeup of Èhe financial system. The government

has wholly or partly privaEized its holdings j-n the najor

privat,e banks and ordered theru to operaÈe on a more
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94commercial basis. This move does not t,ake into account the

impact of the large number of non-commercial loans, already

on the books, which were issued under government decree and

have now turned bad, but which are being susÈained by

government guarantees. A1so, the largest of Ëhei-r cusEomers

have not yet adjusÈed to the nerr rough and tunble thaE Ehis

inplies. Some have responded to Ehe cash squeeze in which

they find themselves by selling off assets and businesses or

property which they are unable to utÍIize fully. Others,

Kukje among then, took on unaccepEable 1eve1s of short,-term

debÈ which they have had difficulty servicing. The result

was an acrimonious debate between business management and

government planners about the rate at which the financial

landscape vas being char,gud.95 Opposition was st,rong enough

for Èhe government to reverse or modify some of iEs plans.

The stockmarket too has been changing with more private

firms going public, often under strong pressure from

government on resistant management. For example, Hyundai

Engineering and Construction Co., resisÈed the governmentts

instrucEion to go public for five years before finally

making Ehe move in November Lg84.96 During the year from

October 1985 to October 1986, the total value of shares in

the Korean market nore than doubled.97

The Korean governnent coped fairly well with the

problerns that it found itself facing on the eêonomic front.

It demonstrated a willingness to be flexible and change

direction as and when the need to do so became apparent.

There were alternately, tightcning and loosening of monetary
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policy, a re-evaluation of infrastructure projects , a

willingness to take hard decisions and the sense to see when

t,hese harsh measures were doing too much h"rr.98 rhis
disÈinguishes it fron many governments in the I^Iest and

elsewhere, which tend to develop an ideological stake in
their economic policy, in t.he style of Reagan or Thatcher,
and are consequently less frexible. Many of the
infrastructural projects which are being pursued. are
designed to soak up the spare capacity in construction, but
the real1y expensive projects, such as the very ambitÍous
nuclear power ptogr.r, 99 have been delayed. A large
commitment is being nade to housing, water supply, road and

rail construction and si¡ni1ar civil engineering projecLs. A

major revarnping of the laws and administrat,ive procedures
governing foreign investment has Èaken p1ace, with the
avowed ain of making it easier to turn external debE into
foreign-owned equi-ty.l00 This is seen as vital to stop the
possiblity of the external debt burden getting out of
control.

Perception of Koreats future prospects are extremery
positive in g1oba1 financial markets. The slowdown in growth
is viewed as a t,emporary phenomenon, which will be rectified
by either a revitalization of demand for Korean exporÈs or
even a change in policy by the government leading to the
stinulat,ion of domestic demand for consumer durab1es.101 rt
is acknowledged that excess capacity in some industries,
e-9. shipbuilding, vill persist, for some time, but the view
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is that the inherent strengths of the Korean economy will be

sufficient t,o overcome any problems wiÈhin certain sectors.

Overseas investors do not seem to be as worried about. the

rise of lower-cost competitors, as Korean governmenL and

business elements seem to be. For example, the Korean

governmentrs recently launched Korea Growth Trust (offering

foreign investors the chance to invest in Korean securities)
had no problems in obtaining subscribers .Lo2 The New york

investment bank Scudder, Stevens & Clark launched iLs Korea

Fund in August 1984, êt Èhe height of the slowdo*r,.103 The

Fund hras backed by the Korean government and listed on the

New York stock Exchange (NYSE). The NysEts fu11 disclosure
requirement Íneant that for the first time a document (the
prospectus) issued by the Korean government had a detailed
account of the workings of the curbside market. rt had

always been easier for Korean officials to pretend to Èhe

outside vorld that the markeE did not exist r âs they

preferred not to lose face because of their inability to

control it. The Korea Fund eventually created financial
history by trading at a premiun to its net asset va1ue.104 A

second issue in May, 1986 was sold at an anazing 7B.s%

prernium to its net asset valu"r105 so the indications are

that inEernat,ional invest,ors seem to be very bullish on

South Korea.

At present the management of Korea t s external debt is
concentrated on converLing the larger part of outstandj-ng

short-term debt to medium or longer-term committments. This

is seen to give a greater degree of flexibility in decisÍon
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making and strategic planning, both wlthin private
enterpri-ses and government agencies, which are all being

encouraged to undertake this restructuring, especially since
it often leaves them wiÈh a more favourable interest rate
regime, good risks being relatively rare on international
capital markets these days.

The future of successfur external debt managenent lies
in the successful management of the economy. The Koreans

have had Lo compact their process of industrializatÍon and

their entry on to r+orld markets Ínto a far shorter ti¡ne than
the Japanese had. They now face t,ime constraints in trying
to consolidate themselves. For example, Korea has had

overall trade deficits, with 1996 expected to produce Lhe

first ever surp1us.106 This is partly due to the heavy

reliance on Japan for parts and nachinery. rt will need to
have visible surpluses in nerchandise to service its debt.
rt will take quite a r¿hile for a confortable capital surplus
to be built up, Tet Korean firms are increasingly having to
move offshorer âs the Japanese have done, pârticularly by

setting up manufacturing and assembly operations ín maÍn

markets. This is ultirnately bound to produce pressure on

domestic employrnent and indusËria1 relations, and certainry
on inflows of receipts that would help service foreign debt.
The planners would appear to have erred in building up such

an excess of capacity in particular sect,ors which on present
indications do not have much in the way of future demand. l07

The gamble is that at some stage in the next few years there
will be a dramatic boost to the globa1 economy that is
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In the interim the maln challenges come from domestic

political opposition t,o the Chun government and the way in

which these challenges are resolved. So far , there has

always been a valid perception that Korea t s economy is

distinct from any political crises that may be faced by the

gevernment of the day. The bureaucrats are seen to be

relatively independenË in their decision-making. This is one

of the reasons why political unrest has not det,erred

investment by domestic and foreign capital interests. 108

Yet, íf the economy shows signs of going off the rails and

the alliances between disaffected workers and radical

studenÈs beconne stronger, there is every possibility that

confidence in the Korean model will be eroded. Depending on

the degree of such a crisis of confidence, there is

poLential for some very difficult siLuations j-n the future.

This is especially so in the light of a growing internal

debate about the value of foreign debt and the questioning

of the large anounts of money required to service it,

especially when it is argued that this money could be better

spent. directly in improving the living conditions of the

people of Korea, rather than in being used to build up

excess capacity that cannot be used. The scaling down of

many of the more ambitious developmental projects is, in

partr ârì admission of the validity of this argument.l09

their domestic economy
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Given the Korean bureaucracy r s willj.ngness to admit to its
nistakes and face up to realÍty, one has to assume that the
siËuation will be kept under revi.ew. Meanwhire, Korea is one
of the few countries in the world which has contÍnued to
expand its external debt burden sizablyll0 in recent tines.
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ttThe government is not. offering miracles

with a weak economy overrun by inflation is a

cannot defend its nat.ional interests'---.rt

A country

country that

Juan Sourrouille, Minister of Econorny, Argentin..l

Though they are, nominally at 1east, both Newly

rndustrializing CounLries (Nrcs), economically south Korea

and Argentina have had very different experiences, in terms

of t.he utility of their external debt and the consequences

of having entered into that debt.

Argentina is, of course, along wiEh,Mexico and Brazil,
one of the tBig Threet Lat,in American debto.".2 rn terms of
the magniÈude of Lheir debt, these stand out even on a

globar sca1e, with souÈh Korea being one of the few other
countries to match them. There are some reasons for
selecting Argentina, in preference to Brazil or even Mexico,

as the example of a Nrc unsuccessful aÈ managing external
debt. certainly Lhe scale of its debt makes it a worthy

example, as do the problems involved in servicing this debt.
More importantly, however, Argentina has been a pioneer of
the move back to democracy in Latin America. From a

political perspective, in Mexico, the institutional ízed
one-party state3 h." elaborat,e, and highly effective,
mechanisms Eo stifle popular dissent, while iEs writ runs

sufficiently for it to be able to, as a matter of course,

provide largesse to those who support it. rn Braz1L, the
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niliLary still wields substanLial Pov/er from behind the

scenes, and President Sarneyts government rules with the

acquiescence of the generals, if not v¡ith t.heir unqualif ied
Itsupport.- Argentina is the best example of a repressive

military regime being displaced b y a popularly-elect,ed

government wiEh a notional program of social and political

reform. From an economic Perspective, Mexico still has sone

advantages due Eo its physical proximity and political

closeness to the UniLed SEaEes, even if much of its oil

wealth has been squandered. Brazil is able to fall back on

the sheer size and depth of its ".orroty5 and iÈs resilience.

Argentina, more so than the others, has to survive on its

wits as a supplemenÈ to its income from primary production.

In sum, Argent,ina is a test case. If it is possible to find

comprehensive ways of managing external debt problens and

sEill rnaintain a commitment to internal democracy and social

justice, the ,{rgentina of Raul Alfonsin would be Ehe prime

candidate for success. If these goals are incompatible'

Argentina I s failure to cornbine them would be the most

spectacular.

Superficially, Argentinars history does not, give grounds

for much opEimÍsn about its future. Throughout most of its

independent existence the country has been dominated by some

form of autocratic and repressive regime. The pinnacle of

this was probably reached by the virtual dictatorship of

Juan P"rorr.6 Yet, Èhe harshness of these regimes has often

been Lempered with a heavy dose of populism and appeals to

patriotism. This has led to such phenomena as the
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near-worship of the Perons and the popular support for the

military misadventure in the Falklands-Ma1.rinas.7 The

current civilian administration is a sharp contrast to its

recent predecessors. The election to government of President

Alfonsin and his Radical Party, was a major step forward in

terms of breaking the run of authoritarian ..gir0"".8 The

military junta which the Radicals replaced r wâs largely

responsible for Èhe policies which 1ed Eo Argentina running

up its presenE external debt. In common with many other

military regimes in Latin America, Ehis one r.ras very heavily

comrnit.ted to squandering resources on keeping up a large

miliLary machine, which hardly ever dealt with external

threats to the country.9 More often, its role was to assist

in a policy of internal repressionr culminaEing in such

excesses as Ehe tdisappearancest of thousands of Argentines

who were critics of the regime or suspected of being opposed

to it" Alfonsin and the Radical Party were svrept to pover

with a popular mandate because of a combination of

circumsLances. There was widespread disquieÈ concerning the

way in which the military was running the country. Afuer the

severe loss of face engendered by the defeat over

Falklands-Malvinas, it was impossible for the niliEary not

to concede civilian ru1e. This r¡ras compounded by the

realization that economic mismanagement r.¡as rife and the

external debt burden was out of control. Furt.hermore, there

was a perceptible change in political outlook Ehroughout

Central and South America, which has seen the replacement of

most military and dictatorial regiroes by those which have

been democratically-el"ct.d. 10
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The Economic Picture

Argentinafs economy was founded on primary product.ion

and is still heavily reliant on income from the exporL of

various agricultural products. In this regard, it is not as

advanced as the more industrial economies of BrazíI and even

Mexico. 11 l^Ihi1e a signif icant. degree of industrialization

has t,aken place, the base is still not particularly large,

and there is a lack of depth in the patterns of such

industriaLization. Private sector industrial conglomerates,

such as Brazil I s EMBRAER or ENGESA or Mexico's Grupo Alfa

are quite uncommon. Howeverr âs in much of Latin America,

Èhe st.aLe sector is quite sizabLe and dominant, êspecially

in those areas deemed to be of vital interest to the public.

For exanple, in the energy sector , a virtual donestic

production and markeÈing monopoly over all oil-based
products h¡as vested in the state oi1 company Yacimientos

Petroliferos Fiscales (YPF).L2 This policy was similar to

Mexicots atEiEude towards Pemex. Other LDCs also had central

sLate-owned oil companies which dominated their domestic

production, but not many had such a monopoly over the

product fron well-head to final point of "u1..13 The size of

the, a11egedly grossly overstaffed, staÈe sector and the

unwillingness to reduce it, have been running sores in the

relationship between the IMF and a succession of Argentine

governrnents. 0ne of the things which really irritaEes the

Fund and commerciar banks is the way Ín which some of these

Latin American state monopolies have been buying back their
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outstanding debE at substantial discounLs in the secondary

market, by using hard currency earned from their

international activities. l4 Since these companies have been

able Eo hide behind their state ol/nership as a means of

avoiding the nastier consequences of not servicing the

debts, Ehe Fund and t.he banks feel this to be unfair. This

is especially so in the case of Èhe state oil companies,

such as YPF, Petrobras and Pemex, which are quite solvent

and sEable entiÈies. So it appears that all is fair in love

and debt! 0n the poinÈ of state ownership of enterprises, it

is unlikely that there is nuch domestic support in Argentina

for a major denationalization of indusary.l5 Certainly, the

unions, many of t,hem controlled by the Peronists, violently

oppose the noEion. In spite of this, there have been recent

moves by the Radicals to consider engaging in a limited

amount of privatization of sÈaÈe-owned companies.

Some of the reasons for the paucity of secondary

industry are tied up with the country I s continuing role as a

primary producer. Argentina is not the only large-sca1e

exporter of agricultural, or even mineral, products, which

has had trouble establishing a strong domestic industrial

base. Australia also has had this problem. Saudi Arabia,

which is in the midst of a fairly ambitious industializaÈion

program, is likely to face the same difficulty. Until the

latter part of the last century, Buenos Aires was litt1e

more than an administrative centre for overseeing the

extraction of wealth from the agricultural lands of the

P.tp.".16 Even novr, the importance of beef, wheat, and other
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primary products as export income earners cannot be

underestimated. At the Eurn of the century Argentina

achieved prominence as an exporter of frozen and canned

beef , âs Ehe impact of these nerr¡ technologies made it easier

to ship more palatable beef to European markeat. 1 7

(Previously the majority of exports consisted of salted or

dried meat, which nay have been suitable for feeding
. 18arni€sr^" but left something to be desired by the average

consumer). The ability to produce high-quality agricultural

products r¡tas to stand Argentina in good stead ' especially at

times when g1oba1 shortages loomed r âs was the case during

the Second l,Iorld l.lar. Argentina emerged f rom the war ' with

its balance of paynents in substanLial surplus, high foreign

exchange reserves, and wealth generally increased.l9

Unfortunately, post-war economic history in ArgenEina

has been of cyclical fluctuations around a path of

relat.ively 1ow growÈh, double-digit inflation in practically

all years, and recurrent balance of payments crise".20 The

persistent imbalance between the rates of growth of the

primary and secondary sectors has not helped with the

latter. Part of t.he problem was thaE for too long, industry

relied on imported inputs, while agriculEure remained the

principal source of foreign exchangu.2l Growth in industry

Ìras directly dependent on agriculture. Planning was strongly

oriented Èowards import substiEution, vith a corresponding

strong bias against the exporL of industrial productt.22 In

hindsight, given this policy nix, it would seem that balance

of payments crises v¡ere inevitable.
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This feature of the Argentine economy meant, that

periodic stabilization measures have been a feature of its

Iandscape since the ,ur,23 and are not Jusg an IMF ploÈ of

the sort so beloved by some of the nore naEionalisÈic, often
.24right-winB, -- Argentinian poliEicians. Typically 

'

sEabilization implied a resort Èo devaluation (to promote

primary exports and contain imports) and a tight monetary

policy (a11eged1y to prevent inflation). In general, the

manner in which these measures vere implenenEed, and the

extremes to which they r¡ere taken, resulted in recession and

inflation.25 There was usually a temporary improvement in

the balance of paymenÈs as economic activity declined.

However, given the export bias of the donestic food

producing industries, the prlce of food to ArgenEinian

consumers inevitably rose followin g a devaluation.26

Conpounding Ehis difficulty was the fact. that Èhere was no

attempt to even experinent (by means of an incomes policy)

wit.h the notion of maintaining wages at acceptable, but

reasonable, levels until the late L960s.27 The experimenÈ

failed and entrenched a system by vhich the cyclical nature

of increased exLernal denand for Argentine exports is

matched by similar increases in real wages' but with no

corresponding fa11s at Èimes of recession, (at least for

those who remain employed). There are strong political

factors which explain this phenomenon and Èhese are dealt

with later in this chapter.

The pattern of periodic balance of payments crises and
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accompanying problems such as subsÈantial domestic price

inflation, remained a feature of Ehe Argentine economy

during the past forty years. Before Argentina was to become

a major debtor, clear najor crisis points could have been

easily idenEified in 1950-54, 1958-60 (the first in which

the IMF became involved), Lg6f-63, Lg6g-73 and Lg75-76.28 In

theory at least, the economists of the banks which were to

lend so lavishly to Argentina should have had sufficient

grounds for sounding cautionary noEes about potenEial future

problems. Unfortunately, in the best tradiEions of

international banking, nost of the analysis of risk, both

financial and political, lras performed only after the risks

had been taken on.29

Anomalies in Taxatíon

The st.andard response of most, Argentinian governments to

the crisis points h¡as alroost predictable. It consisted of

sone mix of devaluation, increased foreign borrowings Eo

meet the shortfall in external reserves with which Eo fund

consumption, and a general aversion to any tightening of

fiscal policy by means of tax increases, either nominal or

r"ul.30 The question of effective taxation is a serious

problem in Argentina as iE is elsewhere in Latin America and

the rest of the developing world. The problem is not with

rat,es of taxation or with taxation policy as a whole, since

these are usually sEated and have clear direction and

substance, if not always economic rationality. The

difficulty arises with enforcement of the chosen regime of
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taxation. Tax avoidance, and more often blatant tax evasion,

are rife and, apart from endemic problems of corruption
within the public service organ izations charged wiEh

collecting tax receipts, there is a lack of political will
to confront this head-on.31 A large part. of this tolerance

of tax evasion is connected with a desire not to offend the

powerful urban nÍddle class which has had tremendous

political influence ever since the Peronist era. NoE only do

the members of this group keep much of their assets abroad

(in sviss bank accounEs or Florida condominiums), but t.hey

also declare ridiculously 1ow values for their domestic real
estate and other assets" 0f 770,000 contributors Eo the

revenue in 1985 in capital and wealÈh taxes, 73o,0oo paid an

average of us$ 170 for the whole yea r.32 rt is not uncommon

for highly-paid professionals Eo declare that their luxury
flats in the better Buenos Aires or Sao paulo suburbs are

only wort,h us$7,500 and thar rhey earn only usgr5o per
22

week.-' since 952 of politicians and the judiciary come f rom

an urban middle crass background,34 swindling the state is
considered who11y acceptable.

0n Ehe other hand, the rural sector does not have the

kind of political clout Ehat one would expect it to have,

given its rnassive contribution to both the barance of

Payments and the economy as a who1e. current treasury
poricies fa11 mosL inequitably on rural randowners and, in
particular, arable farners, in the form of huge export
tu*u".35 (These export t,axes also affected larger local
firms which were seeking to expand their operations to other
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parts of the conËinent or even the world). Collecting these

taxes at the point of shipping is a fairly easy exercise and

one not 1ikely to cause too much political fallout. Yet,

this has a serious effect on the producers of Èhe exports.

For example, in 1986 the average soybean farmer had to hand

over 367" of the porÈ price in export and turnover taxes:

f rom the renaining 642 another l5Z h¡ent towards transport

and the payment of middlernen, and then f rom what rdas 1ef t

the government received, on average, another 22% in

capital, personal wealth and land Eaxe".36 The upshot of

this was that arable farmers in 1986 made no money, even if

they funded their own working capital. If on the other hand,

as most did, they borrowed this capital at very high

interest rates, they are now hopelessly in debt. WiÈh litt1e

new working capiËal it seems likely that areas under

cultivation will decline. In a country where arable crops

and Eheir by-products account for alnost tlro thirds of the

value of exports, Ehis sort of policy is sheer economic

stupidity. YeÈ, it is relatively risk-free in Eerms of

shorÈ-term domestic politics, since it does not offend the

key political consEituencies o such as the urban middle

class.

The Political Picture

The extreme degree of political influence exercised by

the urban middle class is only one of many artefacEs of Ehe

Peronist era which continue to bedevil Argentina today. The

early 1940s \¡r¿rs a period of conf t¡si on in Argentine
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37politics. QuiEe early in Èhe Second l.IorId l,Iar, Argentina

had been enneshed in a serious diplomatic row with the

united States over trade, something which gradually spilled

over to af f ect all relations between the trr¡o statu".38 The

trouble hinged on Argentine attempÈs to find new markets for
its agricultural products which could no ronger be sold to
occupied Europe. Attempts Èo expand sales in America ran

headlong into the provisions of the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Act

of 1930, one of the most protectionist pieces of legislation
ever devi".d.39 This friction over trade seriously affected
the relationship of the us with many countrÍes in Latin
Anerica and danaged the progress of policy initiatives such

as the Pan-American defence alliance. (0nly later in the lrar

did Argentina profit from g1obal shortages of Ehe products

it had Eo se11). Donestically, the growing economic crisis
damaged and severely weakened the standing of the coalition
castillo government that was then in po""r.40 By the end of
L94r, the government rdas reduced Èo using the Japanese

attack on Pearl Harbor as an excuse for the imposition of a

state of siege, and rule by decree. As some of iEs coalition
partners deserted it, and its popularity plunged, the
government became more and more dependent on the goodwill of
the military for its "utuiuul.41 However, when it became

known that President castillo was about to 
"i"p down in

favour of another politician who was unpopular with the

military, even this support evaporaEed and the armed forces
staged a bloodless coup.

The neh¡ government which resulted was in theory a
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civil ian

un1 ike 1y

el ement s

one, but

the army ( the t moderates I and the
f nationalists'),42 and some sections of the Radical party

which provided the nev, president Ramirez. The nationalists
held the whip hand in the Ranirez government and lÍere bent

on pursuing a policy of confronEation with t.he US and with
Brazil, which was viewed as Èhe American puppet in Ehe

region. ThÍs led to baseless fears about the possibility of
an invasion by Brazil and wild talk about invading BrazíL

first.43 Throughout all of this the government, such as it
was, slowly but surely destroyed its authority over Ehe

Argentine people. Ever on the lookout for a cosmetic change

to fix deep-seated problens, the army d,ismissed Ramirez and

appointed Farrell in his p1ace.

At the time, Peron was an army colonel who was appoinEed

as an aide to the neh¡ president. However, he very rapidly
finessed himself into being appointed, firsEly, the minister
of war, and then the vice-president.44 peronts origins were

immigrant middle c1ass, like those of most of his
contemporary military naEionalists. His strong background in
military politics was a distinct advantage as wqs the najor
role he had played in making and breaking a series of
governmenEs. Arguably, Peron r s early attempts at populism

were motivated by a desire to mollify rising discontent wiEh

the government he served. However, his at.Eempts Ëo v¡oo

organized labour were so successful that they provided him

with what lras to be his nost powerfur and longest lasEing

actual power r{¡as in the hands of an

of political bed-fe11ows, including twogroup

of
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4sconstituency. Peron turned to labour in the laEter half of
L944, âs a wave of strikes hit maJor portions of

agricult.ure, industry, transport and other essential

services. From the outset Peron portrayed himself as Ehe

defender and Drotector of the working class, somet,hing which

an objective observer, would have had difficulty taking at

face value, given his brutal purge of communist union

leaders only Ehe year bufotu.46 yet, Ehe union movement

itself felt under threat and was keen to increase its own

political influence, which had been only slight for Ehe

preceding quart,er century. Peron and the unions needed each

other.47 Peronts bid for working class supporÈ hinged on

enacting a variety of irnproved workerst conditions pay,

vacations, peûsions, housing, accident ì compensation and

establÍshing new labour courts. rn combination with a

generous social security system, this r.ras a powerf u1 lure to
a working class which had previously been treated with a

degree of contenpÈ by almost all preceding governments.

Having abrogated to himself the power to intervene in
strikes and impose binding sorutions to disputes, vhich
ineviLably were very much to the advantage of the workers

involved, Peron was able to portray himself as rArgentinats

Nurnber one l.Jorker t .48 rt h¡as a f airly easy task to recruit
support from key union leaders and eventually Eo turn the

najor unions themselves into agencies of peronism, something

which they stil1 are today. TogeEher, the PeronisEas set
about conducEing Eheir failed experiment in building Ehe

t New ArgenEina I .
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Even at the best of times the peronist political
philosophy, if one courd call it that, lras a rather
contradictory and muddle-headed view of the world. rts
guiding doctrine r{¡as something cal1ed usticialismo a

nixture of justice, sovereigntl, welfare, emancipation,
harmony and progress. Ju s tic ial i sm o was, according t.o Peron,
a complex rnix of rrChristianity and humanismrt along with rLhe

best aEtributes I of ] corlectivism and individualism,
idealism and materialisntt.49 At best it r./as a misguided
vent.ure Ëo become all things to all people. At worst it was

sinply baffling gobbledegook. yet, the times in Argentina
were such, ËhaÈ it worked. rt helped make peron president,
and elevated his wife Eva, who portrayed herself as an

indefatigable worker for charity and a friend of the poor,
to the status of a semi-religious icon, even more so after
her death.50 The appeal of peronism stil1 persists to this
day. rt survived Ehe exile of peron in 1955, and a variety
of other events of national significance. rt sÈÍ11 has

strong roots in the union movement, a strong political party
(which is currently the main opposi-Eion to the Radicals) and

an emotional 
"ppeal Lo many Argentines of all ages.

The legacy of Peronism is one of the worsE Lhings Ehat

todayrs Argentina has to cope with. To begin with, it has

effectively neutralized the working class as an instrument
of decisive chang..51 The working class is now very much

aligned with the interests of middle class Argentines.
Kirkpatrick (L97L) not,ed the absence of any widely perceived
conflict between bourgeoisie and proletar1.,at.52 she points
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to surveys of the time which clearly indicated that among

others, the middle classes, rural workers and trade

unionists were all widely approved of and held in high

regard, while landowners (even those with smallholdings),

communists and t'foreignerstt were perceived with a great deal

of hostility and suspi.ion.53 It would be a brave

theoretician who aÈtempEed to apply the standard Marxist

nodel of class relations for nodern industrial societi-es to

Argentina, even Eoday, since it seems that little has

changed. There is much identification with Lhe middle class

which is reinforced by a relatively high degree of upward

social rnobilit.y f or the lower-niddle and working classes.

Peronisn was hardly a doctrine of austerity and sacrific".54
rNation-buildingt was supposed Eo happen wiEhout the people

having to endure any special trials and tribulations or even

having to defer consumption. As a result, it has bred a

political culture t.haÈ makes iE extremely difficult for any

government to demand sacrifice from the people. Indeed the

key Eo winning politically is to promise that such

sacrifices are not. necessary for the restoration of economic

vellbeing " The Peronists, and indeed most other Argentine

poliEical parties, are greaÈ planners. A five year plan of

some sort is always Ín Èhe wind. However, it is rare for

these plans to be entirely coherent economically, and even

rarer for them Ëo be carried out successfully.55 It is not

as if the Argentine people do not crit.ically evaluaEe the

performance of governments. They do, and the evidence is

that they are quite harsh critics of governments thaE have

failed them. The problem is Ehat Èhe criEeria that they use
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for making their judgernents are very different fron those of

external observers. The people, and their representatives

such as union leaders or even elected members of Ehe

national and provincial assemblies (deputies), only judge a

government I s economic performance by Lhe degree to which

they t,henselves gain from or lose by it.56 How then does any

Argentine government have a reasonable chance of
implenenting the sorts of sLabilization measures so beloved

of Èhe rMF and the int,ernational banks? The rising

expectations which have persisEed sj-nce Peron are not about

to yield to ca1ls for national sacrifice, especially if the

proceeds of that sacrifice are to be sent overseas to line
the pocket,s of some Yanqui b.r,k"r.57 In a sense the people

cannot be blaned. For nost of this century they have been

subject to varying degrees of econonic misnanagement,

interspersed r¡iÈh short periods of fortuitous economic

booms, followed by harsh recession-inducing measures when

the boons have finished. They have probably had as much

stabilization as they can toleraEe.

Political and Econornic Management Under Alfonsin

rnitially, the Alfonsin government, seemed to have a

clear notion of how it was going to tackle the severe

problems of external debt and econonic stagnation which it
had inherited. At the outseE it had a substantial reserve of
goodwill f rom the Argentine peopl".58 This r.¡as predicaEed on

t'hree factors. Firstly, there was disenchantment with the
previous miliÈary regime for reasons of economic
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nismanagement and general inconpetence. secondly, even those

Argentines who had ignored Ehe Galtieri juntars atrocious

record on human rights were forced to confront the issue of

the I disappearances t of suspecÈed I terrorisEs I , by the

actions of courageous groups such as the Mothers of the

Praza de Mayo. Alfonsin and his government promised to bring

to jusEice all those in the miliEary who had commÍtted

rnurder, torture and other repressive acts in the name of the

state. Thirdly, the badly botched Falklands-Malvinas

misadvenÈure cast the armed forces of the ArgenÈine Republic

in a very unfavourable light as far as carrying out Eheir
primary role was concerned, and nade it unlikely that they

would try to Eake over governnenL again in the near future.

At the outset, the Alfonsin government was preoccupied

wiÈh more polit,ical issues such as ensuring that iEs hold on

power was secure and that it did not give the military a

chance to stage. a coup before it had firmly grasped the
political initiative. By early 1985 however, 1t becarne quite

apparent that the economy was ouL of control. Inflation lras

estimat,ed to be of the order of 3so-4ooz, capital flight was

rife, debt repayments had ceased, tax receipts had lost most

of their value by the t,ime they arrived in treasury hands,

and the public sector deficit was financed by printlng
so

peso s.-' It r.¡as imperative Ehat something be done to contain
the damage before it undid the still fledgling democr ãcy , by

destroying the government. Alfonsln appointed the respected
economist, Juan Sourrouille to the post of Minister of
Economy and instructed him to come up with a plan to
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st.abilize the economy. Sourrouille I s response lras the

so-ca11ed fAustral P1ant.60 The element,s of the plan were

dramatic rises in the price of fuel and public sector
services, a statutory wage and price fteeze, a devaluation
so severe that it even left behind the blackmarket, value of
the us do11ar, the inposition of high real interest rates, a

huge increase in taxation (mainly imposed on the export

sector), and a promise noÈ to finance any budget deficit by

printing ron"y.61 The peso h¡as denoneEízed. and replaced by a

new currency called the Austral, which was exchangeable for
old pesos or dollars.

Argentina had experienced statutory freezes before and

more seasoned observers in and outside of the country were

highly sceptical of the chances for Lhe latest plan I s

success. However, a general public fed up with inflation,
took it Eo be an insLant success and overlooked the

inadequacies of the Radicals I economic policies r¿hich had

allowed the situation to deteriorate so badly in the first
placu.62 The plan was hailed as a saviour of Argentina and

the general euphoria surroundÍng it helped the Radicals win

the November 1985 congressional elections which previously
Lhey had seemed certain to lose. Among those who adnired the
t success t of the Austral plan was president sarney of
Brazil, who soon came up with his own version of
anti-inflationary shock tactÍcs, dubbed the r cruzado

Pran ' .63

rndeed, in its early stages in both Argentina and
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Brazil, these shock tactics seemed to be working. For about

eight ¡oonths the Austral Plan continued unchanged, wiÈh the

government, able to ignore special pleading from vested

interest groups because of the general leve1 of support fron
within the communiay.64 unfortunately as the plan began to

bite , some of the polit,ical gilt began to vrear of f . some

aspects of the plan had unexpected side effecEs. For

exanple, most manufacturers had already factored future
expectations of inflation into their pricing regimes and the

freezing of cosEs left very substantial profit margins. As a

result these manufacturers were perhaps the only sector of
society who could afford to continue invesLing, given Lhat

annual effective interest rates on short term deposiEs \{ere

soon over 100u.65 The government r{¡as f orced to begin giving
ground, sparingly at first and then wiÈh ever increasing
speed. sone things, such as the surreptiÈious price rises
resorted to by snal1 retailers and suppliers of services, it
had never really been able to control because lt lacked

effective mechanisms to do so. It could have stood its
ground on others, but. chose not to for reasons of political
expediency. ulcinately, the Austral plan s1ow1y fell apart
during 1986 (and was soon followed by the cruzado plan of
Brazil). The Argentine government then had no recourse

except to reEurn to Ehe basic strategy which is,roro followed
by most of the najor Latin debtors. rn essence, this
consisted of nanaging Ehe ongoing chronic crises in economic

policy and external debt servicing on a day t,o d.y basis,
trying Lo maintain a semblance of reasonable relaLions with
creditors, agreeing targets on a variety of indicators,
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(wiÈh Èhe rMF) r ês a prelude to obtalning Lhe next
rescheduling or even the occasional injection of prornised

new money ' and working out the best vrays of fudging the
issue when t.hese Eargets r{¡ere not met.

Debt Manaeenent

Managing Argentina I s external debt poses several
dilemmas for its current Radical party government. part of
the problen is that there are no votes at home for taking
steps which are deemed necessary by creditors. rndeedr on

the cont,rary, blind obedience to Lhe dictates of the
international banks and the rMF would be a fairly certain
tray of conmitting political suicide. Arguably, the Argentine
government can find the political will to take hard
decisions and move decisi¡ve1y to restructure its economy,

but only if it can point to tangible gains from doing so.
For this to happen, those outsiders who wish Lo see such

change in Argentina have to offer something more than good

intent,ions and words. For exanple, despite Argentina bei_ng

one of the 15 counËries covered by the Baker plan, it has
precious littre to show for it.s tacit endorsement of Ehe

strategy invo1ved.66 The Baker plan, enunciated at the I985
Bank/Fund meeting in Seoul, was a welcome change from the
previous chorus of calls for debtors to implement ever
harsher, more contractionary domestic policies. rE was

perhaps the first Èime that an officially-endorsed plan
explicitly argued a strategy of maintainÍng growth in the
debtor nations which had serious debt-servicing problems.
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This was Lhe first. tacÍÈ acknowledgement by any oEcD

government official that squee zing the debtors in the

traditional rMF style had its 1imit.ation".67 The Baker plan

r./as dependent on f our criti-ca1 assunptions. Firstly, it vras

taken for granted that the additional debt taken on board as

a result of the plan would of itself boost growth and export
revenues to 1eve1s high enough to cover both existing and

ne!¡ debt service obligation".6B secondly, it was assumed

that multilateral institutions, pârticularly the rMF, would

be able to force debtors t,o adhere t.o politically painful
adjust,ment programs and see them Ehrough. Thirdly, it was

thought that commercial banks rrould provide the required
amounts of new funds, especially if encouraged to do so by a

moderate boosÈ to multilateral rendirrg.69 Lastly, the global
trading environmenÈ was presumed to be flexible enough Èo

accommodat,e substantially greater volumes of net exports
from najor debtors r+ithouÈ triggeri-ng further protectionist
senLiment in the OECD countries.

rt is now becoming clear that these assunptions h¡ere, Eo

varying degrees, unfounded.T0 Additional debt., even when it
has been forthcoming, has not been as producEive as had been

inagined. rn the face of deEerlorating domestic political
situations many debtor government.s have resisted pressure to
push through tough adjustment prograns. The commercial banks

involved have avoided significant further input into debtor
nations. rnstead they have been seeking avenues for
disengaging themselves as far as is possible from lending to
many of the debtors. The Baker plan is slowly coming
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though it is far from being offlcially declared

b uried .

The only other significanE plan which has any chance of

official sanction is commonly referred to as the Mistry PIan

(after its author Percy Mistry, who was until recently, a

senior financial adviser to the World Bank ).7L Mistry

narries some of the better ideas of Baker with oEhers from

Congress and a relatively old proposal of the investment

banker, Felix RohaEyn, for something approximating the

nechanism engineered to rescue New York City from

bankruptcy. Mistry I s centrepiece is something he ca1ls a

debt restrucEuring facility (DRF),72 quite similar to the

Municipal Assistance Corporation (MAC) organized by Rohatyn

at the time of Ner+ Yorkrs fiscal crisis. Mistry himself has

a fairly clear idea of how the DRF would be set up and

adrninistered (as a special programme of the World Bank ).73
Ä,nong the key advantages of this plan would be:

* Reversal

transfers of real

countries.

* The
a'

outstrrding

of the recent

resources fron

trend towards

developÍng to

large net

developed

ac ce 1 erated

LDC debt from

then taken on

removal of

the books of

board by the

a large portion of

commercial banks, this

DRF.debt being

* The securiEization of much

easily nanaged parcels, which are

of this debt

then widely

into more

distributed
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LhroughouE the g1oba1 securities markeLs, thus leading to a

dispersal of credit risk, with the accompanying liquidity

advantages.

* LDCs which wished Èo avail themselves of Ehe DRF would

have Ëo agree to resident monit.oring teams from the

IMF/I,tor1d Bank which would oversee compliance with much more

specific economicr [onetary and fiscal EargeEs than are

presently set Ín IMF endorsed reschedulings.

* The quid pro quo for this greater intervention would

with significant 1eve1s of

governments concerned r.¡ou1d

gain ,, to stifle domestic

be that all targets would be set

growth in mind r so that the LDC

be able to use Èhis tangible

political opposition.

* The DRF would have

Lerms of its capacity to

be largely financed from

financial narkets.

a substantial 1eve1 of leverâBê, in

j-ssue commercial paper, and would

prÍ-vate sources of funds in t.he

As MisÈry sees it, the gearing rat,io of the DRF would be

as high as 10:1, i.e. it would borror., 9O7" of it.s funds from
1l

the market,s./a Furthermore the LOZ which conqtitutes initial

capital would mainly be in the forn of callable capital or

capital guarantees from OECD countries. So if US$ 3 billion

I{as the paid-in (cash) capital, and the total guaranteed

capital resources were US$ 30 billion, the DRF would be able

to raise something like US$ 300 billion of funds wiEh which
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to tputchaset the soverelgn debt held by the worldrs maJor

commercial banks. 0f course, since this debt would be

purchased at a discount of at least 25-307", this would

enable the DRF to take on board US$ 400 billion-450 billion

of LDC debt over a period of 3-5 year".75 This kind of

capabiliÈy would make a real dent in the overall debt

problern instead of nibbling at the edges. In theory aE

leastr ârd allowing for unseen pitfalls, the Mistry plan

would provide a reasonable outcome for most parEicipants.

However, it has been steadfastly ignored since iEs debuÈ in

April 1987, by the l.lorld Bank hierarchy and the key OECD

governments. The will even to consider such sweeping acÈion

seems to be missi.g, and may noÈ be found soon.

The Mechanics of Current Strategies

The vaves of financial innovation which have swept

Ehrough g1oba1 financial narkets have.had spin-offs for LDCs

which are seeking to manage their debt. A variety of

instrumenÈs are now available to enable cerÈain debts to be

offset, at least to a degree. In conmon with many other

recent financial innovations these technlques rely on Ehe

fact that most problems arise from a uneven global

distribution of liquidity. In a sense, mosE of the

innovations, especially those which are most. profitable,

have been based on circumventing this problem in a varieLy

of creative r.rays. Yet, the one common f eature of almost all

of these innovations is that they create little i-n the way

of new lending or nelr resources to LDCs. They are a way of
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easing the debt problen rather than solving it.

76The new rnarket in sr"/aps, for example, which is a

favoured tool of many corporate treasurers, has spawned a

group of innovations which are particularly useful to
hard-pressed LDCs. swapping debt for equity is the most

popular technique. The mechanisn for this is quite simple,
especially in comparison to some of the more conplex

currency and int.eresE svraps which have been engineered in
recent years. A debtor countryts financial officials, or its
bankers, may identify a loan or group of loans which would

be anenable to such treatment. This is by no means an easy

task, since a range of criteria nay have to be satisfied for
the swap to be succes"ful.77 At a very basic level, a swap

is nothing nore than tradÍng an asseL for an asset¡ or more

correcEly debt for debt. Hovever, the motivation for
engineering them is often related to their irnplications for
taxation and liquidiLy.

The mosL common form of LDC svrap is exchanging debt for
equity. rn a typical debt/equity conversion, a prospective
investor, (for example, a multinationar corporation which is
seeking to expand its production facilities in the debtor
country in question), purchases an eligible debt, (usually
meaning it has been rescheduled aÈ least once). The

financial instituEion which holds tit.le to the debt, is paid
in t.he appropriate foreign currency such as US dollars, but
with a discount from face value which reflects an assessment

of the likelihood of repayment.TB rhe multinational is then
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able to redeem the debt from the debtor governrnent at fu11

face value, but in local currency. The proceeds of the swap

are then available for use withln the debtor country for Lhe

purpose originally intended, the mult,inational having saved

a subsEantial amount of convertible currency in its

investment prog..r.79 The bank or other inst.itution holding

the debt is able to ret,rieve at least a part of its money in

forei-gn currency, and the debtor governnent has been able to
retire a portion of its debt without dipping into precious

foreign exchange reserves.

Debt/equity svraps have already t,aken place in quíte a

few countries, including Chi1e, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Mexico,

the Phillppines, Braz1] and Argentinr.S0 Thu authorities in
colombia, the Dominican Republic, uruguay, venezuela and

Peru are debating the meri-ts of usi.ng these instrunent". Sl

This reflects Èhe fact that there are reservations even

about Ehe limited use of swaps. The US banks involved are

concerned about the irnplications of the transaction from an

audit perspective. Debtor governnents and central banks are

unhappy about havlng to redeem their debts aE fu11 face

value, even if in loca1 currency, when the secondary markets

have generally written these down to a substantial discounu.

rn 1986 only about û 2-2.5 billion of asseEs is estinated Èo

have been involved in conversions of one sort, or "nothe..82
ultimately debt/equity sh'aps are a second-best way of
dearing wiLh debt problems. rndeed they have been described

as being synonymous with a man buying a dog for $ I million
dollars, real ízing j-t was a barl d ea1, and swapping the dog
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for two cats. 83

Another Èype of sltap in which LDCs are parLicipating '
though on a very minor scale, is the conversion of debt to

export commodiÈies. The government of Peru, which has been a

very vocal critic of orthodox debt management strategies, is

one of the pioneers in this area, êspecially since it

suspended t.he servicing of much of its d"bt.84 A debt/export

slrap is basicall y a form of barter, or to use the

fashionable terminology, rcountertrader. As such it has all

the linitations of barter as a forn of trade. Most

governments which agree to depend on countertrade to any

extent usually do so when under financial pressure.

Inefficiencies abound in trying to work out parities between

the goods being traded. When many parÈies are involved, âs

is someEimes the caser nêBotiations can become hopelessly

convoluted and inflexible.

When financial institutions are at the receiving end of

the exporEs, special problems arise. As a ru1e, they do not

have the expertise to becone traders in physical

commodities, unless Ehey have a trading company

.85subsidiary."" Even then, they do not usually receive 'easily

negotiable goods such as oil. They are more likely to be

expected to take things which do not have ready world

markets, or have markeEs which are depressed, with little

likelihood of an early upturn. In the case of Peru the

comrnodiEy that fits this description is copper. Peru has

spent quit.e some time trying to engineer this sort of deal
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wilh a variety of banks but has so far been turned down by

all except FirsE Interstate. There are Lraps for debtor

governments too in such a deal. In times of high-inflation

and wildly fluctuating commodity prices, they could be

locked inÈo deals which undervalue their exports and prevent

then frorn enjoying windfall profiCs at some fuÈure d.t".86

Another market-oriented mechanism which seems to be

gaining in strength is the direct selling-off by banks of

certain debt obligations at a discount. This is a technique

which appeals most to banks with limiEed exposure Lo a

particular debtor. It may be in the bankrs best interests to

sell off the title to the debt at a discount to another

institution or even to private investot".87 The particular

loan, or set of 1oans, is subject to a discount depending on

the apparent likelihood of it being redeemed by the debtor.

The theory is that if this were to happen evenÈually, the

ner{ owner of the securiEy would receive paynent at full face

value and thus make a capital gain. In the neantime there

are Eax advantages and other accounting benefits. This

mechanism is popular enough for there to be an eruerging

g1obal secondary market. for these debt insEruments. A

limited nunber of brokers are able to quote prices for then

which fluctuate on the basis of marginal improvenents or

deteriorations in t.he financial health of the debtor. In a

sense this is a prelude to wider securitization of Ehis type

of LDC ¿ebt.BB Yet, until such securities are available in

large quantiEies and traded in large blocks, the market will

remain limited because of fears about liquidity of the
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is not a solution but onlY aninstruments. This Ëoo t

ameliorative measure.

Futur Trends in Financin

Looking beyond the presenL stasis in LDc funding, there

are a few other possibilities which coul-d prove useful in

breakingt'hroughthebarrierstofinancinggrowt'hinthe

Third tlorld. The huge Japanese surplus and the large amounts

ofsavingstiedupintheJapanesefinancialsystemarean

obvious place to look for new financing. Japanese banks and

financial institutions have relatively low exposure in terms

of direct lending to Èhe LDCs as a whole, though they do

have particular concentrations of loans in certain debtor

countri"".89 The picture as far as Latin America is

concerned is at least somewhat encouraging. Firstly' more

and more Japanese indust.rial conpanies are liable to look to

the region for new manufacturing bases as. the unusual

effects of the phenonenon known.s.rrd.k.9o work their ltay

Ehrough the system at hone and make manufacturing offshore

much more atEractive. As they move to increase their

manufacturing capacity in Latin count,ries, their banks are

following them in nuch the same ltay in which the us banks

followed US multinationals in the 1950s and 1960s. As these

banks spread their operations, they are like1y to begin

servicing the needs of companies domiciled in their new

markets. Secondly, some of the key Japanese financial

institutions Èhemselves, such as the rcityt banks and the

najor securities houses, are keen to break free of the
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restraints imposed on them by authorities in their domestic

r.rket.91 As business opport,unÍÈies within Japan decline, it

is logical for them Eo move overseas because of the greater

scope for profits, especially in developing countries.

Lastly, the Japanese governmenE is itself committed, in

principfe, to providing substantial funds Ëo LDC debEors and

other developÍng countries. As part of iE.s attempts to deal

constructively with hostility aimed at its record trade

surplus, and as a means of ridding Japan of its repuEation

as one of the nost parsinonious of the the big industrial

countries, the government is taking several neas.tt"". 92

CurrenÈ1y, these comnitments exceed US$ 30 bi1lion. Notably,

Japanrs contribution to nultilateral official developmenÈ

assistance (ODA), mainly through agencfes such as the l^Ior1d

Bank, the Asian DevelopnenÈ Bank, Èhe Inter-Anerican

Development Bank and the African Development Bank, will

double Eo about $ I billion. Another $ g billion is

earnarked for direct bilateral aid and trade credits which

are not tied to purchases of Japanese goods and services. In

addition Tokyo has agreed to launch a $ 43 billion domestic

spending package to sÈinulate the econony and promote
o?imports.'" Part of this inport promotion is to be the

drastic lowering of trade barrlers. Assuming that all of

t.hese actions occur, Japanese f inancial institutions r+ould

feel a measure of home government support for lending Eo the

debtor nations.

YeE, there are some lingering doubts

deeply the Japanese are willing to get

concerning how

involved, even
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assuming that Eheir government keeps all l-ts promises. In

March 1987, 28 Japanese cornmercial lenders, primarily some

of the leading banks, Put into action a scheme which helped

offload some $ 30 billion of risky loans 1n Latin America

and À"ia.94 The strategy, which involved a holding conpany

in the Caynan Islands, (and is described in an earlier

chapter of this thesis), enabled them to offset book losses

againsE taxes. ft is not clear whether this will be a fuLure

incenÈive or disincentive to lend more to debtor

countrie".95 As Japanrs financial institutions become more

internationalized, they have to acquire t'he new skills which

are necessary to succeed in a very different environment

from Èhat which they are used to. Breaking free of the

supervision of Èhe Ministry of Fi-nancê and the Bank of

Japan, also neans losing some of the protection that these

of f ered Èhern at home. I,Iould they not be more cauÈious than

usual? So, in the short-Èern at leasE, there has Èo be a

question mark about the free flow of funds from Japan.

In the meanEine, other fairly pronising avenues are

being explored. The l.lorld Bank I s InËernational Finance

Corporation (IFC) is acLively canvassing the concept of

'emerging market" t .96 The IFC believes that there is

substantial scope for the development of equity capital

markets in the Third l,lorld. It has been pointed ouE Ehat the

network of international capital markets is similar in síze

to the banking sysEur.97 Wnite the global banking comnunity

is heavily involved in Third World debt and Èrying to

extricate i¡self, capital markeEs have, by comparison '
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hardly any exposure in LDCs. G1obal capital markets are

estimated to have someEhing of the order of $12-15 trilrion
dollars worth of funds under managenerrt.9B This is a

subst,antial pool of liquidity into which the rFc hopes the

emerging markets can tap.

The vari-ety of rcountry fundsr that have been floated of
late are a means of testing the water for the promotion of
more direct investment in LDC equlties. These funds have

invested in the obvious Nrcs like Korea and raiwan and the

not so obvious near-Nrcs like rndia and rhailund.99 The idea
is that these markets have good growth potential and the

price/earnings ratios for nany of their leading companies is
low by developed country standards. Alsor entry in t.he form

of a unit fund is not as threaÈening Ëo LDc governments as

concentrated investEent by MNCs, especially those with a

good deal of political leverage. For this reason they are

more acceptable to sone governments, such as Korears, which

otherwise forbid foreign equity investment.l00 The country
funds have generally performed reasonably we11, with some

trading at a substantial preniurn over their issue price.

A logical extension of the single country fund is one

which is nore diversified throughout many emerging narkeEs.

The rFC itself gave the lead here by seÈting up an Emerging

Markets Growth Fund (EMGF) r.¡hich attracted substantial
backing a.nd is capitalized at $ 50 nillior,. 101 BMGF invesrs
Ín eight different markets. rts unit price increased by 38%

in the firsE 18 months after iÈs launch. EMGF and oÈher
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funds are strucÈured in such a way as to assuage the fears

of host governments about rhot moneyt and its destabilizing

effecËs. The stress is on long-term investment rather than

speculation. BMGF has been followed up by a varieEy of

other, private sector, fund managers. IFC itself has been

underwriting or lead managing sone of these deals. country

funds for BraziL, Mexico and Argentina have been either put

into place or are in the pipeline.l02 Indeed interest is so

sÈrong that, in Mexico, for example, Èhere has been a

substantial boon in the stockmarkeE. Mexican country funds

do not have a najor direct effect on this boom. However,

they are a vote of confidence from foreigners, which

encourages 1ocal investment and attracts back flight capital

f ron its havens in Florida and Srritzerl'and with the lure of

substantial Profits.

l,lhy is there interest in buying equity in LDCs which

until recently r{ere considered beyond .the pale by the

international investnent connunity? There are a few factors

which explain this:

* The rise of new Euronarkets specializíng in equity

rather than the more traditional bonds. IFC estimaÈes that

by the end of the cenÈury, some 21000-31000 stocks will be

owned and traded inLernationally, a four to six-fold

increase on the current nurnber.l03 Depending on the scale

and speed of deregulation, it is not inconceivable that

international equity markets will begin to rival

international bond and money markets in size and inporEance;
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* The impact of moves by governmenÈs in many oECD

countries Lo encourage t.heir citizens to make their own

pension provisions, by offering tax concessions for

superannuation payments. This has meanE that pension funds

in most DCs have grown ac a faster raEe

economy, over the past ten years. Most

aggregate size of worldwide pension funds

$2 tril1ion, which nakes Èhem the second

investible funds after the international

estimates

are in excess

largest pool
104banks.

than the g 1obal

of the

of

of

* Increasingly, PêDsion fund managers are seeking two

things peifornance and diversificatiorr.l05 In the US in

particular, changes to legislaEion governing Pension funds

pernitted Èhem Ëo seek these two goals by allowing managers

to invest overseas for Lhe first tine. The growth of

Buropean and East Asian equit.y markets, which generally

delivered very good returns, accelerated t.his shift

overseas. Moving into emerging markets is just an extension

of this.

A further step forward along this path, and one which

may have the greatest amounE of positive inpact if it

succeeds, is something that Ehe IFC calls an tBnerging

Market Debt Fund t (EMDF).106 Ât present, EMDF does not

actually exist, except as a concept. The reasoning behind it

is Èhat the equity road itself has eventual limitations,

mainly Èo do with the naLural reluctance of LDC governments

to see ownership of choice assets pass into foreign hands on
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a large scale. Even if this llere to resulE in the

development of a domesEic equity capiÈa1 market, which

ultimately was the vehicle for their ol{n nationals to buy

back control or even expand overseas, Lhere would be a great

deal of reluctance to permiE foreign influences which are

seen as rdestabilizingr. It is this sort of thinking' everl

today, that makes it difficult for foreigners to invest in

Japan, and almost impossible for then to do so in Korea'

This is not to lmply that LDC Sovernments do not see the

advantages of developing their or{n donestic capital

market".107 There is ample evidence that such markets can be

developed successfully, given adequate time and input of

liquid funds. Many of the LDC debtors already have

stockmarkets established which, though varied in size and

turnover still make significant contributions to the GDPs of

the countries in which they are located. Consider, for

example, the new Brazilian financial fuÈures market in

BrazíL, Lhe Bolsa Mercantil & de Futuros ( Bl'l&F) " This was

only set up Ín February 1986, but is already the second

largest financial fuÈures exchange in the world after the

Chicago Mercantile Exchange. l08 Certainly, the volume of

contracts being traded Lhrough the BM&F would not be so high

if not for Brazilts hyperinflation, economic insËability and

the level of national uncertainty. Yet, organizing and

operating such a market requires a subst,antial 1eve1 of

skil1 and expertise, and Èhe indications are that BtazíL is

not alone in being able to find nationals capable of taking

on the task of developing domestic capital markets in

conjuncÈion with domestj-c and overseaS investors. However,
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for a substantial takeoff of these markeEs to occur, they

would have to follow the lead of the markets in the advanced

capitalist counËries and become more integrated into the

g1oba1 financial trading systen.

EMDF wou1d, assuming it comes about and is successful,

bring the power of the inEernaÈionaI capital narkets to bear

on the problen of LDC debt. The idea is to induce pension

and other fund managers (such as insurance conpanies and

investrnent Erusts), to invest a sruall PorEion of their

available cash, even as little as L%, in LDC debt through

the EMDF. If the IFC I s sums are correct, this should

eventually put something of Ehe order of, at least' $80-100

billion aE iEs disposal,109 though the innediate plan i-s to
\

begin with a much less ambitious $ 500 million during the

early sÈages Ëo demonstrate the concePt's workability.ll0

EMDF would be a long-tern fund, wiEh all that such a

strate.gy implies for the creditors and debEors involved.

Debtors would be able to refinance thenselves on longer

maturities and, probably, with fixed servicing cosËs. The

short-termism of the banks could be avoided. Creditors would

get asseEs which are currently undervalued by Lhe markeE,

but have the capacity to be worth substanEially more in

20-30 years tine. 111 In the meantime they produce a

reasonable return. The degree of predicEability that this

would introduce would have a very beneficial effect on

economic growEh in the debtor countries. Indeed, it is

possible that pension funds which invest in EMDF would see

it as a part of their investment straEegy in emerging
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narkets.

For BMDF to work successfully, IFC would have to

engineer a large degree of liquidity and flexibility inEo

it. This means thaË an act,ive secondary narket, to deal in

EMDF and like securities would have to develop. If the IFC,

with l,lorld Bank support, were to lobby f or the expansion of

the present secondary narket, it should achieve what is

necessary. After all, gÍven the ideologÍcaI predilection of

the Bankrs senior leadership, including its president, for
I prívaÈe sector I involvenent, such a markeE-oriented

straÈegy should be very popular in I.Iashingtorr.ll2 It is

tempting Ëo think of the plan for EMDF as a private-secËor

equivalent of the MisEry p1an. Certainly, while it is far

snaller in size and narrower in scope, t,he essential

elements are all there. Presumably, debtors approaching BMDF

for funds would have to submit to rigorous monitoring of

their econonic performance.

So far, Ehe indications are that a great deal of effort

will have to be put into marketing EMDF to all the parties

involved. Yet, it probably has a higher chance of coming Eo

fruition than the Mistry strategy, for the simple reason

that fewer governnents, institutions and individuals will be

involved. Agreement may be easier to reach, especially since

nosE OECD governments, which are often the most difficult to

deal with, will not have rnore than a marginal role to

play.113 As long as they feel thaÈ there is no threat,ened

blowout of their EighE-fisted budgets as a result of Lhe
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plan, Ëhey nay be happy to stay out of the way and only

contribuEe t.he odd bit of ideo1-ogically dogmatic, gratuitous

advice. In spite of this Èhere is a long way to go before

the Fund becomes a reality..It nay or nay not be successful

in reaching ils stated goals. In the meantime the debtors

and the creditors are left to struggle along as best they

can. This task Ís not made easier by some changes r¿hich are

unexpected. Paramount among Ehese is the fact t.hat, of 1ate,

neL transfers of financial resources have been moving from

t.he LDCs to the DCs, rather than vice versa.

Potentially, the most desËabi1i zíng factor in Ëhe

present dynamic equilibrÍum of debt is this problen of

negative transfers., Since the squeeze on ne!¡ lending which

followed the Mexican rescheduling of L982, it is beconing

quite apparent that the flow of financial resources fron

North to South has turned around. Debtor naËions of the poor

South (for example, Mexico, Argentina and the Philippines)

are now redirecting something of the order of 2.57" of Eheir

GDPs annually in such transfet".ll4 True, this is about half

the level of GDP which was requÍred to sustain debt

servicing when the crisis first erupEed, but it is becoming

an ongoing drain on the LDCs r+hich they can afford less and

less. The danger is that eventually, debtor nations may

decide to test the degree of muscle that they have, in a

sense, recently acquired.l15 The banks recognize Ehis and

strategies such as making added provisions against bad loans

are a part of their pre-emptive response Eo this potential

threat. It is possible that a shift in the current stance of
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debtor nations could be brought about by a set of factors,
including the fact that creditors are becoming more and more

divided among thenselves. 0fficial and private creditors no

longer see eye to €r€, and the differences of interests
which began to surface in 1985-6 are now out in the open.116
At the st,art of the crisis, commercial banks, I.Iestern
governments (especially their central banks), the rMF, and

(to a lesser extent) ttre world Bank, arl banded together to
form a strategy to protect the banking systen and stab l.Líze
Third World economie".ll7 No*r âs aEtention has turned to
longer-term quest,ions of ad justment and recovery, thei_r
policies are less synchronized.

The government of Argentina, like that of nany other
heavily indebted LDCs, is at a crossroads. rt has to
recognize three things. Firstly, that the present state of
affairs cannot go on for ever. At sorue point drastic changes
are going to have t,o be nade to the way the question of debt
is handled, before the internal economic and political
fallout from the presenË path becomes irreversible. ll8

secondly, such a change nay involve it having to seek some

acconmodation with its key adversaries within the domestic
polity, but only if this were sought und.er r realistic t

terms' which pernitted it substantial freedom of action in
trying to come to grips with the issue of external debt.119
ThÍrd1y, generations of thinking about the way in which the
domestic economy should be run would have to be overturned,
but only in a nanner in which c1ear, unambiguous advantages
are sought and recei-ved from creditors, so that the benefits
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Can

be used to que11 domestic opposition. Can

Radical Party do what is necessary? Can

Argentina change?
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A,1f onsin and
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Over the past five years or so r all partÍcipants in the
rDebt Crisist have done little more than muddle through.

hlhile this approach may lack intellectual appeal and

dramatic effect, it has proved to be useful in a rudinentary

way. It is not hard to make a reasonable case for assumÍng

that the next few years will bring more of the same. This is

predicated on two factors. Firstly, the complexity of the

problens encountered, and the diversity of the players

involved, would mitigate against any neatly planned

solutions. ïf anything, the past few years have shown

conclusively that r âs Eirne passes and panic lessens, iË has

becone more difficult to organize collective actions.

Cert.ainly, it Ís Ërue thatr âs a general principle, there is

a common interest in not taking actions which cause serious

instability. Yet, tflis does not mean that there is an

auËomaEic imperative for the participants to act in concert,

while subjugating their individual interests to the common

good. Secondly, so far, no great calani-ty has taken p1ace.

Thus, there is no inpetus to shake global policymakingr ês

it relates Ëo the debt problen, out of its currenE drift.

The one phrase which seems Eo sum up economic

polÍcynaking throughout the world today is tnear-paralysisr.

Many of the key Western governments, especially thaE of Ehe

United States, are unable or unwilling to come to terms with

the limit,aËions of their current policies and move forward

Lo implement those which would be nore appropriate. The

structure of the g1oba1 economy dictates Ehat this penalizes

even capable governments, particularly those of successful
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NICs like South Korea, vhich have shown a degree of

competence in managing their domestic economies. Ulfinately'

the small are,hostage to the big. As threats emerge on a

variety of fronts, among them trade and financer governnents

are hard-pressed to come up with coherenË, coordinated

responses which enable a viable framework within which

economic activities can take p1ace.

The Plaza Agreement of 1985 (also known as the

Baker-Miyazawa Pact) *as one of the few instances in recent

economic history where an agreement to coordinate policy was

adhered to and carried out, more or less fulIy, by the

parËicipants. Based on tshe success of this largely bilateral

deal between Japan qnd the US, plans have come to be laid to

attenpt wider economic policy cooperation. In February L987,

a meeting of Lhe Group of Seven (G7) finance ninisters in

Paris broadly agreed to the notion of permitting exchange

rates betr+een the major currencies, Eo remain roughly at

prevai-1ing 1eve1s, (the agreement being known as the Louvre
1

Accord).' By June, 8L the Venice economic sunmit, the C7

governments were moving further towards a stance of

cooperating on exchange rate policy. The latest attempE to

overcome the inertia in policymaking is the nominal

agreement to coordinate exchange-rate pollcy which emerged

from the L987 I^Iorld Bank-IMF joint meeting in I'Iashington in
.)

September.o The foundations for this agreement were laid in

discussions both at the previous meetings and in other

international forums. However, it musE be stressed that the

aims of this coordinated approach are fairly modest. Given
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the common difficulties being experÍenced on the

exchange-rate front by nost of the Gz governments, íË is not
so difficult to organize coordination of attempts to deal
with these problems. coordi-nating trade policy or fiscal
policy could prove to be a much tougher .g.r,da.3
Furthermore, the agreenent to seek Eo stabilize
exchange-rates wiËhÍn certain target zones has not been

tested under sËress. rt is quite conceivable that und.er the
ríght circumsËances, the agreement could easily break down.

At the moment, only very brave or very foolish specurators
would take on the combined night of the central banks of the
G7 countries, though this could change depending on the
narkeE perception of the strength of cooperation beËween

central banks.

rrrespective of the outcone of thís attempt to
synchronize policy on exchange raEes, the fact remains that
it is much more difficulL to cone to terms on coord.inating
domesEic economic polÍcies. The inabirity to do this has

become another irritant to relations between the united
staLes, Japan and l.Iest Gernany. The thrust of us demands

thus far seems t,o be centre.d on requiring a reflation by the
other tr+o, espec j-a11y Japan, in the belief that this would

help take pressure off its own current account deficit. At

the venice meeting, the Japanese conceded a major boost in
donestÍc government spending, but are yet to begin to
implernent it substantially.4 r,Iu"t German poricymakers, who

in any case have a dread of inflatÍon which is greater Ehan

the norm, have avoided making any real commitment to
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reflate. This type of cooperation is stil1 in the balance,

though some factors nay assist its eventual de facto

establishnent. For example, given the increased nobility of

capital, governments are finding that they have an incenLive

to synchronize policies on corporate taxation and nominal

tax rat,es. This effect is seen most clearly in the moves

being made by many OECD governments to match the new, lower

scales of US taxation.

l,fhy is all of this inportant to the resolution of the

debt question? Quite sinply because so much of the

resolution of debt problems rests on the abiliEy of the key

players in the global economy to come up with acceptsable

methods for nanaging the diverse difficulties currently

being experienced. If Ehese trnanagerst are unable to handle

protectionism, if tshey cannot find acceptable means of

reconciling the needs of debt-ridden LDCs with their own

interests and those of their banks and indust,ries, then

these debt problens can be expected to become more acute.

Ultinately, the resolution of the Debt Crisis rests on the

resolution of the crisis of economi-c management. Without

some clear indication of where the global economy is headed,

it is very difficult for any long-term sErategÍc planning to

take place on the debt front.

In Ëhe meantÍme though, crisis management is proceeding

in a fairly unstructured manner. In fact, âs time passes it

is becoming clearer that individual interests are becoming

less subordinate to the common good. For j-nstance, Mexicors
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stocks are currently riding high. The Mexican government

has, in the past, tended Lo neet or cone close to neeting

agreed targets on key economic indicators, under the terms

of its reschedul-ing arrangenents. In spite of setbacks

because of softening and unpredÍctable oíl- prices, the

economy is doing r,¡eIl enough to trigger a boon on the Bolsa

de Valores the Mexican stockmarket. Indeed, the bourse int

Mexico City has outperforned every other market in the world
q

during 1987 "' Though foreign investors are constrained,

there is substantial denand for Mexican shares, PaFticularly

fron Western mutual funds. In such an environment, what

advantage would there be for Mexico to join a debtorts

cartel or declare noratoriuns? I,thy jeopardize its own

relat.ively comfortable position for the good of Brazil or

Argentina? Sinilarly, there has been a minor falling out

between banks. One of the outcones of the 1987 Bank/Fund

meeEing has been a public split between Deutsche Bank and

Citibank. The former has very limited exposure in Latin

America and has, in any case, made substantial provisions to

cover its bad debts. Its chairman has indicated that

Deutsche Bank is considering forgiving a sÍgnificant part of

its Latín debt and pulling out of the debt rescheduling

process altogether.6 The feeling is that the German bank has

little to gain from pursuing the current course of

collecEive action. Naturally, this approach does not sit

well with Citibank and other American banks which are

heavily exposed in the region and which, despite recent

moves Eo make provisions, sti11 do not have adequate

reserves to offset possible losses. Yet, Ehe question
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remalns, if a leading German bank is w1lI1ng to Lake such

action, is the DebL Crisis as big a threat to the global

financial system as previously imagined? Presunably t

Deutsche Bank would not take thls step without the

concurrence of the Deutsche Bundesbank. If the Gernan

central bank is not too concerned about this, does this mean

thac the Debr CrisÍs Ís under adequate control?

It is apparent that the Debt Crisis has now reached a

state of equilibriun, and that, all other factors being

equal, Ít will take quite some effort to force it one way

(towards resolution) or the oEher (towards default and

financial collapse). Indeed, as long as all players act in

predictable ways, ít seems unlikely that the presenE stasis

will be disturbed. The chronic problems of indebtedness will

become another feature of Ehe global econonic landscape. So,

barrlng najor recessions, Erade rdars or problems wÍth

liquidity, no najor debt calamities should occur. Even if

thj-s were Eo generate a degree of complacency, it is

unlikely that fut,ure upheavals would cause a collapse of the

international financial system. Now that all participants

are sensitized co the threat, they seem to be capable of

responding in a fairly cohesive manner when the need arises.

The main problen will be to indlvidual debtor nations, whose

internal economic and political processes will continue to

suffer from the negative consequences of the debt overhang.

I.lhat then of the individual cases under study? Are these

are they likely1ike1y to drift along their present paths or
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to undergo major changes to their individual sltuations?

Firstly, consider the United States. There have been

some recent developments in the US economy which give cause

for concern, particularly i-n relation to inflation and

interest rates. Further disquiet Ís energing because of the

persistence of the trade deficit and the non-appearance of

the expected J-curve effecË, even though it is almost two

years sÍnce the dol1ar began depreciating fron iLs previous
1

high 1evels.' Despite these problens and the clear need for

a significant reform of current administration thinking,

nothing much is likely to happen in the US, in the near

future, which would be a najor change in polÍ-cy direction.

It seens inplausible that the Reagan presidency will see any
I

significant effort to come to grips with the budget deficit

either by an increase in taxation or cuts in Ëhe defence

budget. Is there hope that a change to a Democratic

adninistration in 1988, if it happens, might mean a new

willingness t,o tackle these thardt questions? Frankly, tror

because the Democrats themselves have doubts about the

political wisdon of such noves. Historically, they have been

perceived as a high-taxing, high-spending party with a

f ondness f or int,ervention. S Since t,hat sort of philosophy is

no longer popular, with sma11 government, low taxes and

deregulation currently holding the political hígh ground, ir

seems 1ikely that the Democrats also may avoid politically

unpalatable decisions. If so, there would be no incent,ive

for Congress t,o change iLs current thrust on economic and

trade policy.
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However, some issues are like1y to be forced. The drive

to have the Glass-Steagall Á,ct repealed is bullding up. If

Glass-Steagal1 goes, McFadden may not be far behind. With

these twin legislative restraints swept away, it is 1ike1y

that there will be a period of najor reorganizatLon of the

Á,merican f i-nance industry " The much-vaunted r superbanks I xnay

eventuate as the healthier ent,erprises, ( financial or

otherwise), take over those in poorer health, and

consolidate thenselves across the nation. Could this be the

way in which the banks which are heavily exposed in the

Third World are eventually rrescued.'?9 Would the Èroubled

enEÍties of Ëoday become parE of large financial/industrial

conglomerates which aËtain unprecedented global economic

influence and dwarf their Japanese competitors? After all,

acquiring a bank with substantial accumulated losses is a

convenient tax write-off for a cash-rich corporation.

The signs seern to be thaE there will be 1itt1e change in

the US unLil the political will is found to push through

necessary, unpalatable adjustments. There is a great deal of

scepticism about the probability of that happening soon. For

example, the recent attempt by the Reagan adninistration to

touE the notion that the budget deficit is being reduced

substantially is being Ëreated with disdain by financial

markets, which view the new figures as litt1e more than an

exercise in tcreatíve accountingr. It is true that the US is

perhaps the only counLry which can afford the luxury of such

inaction. Indeed, j-E may be able to persist with inaction as
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a subsLltute for po1Ícy

danger ís that, íf given

day hang iEself.

for some considerable tine. The

enough financial rope, it may one

Next, consider south Korea. There are no overt sÍ-gns

that this country has any problens wÍth its debt, and. gíven

the success of its economy aË present and the prudence of
its policynakers, it r+ould have been surprising if there had

been any. Potentially, however, there could be difficulties
in the future. A, priority for the Korean policyrnakers would

be to replace a significant fraction of external debt with
either domestic savings or equity held donestically or
internationally. This would achieve a reasonable spreading
of the inherent risk which Ëhe governnent runs in
guaranteeÍ-ng f oreign borrowing. unf ortunately, it nrill be

quite sone tirne before domestlc sources of finance can make

a najor contribution, even if significant reform of the
internal financial sysEem is carried out soon. Also,
domestic savings would only be gained at the cost of less
domestic consunption. rf the j-nternat j-onal trade situation
were to go againsE Korea, the country would have to place a

greaEer reliance on domestic consumption Ëo sustain its
economy, even partÍa11y. rt would be very difficult to
naintain savings if such a boost to denand proved necessary.
Korean policymakers, for a variety of reasons, would prefer
to avoid having forelgners holding subsEantial equity
investments within the country. For a start, such foreign
involvement would probably dilute their abiliËy to control
tightly economic events r+ithin the country. However, they
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investment. 0therwise t.hey run tshe risk of

very difficult situaEion on the debt front

Korean exports builds up"
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encourage such

getting into a

if resistance to

0n1y recently has Korea been running a trade surplus,

ÍEs deficit with Japan having absorbed more than iEs surplus

with the US and other trading partners. The key question is

r+hether Korea will be able to consolidate its trading

position or whether it will run afoul of disputes over

trade. Several years of surpluses will be necessary if Korea

is to go down the Japan road. What would happen to a

successful, albeit much-indebted, economy which is heavily

dependent on and geared to exports, if it rr¡ere suddenly

denied reasonable access to its key markets? Would this not

do serious damage to its debt-servicing profile and

cred itwor thi ness ?

Final1y, consider ArgenEÍna. Unlike the other two cases'

there is almost universal agreenent that Argentina is a

tproblem debtort. The challenge for any government in this

country, particularly a civilian one with a commitment to a

degree of democracy, is to find a policy míx which secures

the economic fundamentals and satisfies creditors, without

a1íenating or depriving significant sections of the

communit,y. 0ften, this can be an irnpossible Eask. The

current government also has to conLend with a union movemenË

controlled by its political opposition and a discontenEed

nilitary which i-s just waiting for an opportunity to take
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over once again. Under Ehe circumstances the Alfonsln

administration is not doing too bad1y. However, there is a

linit to the time over which its current balancing act

between the demands of opposing forces in society, can

continue. Ultimately, something may have to give, Ëhus

throwing its external debt nanagement into disarray.

Argentínars administration has bought tine, not only for

itself to get its domestic econonic policies Ínto 1ine, but

also for íts creditors to get their own houses in order. The

threat is that, havÍng found it to be successful for so

long, it nay decide that the continuation of ad hoc

decision-naking is sufficient. True, other governments,

especially in the OECD, do little more than nake economic

policy on the run. However, Argentinars economy is far nore

vulnerable than any of these. Avoiding having to face up to

1Ès external debt problems w111 only provide a temporary

respite. Eventually, some Argentinian government, aE some

time, is going to have to take some very hard decisions and

implemenE even harsher econonic measures. Unless the noEion

of intractability is broken, it will not be possible to come

to grips with the debt problems. .4, f ew inÈeresting options

for future financing are opening up, especially under the

guidance of the IFC. Argentina may vell have to begin

considering these seriously as it looks for alternatives to

break the impasse.

This t.hesis has concentrated on the contrasts between

the t,hree cases, buE whaE of the similariËies? Answering
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this question ls difficult. 0n a very general 1evel, it is

easy to say that all three share a common interest in

maintaining the globa1 economy broadly in its present state.

None of then has any particular long-tern advantage in

having disruptions occur to g1oba1 trade or financial flows.

They would all benefit from continued g1oba1 peace and

relative stability. Their governmenLs are all, to varying

degrees anti-Communist. (They also all run sizable budget

deficitsl) As nations, all have at different times taken,

and continue to take, actions which preclude the likelihood

of strongly Socialist or Comnunist ideologies taking root.

Each is a f ertile ground f or capi.talisrn, albeit somewhat

different forms of capitalisn, to thrive i-n. Bach has a

sizable military which has sufficient influence to be able

to 1ay claim to a significant portion of national resources.

All three are aware of Ehe advantages of being an índustrial

power and have rnade efforts in the pasË to become such a

power, with varying degrees of success. Beyond such

generalities, it becomes more difficult to make comparisons

which bríng out a common experience shared by Ehe three

naEions. The differences are what nake them worthy of study.

Ultimately, it will be the differences i-n the approach of

each nationrs policymakers which decide whether they succeed

or fail in the management of their external debt.

Analysts of the global economy today are fond of Ehe

image of an abyss or precipice. Often this metaphor is

related to the policy decisions of governments. Strategies

which are risky are seen as leading to the edge of the



abyss, I,\rhile those that promote stability are viewed as

helping to draw ar.\,ay f rom the edge. The three governments in

question can be seen as being on the edge of the abyss for

different reasons America because of inaction, South Korea

because of over-reliance on exports and Argentina because of

dornestic political constraints. Sometimes they seem to

recognize the risks which they are running. At other times

they seen oblivious. To all intents they are dancing on the

edge. If they are not careful they may fa1l down the

precipice. Are there unseen safety nets upon which they

could rely? Perhaps. Is the drop not as steep as one would

imagine? Perhaps not. why else would America, Korea and

Argentina continue to dance on the edge?

factor to stand out

the differenE hlay in

in each The authorities

and Argentina have verY

of external debt in the
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clearly from the case

which external debt

in the United StaÈes,

different notions of the

The one

studies is

isperceived

South Korea

importance policy making Process.

In the United States there has been for too long an

indifference to the implications of a large external debt

burden. In keeping with the tenets of Reaganomics and the

lack of concern about the mounting budget deficit during the

past eight years' no concrete policy has been put in place

to begin to address the external debt question. This has had

negative implications for fiscal and monetary policies' as

the government has relied on foreigners, initially private

investors and the central banks, to continue to fund the
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twin deficits of trade and budget. As such, the necessary

adjusEment to economic management policies are impeded by

being subsumed to political goals; in this case the

Reaganite insistance on reducing taxation 1eve1s and running

a fairly loose fiscal policy, thereby placing the onus on

moneEary controls to contain inflation.

In South Korea, ot the other hand, the government has

not perceived itself as having Ehe latitude to indulge its

constituency in such a fashion. Monetary and fiscal

rectitude have been a norm of policy despite the likelihood

Ehat South Korea is fairly well placed to take advantage of

the goodwill of foreign investors. Indeed the government has

embarked on a quite large debt reduction program which even

encompasses the private sector. In one way the buyback does

not make sense. As the \{on inevitably is revalued against'

the currencies of most trading partners, the longer the

redemption of debt is delayed, the cheaper it will be in

Korean currency. Indeed, Èhe government has met some

resistance from private sector firms Èhat wish to profit

from this one-hIay bet. Despite this, the government lineis

that debt reducEion is essential to maintain credibility in

g1oba1 financial markets. While this may be true, it seems

strangeto be worrying about such credibility when south

Korea is more intent on withdrawing from international

financial markets and concentrating on raising investment

funds from 1oca1 sources.

Argentina does noÈ have such an option. The same sort of
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inadequaLe political wi11, as in the united states' seems to

have paral yzed economic policymaking ' Certainly ' economic

factors outside of the policymakersr control do play a very

significantparthere.Yet,thosewhichcouldbedealtwith

at a local 1evel, such aS the efficient implementation of

fiscalpolicymeasures'arenotcarriedthroughbecauseofa

lackofpoliticalcourage.DespiteiEsmuchmoreprecarious

position vis-a-vis external finance, Argentina has so far

been able to avoid internal adjustment much like the us has

done. In spite of Ehe ever present threats of default, and

the consequent withdrawal of funds, .{rgentina has been able

to avoid politically unpopular decision-making in much the

same fashion as the us administration has been able to'

certainly, some adjustment has taken place in Argentina, but

this has mainly ' impacted only on the effectively

disenfranchised poorer parts of the population ' The

electorally important rniddle-c1asses, (atd those who aspire

to be middle-c1ass), have not been harshly dealt with' This

explainstheshelvingofplanStocontrolinflation,

priva Lize government enterprises and restrain wages and

prices.

I^lhat then of the theoretical frarneworks and the

implications of the case studies for their validity or

otherwise? consider the liberal perspective and the related

line of rhinking adopted by the trtorld Bank/fUf. The case of

Korea lends some credence to this but the theory itself

makes some fairly idealistic assumptions ' The degree of

Korea,s centralized decision-making that is made abundantly
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clear in the case study is not taken into account in what is

a 'free-marketr theory. Furthermore' in the United States'

thefreestmarketofthethreecaseS,thefundamental

assumptions of the liberal school are challenged '

Equilibrium between debt servicing and export earninBS, and

theprimacyofeconomicoverpoliticalrealityareseento

be false notions. Political cowardice about raising taxes'

andtheinabilityofdomeSticinduStrytocapitalizeon

favourable economic conditions, stand out in the case study'

When looking at Argentina the major conclusion is the

inappropriateness of applying the liberal perspective to an

economy with such a high degree of state centralization' The

resulting failure of the IMF and hlorld Bank to make much

headway with policy prescriptions is not surprising in this

context. None of the case studies provides real support for

the liberal PersPective.

The mercantilist view naturally would lead to

adversarial relations between debtors and creditors '

Argentina I s relations wiEh its creditor banks clearly

demonstrate this at certain times. Yet, Ehe Argentine case

study shows how the relationships Eend to oscillate between

cooperation and conflict. The responses of the two sides are

based on the combination of forces and pressures that exist

at any particular time. CooPerative debtors tend Eo find

they can overcome some of the conflict if they are willing

to meet the debtors halfway. In Arnerica, though, Eovernment

has been able to largely ignore pressures from credj-tors in

formulating policy, Pêrhaps an example of the relative
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nature of power. South Korea, being almost a model debtor,

does not have adversarial relations with its creditors,

though relationships are strained by Koreats unwillingness

to open up its financial markets to foreigners. 0n balance,

the mercantilist view is a1 so not saEisfactory as a

theoretical framework.

Structuralist/world systems explanations begin to take

the debt debate out of the realm of current rrealityt and

into a more idealistic framework. Certainly the Argentine

case study demonstrates the need for such a view in the

context of a fairly rigid domestic economic structure and

the long history of populist politics. Yet, while this may

work internally, when it comes to dealing with outside

agencies, such as the IMF, Argentina has to drop this

framer+ork. Hence, despite much talk of the creation of

debtor cartels to negotiate more favourable terms, none has

ever been set up. Another complication with this is the way

in which a form of this argument has been adopted in the

United States by those who wish to blame the US trade

deficit on Japan. At its best, this line is essentially a

structuralist argument - i.e. Japan has so come to dominate

world trade, by runfairt means, thaE the US cannot compete

because the terms of trade are stacked against it, and the

I playing field I is not leve1. Unfortunately for this

contention, it is not supported by the material in the case

study.

The Marxist/na¿ica1 perspective on external debt has the
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luxury of postulating policies, which i-n all probability

will never be tested. 0utright debt repudiation is one of

these strategies which is not seriously considered as an

option by any debtor government. The reasons for this are

canvassed in Èhe Argentine case study, with the clear

implication that such a strategy would have disastrous

consequences for any debtor who attempted it. Furthermore'

the notion of wít.hdrawing from the global economy and trying

to create an internally self-sufficient development program

seems even less of a viable option, ât a time when the

closed economies of the Soviet Union, China and other

communist countries are opening to the hlest.

Overall, Ëhe thesis has demonstrated Ehat current

theoretical frameworks are inadequate to clearly explain the

fashion in which external debt management j s carried out.

certainly, there is a strong political aspecE to the

formulation of policy, or more often, the lack of policy.

Yet, the difficulty is in finding a theoretical explanation

that. does more than just state the Prerequisite nature of

political wil1. The need is f or a theory or perspective tha't

adequately explains the quite different attitudes and

actions of the governments concerned. The challenge is to

find such a theory, which can then be applied across a range

of countries without being tripped up. Otherwise, all we are

left with is the rather mundane observation and quite

obvious conclusion that governments only formulate economic

policy according to the

they find themselves.

political circumstances in which
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